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THE EXPERIENCE OF REGENERATION AND 
EROSION OF CERTAINTY IN THE THEOLOGY 
OF SECOND-GENERATION QUAKERS: 
No PLACE FOR DOUBT? 
Nikki Coffey Tousley 
University ofDayton, Ohio, USA 
ABSTRACT 
The convincement accounts of first- and second-generation Quakers reveal changes in the 
implicit, narrative theology of regeneration and revelation, despite a relatively consistent articu­
lated theology. Early Friends experienced one, overarching grace that encompassed justification, 
sanctification and the restoration of creation, emphasizing the culminating experience of regen­
eration. Anxiety about election, inherited from Puritanism, was replaced with assurance 
grounded in an experience of victory over sin that both justified and sanctified, and conferred a 
new, immediate understanding of the truth. This understanding was a subjective, relational 
knowledge of God's presence that was only secondarily propositional. 
Without the broad vision linking justification and sanctification, which dissipated with the 
passing of the historical moment, second-generation Friends were left with the expectation of 
victory over sin, but with no explicit teaching on justification and an experience that suggested 
the struggle with sin was ongoing. For some, regeneration was easily reduced to individualized 
ethical perfection without the assurance of forgiveness, which was compounded by the problem 
of communicating the experience of grace. Second-generation experience left greater room for 
doubt; and although immediate revelation remained authoritative, Friends began to raise the 
question of discernment and draw on secondary sources of knowledge. 
KEYWORDS 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The Divine essential Truth was now self-evident; there wanted nothing else to 
prove it. I need not reason about Him; all reasoning was superseded and immerged, 
by an intuition of that Divine and truly wonderful evidence of that light which 
proceeded from Himself alone, leaving no place for doubt or any question at all. 
I 
Thomas Story, c. 1 738 
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Seventeenth-century Friends held that knowledge about God must be unme­
diated. Other sources of authority, such as Scripture or tradition, were not 
rejected outright, but Friends held that their authoritative appropriation required 
the experience of regeneration. Because of this emphasis on experience, narrative 
writings provide a potentially rich source for historical theology of the period. 
This article explores the theology expressed in Quaker autobiography across the 
first two generations, drawing on narratives tracts of the 1650s and retrospective 
journals of the first and second generations.2 The analysis focuses on the theology 
of perfection, knowledge and revelation. It shows that later Friends' experience of 
regeneration differs from that of the first generation and, therefore, they are less 
confident about their understanding of, and witness to, the 'truth'. While Thomas 
Story found 'no place for doubt or any question at all ' ,  many of his contempora­
ries are less certain. 
A. HISTORICAL CONTEXT 
Quakerism emerged out of the English Civil War, a period of unrest and wide­
spread religious seeking. Gwyn agues that the promise of the Puritan covenant of 
grace had broken down at the moment of victory, disappointing the hopes of 
those who had expected a transformation of society. 3 First-generation Friends 
understood themselves to be the true church gathered out of apostasy to complete 
the failed English reformation. Their prophetic rhetoric and ecstatic worship were 
rooted in an inunediate Presence of the Spirit; however, within two decades, this 
early enthusiasm was defused. Internal conflict, and concern to distance Quaker­
ism from ranterism and outward warfare, tempered the more extreme forms of 
witness.4 In 1 689, the Act ofToleration was passed, providing a new security, and 
Friends had established their Holy Experiment in Pennsylvania. The vibrant, 
confident style of early Quaker writing gave way to more measured discipline and 
reflection on doctrine, and Friends began to develop the boundaries of a sectarian 
Quakerism that dominated the next century. 5 
B. PREVIOUS SCHOLARSHIP 
Most historians of Quakerism describe a transition between the first and second 
generation of Friends, from an enthusiastic movement with few structural controls 
to a well-organized religious body with clear boundaries. While the first genera­
tion grounded spiritual authority in a sense of inunediate revelation by the Spirit, 
the second generation began to form a new Quaker identity with a distinct com­
munal practice and authority. There seems to have been an intentional develop­
ment of new structures by leaders, such as George Fox and Margaret Fell, in 
response to the pressures of internal controversy, persecution and accusations of 
heresy.6 
Most research on early Friends has focused on the first generation or, more 
specifically, on the first decade of the movement, and there is surprisingly little 
work on the late seventeenth century. Theological studies on the early movement 
often conclude with a general description of future trends, yet only two studies 
attempt to examine the period in depth. The most detailed studies of this 
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transition are Leachman's work on the transformation of Quakerism between 1650 
and 1689 and Vann's sociological study of Friends between 1 655 and 1755, both 
of which describe increasing organizational control. 7 Leachman argues that the 
primary change was the curbing of enthusiastic worship and moderation of claims 
to moral perfection that had marked Friends as social radicals.8 Her study does not 
address theology in depth, but outlines important changes such as the emphasis 
on reason and understanding of perfection as a gradual process among second­
generation Friends. Vann's study outlines the social pressures that changed the 
meaning of conversion and membership as Quakerism became transmitted 
through the family, with an emphasis on conformity to plain dress and other 
peculiarities. 
While Douglas Gwyn's work on the roots of Quakerism within the seeker 
movement does not set out to describe transitions, his final chapter addresses 
changes in Quaker epistemology between early Friends and the second genera­
tion. Gwyn's work will be discussed in detail in the conclusion. 9 Damiano's 
historical theology of eighteenth-century Friends also looks at the late seventeenth 
century, although not in detail. She suggests that eighteenth-century Friends 
understood hedged Quakerism to be a realization of the Reign of God, in which 
the community served as a place of spiritual formation. 10 
Theological studies by Wilcox, Jones and Creasey all focus on aspects of the 
theology of early Friends. Wilcox presents a general overview of the theology of 
early Friends as it impacted women, and although an excellent summary, it is less 
informative for the purposes of this study. 11 Dissertations by Jones and Creasey, 
which focus on early Friends understanding of salvation and Christology, 
respectively, are most relevant to the present work. Both deal with crucial issues 
of justification, sanctification and the nature of God, and will be taken up in the 
final section. 12 Rosemary Moore's thesis is a comprehensive overview of publi­
cations of the first decade of Quakerism, and is thus an invaluable bibliographic 
reference, although it sometimes suffers from an oversimplification of Christian 
thought. 1
3 
These studies all form a background for the present work, particularly in devel­
oping a baseline for the comparison of first- and second-generation Friends. Yet 
none analyses in detail early Friends' epistemology and understanding of revela­
tion. There are a few works that deal with Quaker epistemology in brief, 
generally as part of a discussion of the Quaker understanding of immediate revela­
tion and the Light. 14 Trowell's work on the late seventeenth-century controversy 
between George Keith and Philadelphia Friends focuses on the nature of Christ, 
but secondarily deals with epistemology, as does Creasey's study of the use of the 
terms 'inward' and 'outward' among early Friends.1
5 
Dobbs' thesis on the concept 
of authority presents a useful discussion of one aspect of knowing, but his primary 
focus is the manifestation of authority, rather than the underlying theology of 
revelation. 16 The present study fills a gap in the study of seventeenth-century 
Friends, both in its attention to the second generation and in the focus on 
revelation and theological epistemology as they relate to soteriology. 
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C. SPIRITUAL AUTOBIOGRAPHY 
Spiritual autobiography blossomed in the mid-seventeenth century17 as a result of 
the emphasis on self-examination, personal piety, and experience in the English 
Refom1ation, 18 which stressed inward confirmation of belief over intellectual 
assent. Watkins says of Puritanism, 'doctrines which they had learned became 
almost simultaneously embodied in .personal experience and afterwards articulated 
through narrative and testimony' .  1 Friends took this trend further, prioritizing 
experience over received doctrine, and thus autobiographical narrative is an 
important source of early Quaker theology. 
Friends were the most prolific writers of spiritual autobiography in the period, 
publishing short convincement narratives in first decades and journals at the end 
of the century. 20 The first narratives were short tracts addressed to the public, 
written by new converts to spread the Quaker message by displaying its effect on 
the life of the author. By the mid-1680s, journals of leaders such as Caton began 
to appear, and were typically addressed to the next generation of Friends. 21 The 
journal became the predominant form, and there are few convincement tracts 
published after the 1660s that are written at the time of convincement. 22 This 
probably reflects the growing concern to nurture the new movement, an empha­
sis on the example of elders2
3 
and the turning inward of the Quaker conmmnity. 
Joseph Pike says that he writes his journal, c. 1722, because, 
It hath, for a long time, lain with some pressure on my mind, to write something of 
my pilgrimage in this world . . .  not only for the benefit of my own children, for 
whom it is chiefly intended, but for others also into whose hands it may come. 
24 
Watkins argues that spiritual autobiography gave ordinary Christians a 'language 
and theory' with which to 'analyze and communicate their religious experience'.25 
Although he is not explicit, this 'theory' is a theology of human nature and 
spiritual development that emerges implicitly in a standard format, although with 
individual variations. According to Watkins, Puritan doctrine dictated a two-fold 
experience of law and gospel, in which the Christian must learn, through expe­
rience, that justification cannot be earned. Thus, Puritan narratives describe an 
initial legalistic stage characterized by conviction ofbondage to sin and an unfruit­
ful attempt to conquer sin through religious duties. This stage ends with an expe­
rience of grace, in which the authors realize that legalism must be abandoned and, 
as one of the elect, they are justified in spite of sin. Through this experience of 
the gospel, old truths are understood in a more immediate way, and the assurance 
of forgiveness is known 'in the heart as well as with the understanding' . 26 Puritan­
ism held that it is only after this experience that sin can be resisted, with the 
assistance of the Holy Spirit. Thus, justification ushered in an ongoing struggle 
between flesh and Spirit, described using the scriptural language of spiritual war­
fare, and only an
77
exceptional few were expected to gain victory in this life, even 
among the elect.-
Similarly, the form, language and dominant metaphors of Quaker autobiogra­
phy reflect Friends' theology. Although Friends shared much with Puritan con­
temporaries, they differed on crucial issues, particularly the possibility of victory 
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over sin. Many had been Puritans, but their stories suggest that they did not find 
the promised assurance in Puritan teaching, desiring a resolution of the inward 
warfare that they discovered among Friends. The following outlines five spiritual 
stages typically reflected in early Quaker narratives: Childhood Religious Expe­
rience, Seeking and Youthful Estrangement, Conviction or Day of Visitation, 
Spiritual Warfare and Regeneration.28 Subsequent sections more fully describe the 
narratives and develop the theology expressed within them. 
D. STRUCTURAL FORMS OF QUAKER NARRATIVES 
The convincement tracts written in the first decade of the Quaker movement 
vary, but contain elements that became typical of later journals. By the early 
eighteenth century, second-generation narratives have a shared structural form. 
The earlier narratives may lack some elements, or allude to them briefly, but 
reflect an idealized spiritual path. There are individual variations, as well as differ­
ences between the narratives of the first and second generations, which will be 
discussed. The stages of spiritual growth in Quaker narratives are outlined below, 
and examples and a more involved analysis will be given in the following sections. 
1. Childhood Religious Experience 
While Calvinist theology dictated childhood experiences of reproof, the Quaker 
experience generally includes both law and grace, reflecting the belief in the 
presence of the inward Seed of Christ from birth. 29 Childhood understanding is 
partial, and full awareness awaits regeneration. Descriptions of childhood expe­
riences of 'tenderness',30 divine comfort and reproof for youthful folly are found 
in most journals, although reproof is emphasized in the second generation. Birth­
right Friends also point to the suffering of earlier Friends as an example. The 
narrative tracts of the first decade often omit childhood, focusing instead on 
seeking. 
2. Seeking and Youthful Estrangement 
a. First Generation: Seeking and Doctrinal Convincement. The first Friends were part 
of a generation caught up in a search for authentic religion, and describe years of 
seeking before finding rest within Quakerism. They may have experiences of 
grace and openings of understanding, but these are temporary or incomplete. 
Gwyn, who has discussed this period in detail, argues that the Spiritualist concept 
of 'standstill', a cessation of liturgical forms, was important to many of the seeking 
groups. They anticipated a new revelation that would resolve the ongoing debates 
over the Eucharist, often using a form of silent waiting.31 Whether or not they are 
part of such a group, the culmination of the seeking experience for many first­
generation Friends is a personal standstill in which they give up seeking in weari­
ness. They may turn to private devotion, although a few indulge in ranterism. 
b. Second Generation: Youthful Estrangement. Second-generation Friends may 
describe thirsting after God, but only a few non-birthright Friends undergo a 
seeking stage like that of the first generation. Most describe youthful indulgence 
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i n  play or jesting that leads to a feeling that God's comfort has been withdrawn, 
often when the author first leaves home. Feelings of distance from God may 
develop into a period of solitary seeking, though rarely outside of Friends. Most 
authors describe only minor sins, reporting that God preserved them from 'gross 
evil'. A few continue to experience both reproof and moments of grace, often 
struggling with inherited Quaker practices which they had not claimed for 
themselves. 32 
3. Conviction or Day of Visitation. Both the standstill of early Friends and the 
youthful estrangement of later Friends culminate in a new experience of grace 
that brings hope to the disheartened writer. This may be referred to as a 'day of 
visitation', and is often described as an experience of God's Presence and opening 
of the understanding, although the opening may be only partial. Paradoxically, 
dwelling in this Presence exposes the author's separation from God. This convic­
tion of sin ushers in the next stage, an internal battle in which sin is revealed and, 
eventually, conquered. Different authors may emphasize either comfort or the 
conviction of sin, but the latter is most common in second-generation narratives.33 
For some, the experience of Presence is a recognition of the indwelling Christ, 
although others continue to seek an external God until they receive a further 
understanding. The initial moment of grace and ensuing spiritual warfare may be 
temporally distinct in first-generation narratives, and some authors return to seek­
ing as the visitation experience fades, only later experiencing internal struggle. 34 
The visitation brings comfort and peace, and may come as a tangible voice or 
through individual devotion. 35 
The second generation sometimes portrays conviction, warfare and regeneration 
as a continuous event, with emphasis on the illumination of sin and subsequent 
judgment. 36 Few dwell on the initial experience of Presence, and it typically 
comes as an abrupt break in which they are 'touched by divine power', or 'the 
power of the Lord breaks in', followed immediately by spiritual warfare. 
The visitation, and other experiences of grace, may open the understanding to 
some degree prior to regeneration. Many authors not raised as Friends claim that 
they were convinced of the doctrinal elements of Quakerism prior to convince­
ment. They emphasize direct revelation from God, who shows them Truths, such 
as the abandonment of liturgy and rejection of the paid ministry, and often 
describe 'openings' of Scripture during their seeking stage. Some, particularly the 
leaders writing in the early 1650s, do not mention the influence of Quaker 
thought, describing only an individual encounter with God through a day visita­
tion, spiritual warfare and regeneration. 
In contrast, if convincement of doctrinal principles is discussed by authors 
raised among Friends, it is generally a result of regeneration rather than a precur­
sor. 37 They may describe new inward convincement of the principles they had 
received by tradition. Although second-generation Friends also insist on direct 
revelation, they are more likely to describe encounters with leading Friends as 
'nursing mothers and fathers' who played an important role in their convincement. 
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4. Spiritual Waifare. For both generations, the day of visitation leads to an internal 
struggle in which sin is overcome, although there may be a period of further 
seeking or waiting. As in Puritan writing, Friends use Pauline language of spiritual 
warfare and other biblical metaphors of threshing or burning, and victory. Many 
write in the passive tense, as witnesses to a battle between the Seed and evil that 
occurs within them. Watkins argues that in Puritan thought, only the regenerated 
person could undergo this experience of warfare, and there was no final assurance 
except for a few, extraordinary Christians.38 For Quakers, conviction of sin was 
only an initial step toward regeneration, and a final assurance was both possible 
and expected. 
Conviction of sin may relate to specific transgressions, but more often is cast in 
tem1s of indulgence in self-will and pride. For the first generation, particularly 
those who had been religious leaders, the struggle may be to surrender worldly 
wisdom. In both generations, the humility of crying out to God, rather than 
relying on human works, is crucial to restore the relationship with God and 
overcome sm. 
5. Regeneration. Following the threshing experience, early Friends describe an 
experience of regeneration and rebirth in which sin is finally conquered and the 
author recognizes that Christ is immediately present rather than in a distant hea­
ven. The imagery of the first generation suggests a completion of creation and 
return to the state of Adam before the fall. They often use highly sensory lan­
guage to describe new understandings and additional openings of Scripture. 
Regeneration may lead a call to travel in the ministry, and provides the strength 
£C • 39 to suaer persecutwn. 
Regeneration in the experience of the second generation is seldom the com­
plete victory reported by early Friends, and many authors have an ongoing 
struggle to remain faithful. They often report an immediate knowledge of the 
truth of Quaker principles that have previously been only known by tradition. A 
few do not experience a clear rebirth, and seem more like their Puritan contem­
poraries who experienced an ongoing warfare and held a more distant view of 
God. This change in the experience of regeneration demands a corresponding 
shift in the theology of revelation, which will be discussed in detail. There may be 
a new understanding, including a personal conviction of inherited principles; 
however, the emphasis is generally on accepting the cross of Quaker discipline. 40 
E. METHODS 
Approximately twenty narratives from each generation were used in this study, 
and an attempt was made to obtain writing from men and women, leaders and 
non-leaders, and from differing social classes. 41 The generations were defined by 
the date of convincement, rather than birth date or date of publication. 'First­
generation Friends' were those convinced before 1660, while 'second-generation' 
Friends were convinced between 1675 and 1700 or entered adulthood during this 
time.42 Two thirds of the second-generation Friends had Quaker parents. Some 
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manuscripts discussed here were not published until the nineteenth century or 
later, perhaps because they were not known or did not fit the theology of 
eighteenth-century Friends. These provide insights into the lives of Friends not 
involved in the ministry. The second generation will be discussed in more detail, 
as there has been little academic study of this period. For both generations, the 
lives of selected individuals will serve as examples, followed by a general discus­
sion based on the convincement narratives of other individuals. 
F. TERMINOLOGY 
Seventeenth-century Friends distinguished between the experiences of 'convince­
ment' and 'conversion' in order to reinforce the necessity of spiritual rebirth. In 
this dichotomy, convincement refers to acceptance of Quaker belief, while con­
version refers to acceptance of the Quaker discipline as the result of a threshing 
experience that leads to a new birth. In practice, the terms are not used consis­
tently, and some authors use other expressions to describe these experiences. 43 
The attempt to categorize experience can result in an imposed structure, and the 
degree to which early Friends themselves imposed a structure is one of the ques­
tions of this article. Yet in order to provide a clear terminology, tem1s such as 
convincement, regeneration, and conversion must be defined. The following 
usage is followed, and all except the first, which has been coined for this study, 
approximate the most common early Quaker usage: 
Doctrinal convincement The acceptance of Quaker doctrine and belief, whether a result of a cognitive process or a response to immediate revelation. 
An experience of God's Presence that offers hope and comfort, but 
also exposes sin and leads to an internal battle. It may be refused. The 
tern1 conviction may also be used to describe this experience, but will 
Day of Visitation be used to describe the awareness of sin that is one aspect of the day of 
visitation. Here, ilie day of visitation is distinguished from ensuing 
spiritual warfare, although early Friends use the tern1 to describe both 
the initial experience of grace and the ensuing struggle.44 
45 
The experience of rebirth, following a day of visitation and a period of 
Regeneration spiritual warfare, that leads to a sense of transforn1ation and enables 
conversion. 
Conversion 46 The acceptance and living out of a purified life, including specifically Quaker testimonies such as plain speech. 
The term convincement, without a qualifier, will be used to refer to 
the entire process of becoming a Quaker, which includes doctrinal 
Convincement convincement, visitation and internal warfare, and regeneration and 
conversion, although some authors may not describe all experiences. 
This is the most common use of the term among early Friends. 
The relationship of these terms to the theological categories of justification and 
sanctification, and a third experience of the Spirit is discussed in the final section. 47 
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G. OUTLINE 
The remainder of the article is divided into three sections. Sections II and III 
describe first-generation and second-generation experience, respectively. Each 
presents a detailed description of representative narratives, and then gives a more 
general discussion of the theology of regeneration, knowledge and sources of 
knowledge that is implicit in the accounts. The final section draws out general 
conclusions about seventeenth-century Quaker soteriology and theology of 
revelation. 
II. FIRST-GENERATION EXPERIENCE 
A. THROUGH THE FLAMING SWORD: FRIENDS EXPERIENCE IN THE 1650s 
The narratives of the 1650s describe the convincement experiences of first­
generation Friends, but are not autobiographical in a broad sense. Most describe a 
period of anxiety over sin and search for authentic religion (seeking), an expe­
rience of God (day of visitation) that leads to an internal spiritual warfare, and a 
victory in which sin in conquered (regeneration), but may emphasize one aspect 
of the spiritual journey. Description of childhood and early religious experience is 
often missing in the tracts, though not in journals, and there may be other 
experiences of grace prior to convincement. The earliest narratives were written 
as part of a tract, or are letters published because they had value for others. 48 This 
section will look in detail at accounts from tracts by Richard Hubberthorn, Isaac 
Penington and William Dewsbury, and then the theology implicit in these and 
other narratives of the first decade of the Quaker movement will be discussed. A 
few journals are quoted in this discussion, but differences between journals and 
earlier tracts will be discussed in the final section. 
Richard Hubberthorn (c. 1628-1662),49 a yeoman farn1er from Yealand Conyers in 
northern Lancashire, was among the leaders of a group of seekers in W estmore­
land when Fox first visited the area in 1652. He became an active Quaker 
minister in Norwich and London, writing several tracts before he died in prison 
in 1662,50 and his works were published as a collection the year following his 
death. Hubberthorn wrote one of the earliest autobiographical tracts in 1653 as a 
justification of his ministry to the authorities, while held in prison at Chester. 51 
He seems to have been held under the laws against vagrancy, and argues that 
Elisha, Amos, Paul and Jesus left their homes to prophesy, implying he has the 
same authority from God. 52 
Hubberthom's narrative gives little detail of his life, instead emphasizing his day 
of visitation, spiritual warfare and subsequent calling to preach, with only brief 
references to seeking and regeneration. He says that as a youth he girded himself, 
'and went wither I would, and then I yeilded obedience to myself, and to the will 
of man and was a man pleaser, but the Will of God I knew not, neither was 
obedient to his commands'.53 By his own account, he was considered knowled­
geable about religion, and his primary struggle seems to be giving up the 
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temptation to worldly wisdom. This is reflected in the following account of his 
day of visitation, which is quoted at length to give a sense of the oratory style of 
the period. 
. . .  I3ut when the Lord was pleased to reveal his Son in me, and make known His 
will unto me, to enlighten me with his true Light which hath enlightened everyone 
that cometh into the World, and by it let me see myself to be a stranger to him, and 
knew him not, though I was grown mighty in the Aegyptians Wisdom, and was in 
love with the W odd, and in the favour of men, and in a profession and words of 
men's wisdom exceeded others, being in a fom1 of godliness, but was ignorant of his 
Power and his Word; but when his Power was made manifest, and his Word spoke 
within me, which Word was in my heart, and was as a fire or hammer; and this 
Word being made manifest within me, & my Conscience being awakened by the 
Light of God, which did convince me of sin, and did testifie against all my words 
and actions, and that just judgments of God were revealed from Heaven against that 
Nature I lived in, and the Trumpet of the Lord Sounded within me, and the Earth 
did tremble, and the Vials of the Wrath of the Almighty were poured down upon 
me, and the Powers of the Earth were tetribly shaken, the foundation of Earthly 
Wisdom and Earthly knowledge was shaken, and the Judgements of God were upon 
the outward man. 54 
The visitation experience is a revelation of the indwelling Christ, which exposes 
the separation from God caused by Hubberthorn's intellectual pride. This convic­
tion of sin leads to an internal battle, and he continues with an even longer 
account of internal warfare. He says his flesh wasted from his bones, his bones 
smote together and his pride and lusts were both hammered down and burned 
up. 55 The description of judgment concludes with a brief account of regeneration, 
'and the Lord raised me up in a love to his Word, by which all of the powers of 
the Earth did tremble, and the Earth itself was shaken by it, and by this Word I 
was called to go and declare it'. 56 
Hubberthorn does not dwell on regeneration, merely saying that he was raised 
up to love the Word, but goes on to justifY his ministry. He says the Word has 
the power to shake the earth, suggesting he carries with him the authority to 
make the earth tremble. This authority is rooted in submission to the hammer of 
God, and obedience brings him close to a spiritual power that is far greater than 
the false wisdom and pride that he surrendered. He does not explicitly say that 
regeneration brought a new understanding, but suggests this implicitly in his claim 
to the same power that inspired the prophets. Through this power he declares the 
truth to his the earthly authorities, writing, 'I do witness the same Word of God 
the true prophets of the Lord were conmunded by to declare against all sin and 
ungodliness'.57 Hubberthorn is not claiming divine power, though it is easy to see 
why Friends were accused of doing so. 
The sense of authority is also heightened by his rhetoric. As Bauman notes, the 
writing of the early Quaker movement has an exhortative and incantational style, 
in which scriptural phrases and metaphors are combined and recombined. 58 This 
style may reflect the preaching style and oral testimonies of early Friends, and 
conveys a sense of immediacy and God's activity in the historical moment. 
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William Dewsbury (c. 1621-1688),59 from Allathorp, Yorkshire, was a clothier's 
apprentice who enlisted in Cromwell's am1y. He joined Friends in 1651 when 
Fox visited Balby, becoming an important leader and pamphleteer and spending 
almost half of his adult life in prison for the faith. 60 His narrative, written in 
Northampton prison in 1655,61 describes childhood awareness of God followed 
by a period of seeking. His experiences of redemption, inward warfare, and 
regeneration occur over six years beginning in 1648. He dates the culminating 
experience to the year he met Fox, but does not mention external influences in 
his convincement. 
Unusually, Dewsbury expresses a Puritan view of childhood, opening his 
account with the words 'I was conceived in iniquity', adding that the Light 
opened his conscience at eight, exposing his sinful condition. 62 This childhood 
experience leads to an extended period of seeking. As he tried to satisfY God's 
justice in outward observances, a flaming sword repeatedly cut him down. The 
sword, which appears at different stages of his journey, is a reference to the sword 
placed at the entrance to the garden after Adam and Eve were expelled, 'which 
turned every way, to keep the way to the tree of life'.63 He equates the sword 
with the Law: 
I found no rest nor peace to my weary soul, but the flaming sword, the Righteous 
Law of God, cryed in me for a perfect fulfilling of the Law of God, and did meet 
me where-ever I was, that I could find no peace in that worship of God that the 
world had built up.64 
As an apprentice, Dewsbury continued to try to satisfY the law, looking for 
answers among the 'professors' of various faiths. He joined Cromwell, extending 
his seeking as fur as Edinburgh because he heard of a reformed Church there, but 
was disappointed. Coming to a standstill, he returned home to 'wait upon the 
Lord in the way of his judgments'.65 
Dewsbury's description of his convincement is structured around the scriptural 
story: seeking with Israel, the coming of Christ in a day of visitation, the spiritual 
warfare of the book of Revelation and, finally, regeneration described as a return 
to the garden of Eden. Over six years he 'witnessed' the fulfilment of Scripture 
within himself, from the condemnation of Cain and plagues of Egypt, the promise 
of redemption given by the prophets and the anticipation of Christ declared by 
John. He says he 
breathed and thirsted after Christ to save me freely with his blood or I perished for 
ever, in this condemned estate I lay waiting for the coming of Christ, who in the 
time appointed of the Father appeared to my soul. . .  and my dead soul heard his 
voyce, and by his voyce was made to live, who created in me a lively hope.66 
He is sealed to the covenant through Christ's blood, but is shown that sin and 
death still reign over creation until 'Christ be manifest'. His complete release from 
the burden of the law awaits the final battle of Revelation. He watches as the 
beast slays God's witnesses,67 and he experiences the war of the Spirit and flesh, 
identifYing with Jesus and Paul: 
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Then I was led by the Spirit into the wilderness and tempted of the Devill, that the 
Scripture might be fulfilled, Luke 4. 1 .  In that day and hour of temptation . .  . I  wit­
nessed these scriptures fulfilled in me of Paul's condition, wherein he complained as 
I then did, who found a war in my members raging against the Law of my mind. 68 
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Again he waited, 'groaning under the body of sin in the day and hour of tempta­
tion, until it pleased the Lord to manifest his power to free me'. 69 He stands with 
the other witnesses slain by the beast, as they are resurrected, and the earth shakes 
with judgment, purging all in him that does not know God. Finally, he is freed of 
the condemnation of the law, and thus of the sword which has blocked his way 
into the garden. 
[My] gam1ent is washed, and made white in the blood of the Lamb, who hath led 
me through the gates of the city into the New jerusalem . . . where my soul now feeds 
upon the tree of Life . . .  I witness that I am regenerated and born again of the 
immortal seed, and hath partaked on the first resurrection, on whom the second 
70 death hath no power. 
Dews bury ends his account without a justification of his call to minister, but the 
authority is implicit in his concluding declaration of Quaker principles. 
Isaac Penington (1616-1679/1 was a prolific writer and important leader of the 
first generation, although not convinced until 1658. Mary and Isaac Penington, a 
wealthy couple from Chalfont, Buckinghamshire, had been seekers since the early 
1640s. He wrote on religion extensively before joining Friends, at one point 
building an independent congregation. The couple lost his estate to persecution, 
and he died after falling ill in prison in 1679. His narrative was written in 1659, 
and includes 'a Few Words concerning the Way of Knowing' that are relevant 
here. 
Penington's spiritual trajectory is more complex than most, but includes discus­
sion of childhood experiences of grace, seeking, a day of visitation that approx­
imates regeneration and a second experience of regeneration when he is able to 
tum to the inward Christ, though the purification continues gradually after 
regeneration. The day of visitation occurs well before his final experience of 
regeneration, and there is little language of spiritual warfare, although he is 
brought to a state of complete vulnerability before God prior to regeneration. 
Penington begins by describing a fear and longing for the Lord in his tender 
years, during which the 'seed of eternity ... balanced my Spirit almost continually; 
but I knew it not distinctly, so as to tum to it, and give up to it, entirely and 
understandingly'. 72 He yearned for knowledge of God, and as a youth became 
entangled in concerns about election. Over several years of seeking he remained 
troubled over the possibility of being separated from God's love for eternity, 
becoming depressed and physically ill. He grappled with 'secret corruptions and 
temptations', until abruptly a day of visitation came when 
the Lord my God owned me, and sealed his love unto me, and light sprang within 
me, which made not only the Scriptures, but the very outward creatures glorious in 
my sight, and everything was sweet and pleasant and lightsome around me. 73 
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Penington's new perception suggests an experience of regeneration; however, 
overwhelmed, he prayed for the grace of this initial visitation to be taken away, 
writing 
my mind did not yet know how to tum to and dwell with that which gave me the 
savour, or rightly read what God did daily write in my heart, which sufficiently 
manifested itself to be of him, by its living virtue and pure operation upon me . . .  
and [I] durst not receive anything from God immediately. 74 
The experience gave him some peace from his seeking, 'I had sweetness, comfort 
and refreshment for a long season. But I did not then know how to tum to and 
dwell with that which gave me the savour'. 75 During this time, he says that God 
daily opened Scripture and taught him, and he became a leader of an Independent 
congregation. Yet as abruptly as his day of grace came, it was removed, and he was 
smitten and, broken, and distressed by the Lord, confounded in my worship, 
confounded in my knowledge, stripped of all in one day (which is hard to utter) and 
was a matter of amazement to all that beheld me. I lay open and naked to all who 
would enquire of me . . .  I desired to pray as I had fonnally done; but I found I knew 
him not, and could not tell how to pray, or in any-wise to come near him, as I had 
formerly done.76 
He does not use the language of warfare, but is brought to a state of complete 
vulnerability and bewildem1ent in which his previous knowledge and leadership 
fails. Abandonment, rather than warfare, is the primary metaphor. The experience 
is analogous to the apocalypse that Dewsbury witnesses, but he experiences sin as 
separation rather than guilt. He says ' I  had no sense of guilt within me, but was 
sick with love towards [the LordJ, as one violently rent from the bosom of his 
beloved'. 77 Release finally came through another sudden, sensory experience of 
grace, but this time it was lasting: 
The Lord opened my spirit, the Lord gave me the certain and sensible feeling of the 
pure seed, which had been with me from the beginning; the Lord caused his holy 
power to fall upon me, and gave me such an inward demonstration and feeling of 
the seed of life, that I cried out in my spirit 'This is he, this is he; there 's not another, 
and never was another. He was always near me, thou<�h I knew him not'.78 
This time he was able to surrender to this Presence, and he describes being con­
formed to it, though without the imagery of spiritual warfare. 'And so in the wil­
lingness, which God had wrought in me . .  . I  gave up to be instructed, exercised, 
and led by him'. 79 
Penington emphasizes a new understanding of the Lord who is with him. He 
had previously tasted the Love of God during an initial day of visitation, but was 
not ready to receive Christ immediately. Through regeneration, he now knows a 
Christ who dwells, and has always dwelt, intimately within him. Although he 
does not emphasize a struggle for obedience, Penington's new sight comes only 
with the confounding of his false knowledge and recognition of his utter vulne­
rability when separated from God. 
There is also an outward change, or conversion, required, and he describes the 
public shame of Quaker discipline as a cross that he must bear. Like Hubberthom, 
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Penington is enabled for ministry by his experience, saying that 'having met with 
the true way . .  . I  cannot be silent'. 80 He urges others to wait for this experience if 
they would know Christ, who is the only way to knowledge: 
retire inwardly, and wait to feel somewhat of the Lord, somewhat of his Holy Spirit 
and power, discovering and drawing from that which is contrary to him, and into 
his holy nature and heavenly image. And then, as the mind is joined to this, 
somewhat is received, some true life, some true light, some true discerning; which 
the creature not exceeding (but abiding in the measure of it) is safe; but it is easy 
erring from this, but hard abiding with it, and not going before its leadings. But he 
that feels life and begins in life, Doth he not begin safely? And he that waits, and 
fears, and goes on no further than his captain goes before him, doth he not proceed 
safely? Yea very safely, even till he cometh to be so settled and established in the 
virtue, demonstration and power of the truth, as nothing can prevail to shake him. 81 
Penington struggles with describing what it is that is conferred in the moment of 
grace, but is clear that its fruit is true knowledge. There is a less immediate sense 
of victory than in Hubberthom and Dewsbury's account, but assurance comes 
with time and the Presence of Christ is what enables him to submit. Penington 
admits of the possibility of erring, but the difficulty is abiding in Christ, not 
discernment. In abiding, one is drawn into and conforn1ed to the image of God, 
sharing in the life and light. Knowledge, election and righteousness belong to 
Christ; yet by turning to and waiting in the Presence of Christ, they can be 
claimed with assurance by regenerated humanity. Penington is writing in 1668, 
and his greater emphasis on the need to continue to abide in the Seed may be a 
reflection of a shift in Quaker thought, as the community, and the individual, was 
faced with ongoing temptation and struggle. 
B.  COMMON THREADS 
The life stories of these first-generation Friends provide insight into the way in 
which experience both shapes and is shaped by communal theology. There is 
little explicit theological reflection in the narratives, but they display common 
perceptions and theological commitments. The final section will discuss theology 
in detail, but this section will draw out the common threads in areas which are 
crucial to early Friends' understanding of revelation: regeneration, knowledge and 
the use of Scripture and tradition. 
1. Regeneration. Almost all first-generation narratives describe an initial experience 
of grace leading to an internal struggle and final victory, though these may be 
temporally distinct. Some authors, like Hubberthorn, emphasize spiritual warfare 
and obedience, while others, like Penington, emphasize a new relationship with 
God. Yet for both, the fruits of regeneration are fulfilment of the quest for 
authentic religion and the commission to bring others to the same experience. 
Hubberthorn only touches on the more positive aspects of grace, which may 
reflect the difficulty of describing this new experience. The language of spiritual 
warfare was already in currency among Puritans, and easily appropriated,82 but the 
Quaker experiences of the immediate Christ and regeneration required a new 
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language, or at least a new appropriation of old language. Penington struggles to 
express the 'somewhat' that he discovers; however, he is clear there is an expe­
rience in which he is first drawn toward God and then is joined to God as he 
abides in that relationship. 83 Gotherson says that the experience is 'too difficult to 
utter',84 and Crook writes in his journal, 'Oh! the gloriousness and blessedness of 
that day! How, or wherewith, shall I demonstrate it?' He manages to express 
something of the new relationship, writing that he was 'broken, melted and 
overcome with the love of God'. 85 This difficulty with expressing the experience 
is real, but also served to create a distance from worldly wisdom. Friends use a 
variety of scriptural passages pointing to the inability of the un -regenerated to 
comprehend the experience, and to their own partial understanding prior to 
. 86 regeneration. 
First-generation Friends used a variety of interconnected metaphors in the 
attempt to describe convincement, most of which are based on the apocalyptic 
imagery of Revelation. 87 The metaphor of death and resurrection/second birth is 
most conunon, and is often coupled with the language of spiritual warfare. 88 
Although there is debate about the degree to which Friends in the 1650s expected 
an outward apocalypse or revolution, they describe an inward experience of judg­
ment and purging that led to a new identity.89 Regeneration required the cruci­
fixion of self-will, or 'inward cross', as well as the more outward 'cross' of Quaker 
discipline and ensuing persecution, although the call to preach is emphasized over 
ethics by the earliest writers. 9° For some, such as Penington and most second­
generation authors, conversion was the result of regeneration and a gradual 
process of conformance to God's image, but others suggest a complete conversion 
at the moment of regeneration. 
Less common are references to the historical crucifixion, although Naylor 
insists that it was his faith in the outward cross that prepared him to receive the 
experience of an inward Christ. 91 Dews bury experiences a day of visitation in 
which he is sealed to God by Christ's blood, but is shown that it is insufficient. 
This suggests that the day of visitation may be equated with the Puritan expe­
rience of the gospel, or justification, but that justification cannot be separated 
from sanctification, which may occur simultaneously. Complete assurance was 
contingent on the eradication of sin accomplished through waiting in the 
Presence and submitting to the purging of spiritual warfare. John Burnyeat makes 
this distinction between the justification of past sins and the possibility of victory 
over sin in the future. Waiting in the Light that has been revealed to him, he says 
'Then I saw there was need of a Saviour to save from sin, as well of the blood of a 
sacrificed Christ to blot out sin ... Then began the warfare of true striving to enter 
the kingdom'.92 Jones, in his study of Fox's soteriology, argues that early Friends 
held that justification and sanctification are inseparable. This did not necessarily 
imply that perfection was instantaneous. According to Jones, Fox argued for a 
single work of grace that justified and enabled perfection, but perfection might 
occur over time.93 The experience of the early writers seems to be of immediate 
perfection, though there is recognition that it must be maintained with diligence. 
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Two other metaphors are significant, though less common: the return to the 
garden and the opening of the senses. These point to a transformed relationship 
with creation that is accomplished alongside spiritual rebirth. Dewsbury, having 
been sealed to God, waits groaning for a new creation, until Christ is manifest.94 
Through this power he is resurrected, and comes to the tree of life that had been 
blocked by the sword of the law. George Fox's journal, probably dictated c. 1675, 
contains similar imagery. 
Now I was come up in spirit through the flaming sword into the paradise of God. 
All things were new, and all the creation gave another smell unto me than before, 
beyond what words can utter. I knew nothing but pureness, and innocency, and 
righteousness, being renewed up into the image of God by Christ Jesus, so that I say 
I was come up to the state of Adam which he was in before he fell.95 
Fox's vibrant description of a new smell is unusual, but many authors describe an 
opening of the eyes or, less often, the ears, and may claim to know 'sensibly' or 
'experimentally'. 96 This sensory language is not explicitly scriptural, but is often 
related to creation imagery, as it is here. It serves to highlight the unmediated 
nature and certainty with which Friends held their beliefs. Gwyn suggests that 
Friends believed that Adam's primeval dominion over creation was restored 
through spiritual rebirth. 97 This does not necessarily refer to an outward restora­
tion of creation, but to a new understanding of the existing creation. This is 
suggested by the revelation received by Dewsbury that death has reigned over 
creation, which parallels the inward manifestation of the Seed that reveals sin. 98 
Although generally Friends do not claim revelation of specific knowledge, his 
sense of dominion leads Fox to the startling claim that after his regeneration 
experience, 'I was at a stand in my mind whether I should �ractice physic ... 
seeing the natures and virtues were so open to me by the Lord'.9 
While not all Friends claim a new relationship to creation, almost all describe a 
transfom1ed, intimate relationship with God.1 00 This 'somewhat' of God, to use 
Penington's description, is most often referred to as the Seed, Life or Light of 
Christ. 101 This pre-existent Seed is revealed at a day of visitation, but learning to 
abide in and submit to it is essential to the complete assurance of God's Presence 
and love, in which Penington rejoices. Martha Simmons uses the intimate lan­
guage of Song of Solomon, saying '[God] now has given me a resting place with 
him; this is my beloved, and this is my friend, 0 daughters qf Jerusalem' .1 02 Burrough 
also expresses the joy and completion in relational terms. 
Praised, praised be the Lord for evermore, who hath separated me from the World 
and W oddly glories, and hath made me a partaker in his Love, in whom my Soul 
hath full satisfaction, joy and content. Thus have I travelled through the world, even 
unto the end, and am now come to the beginning of that which shall never have 
d, 103 en . 
The result of this new relationship was assurance of God's presence and empower­
ment, whether for public ministry, resistance to social and familial pressures or 
enduring persecution. Paradoxically, surrender led to the imperative and power to 
proclaim the gospel, but the power remained Christ's. Friends often used the 
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passive voice in describing their experiences, in order to convey this tension 
between complete obedience and limitless power. In the excerpts above, both 
Hubberthom and Dewsbury are witnesses to the power that shakes the earth and 
conquers sin within them. The biblical metaphor of the clay vessel is used by 
some Friends to describe this reality, although it is more common in the longer 
narratives. The vessel contains the Spirit, but remains a clay jar. 104 Dewsbury also 
uses the Pauline language of the battle between the flesh and spirit, which suggests 
a more intimate involvement in the struggle. 
Although a few Friends point to the need to remain diligent in abiding in the 
Light, few express doubt or spiritual struggle after convincement. 105 Penington is 
the only one among the three Friends discussed who speaks specifically about 
bearing the cross of the conversion that is required. More important is the power 
that allows all three men to declare the truth of their new found relationship to 
the world. They describe the Christ they have come to know as an indwelling 
Teacher, and few raise questions of discernment or uncertainty, particularly in the 
initial years of the movement. 
While Puritanism provided a language to describe internal warfare and 
obedience, Friends had to develop a new way to describe their experience once 
they had turned to Christ. They found an assurance and understanding through 
waiting and abiding in the Seed of an ever-present God. Although few ex;n·ess it 
as well as Penington, this suggests complete certainty of the love of God. 10 Abid­
ing in the relationship, Friends describe being conformed to the image of God 
and being brought to a new awareness of the world. Although they find a new 
language in the promises of a new creation in the book of Revelation, the usage 
varies greatly between writers. Some emphasize obedience and the language of 
spiritual warfare that lead up to the new creation, while others stress a transformed 
relationship with God, and with creation, that come with the victory over sin. 
This may reflect some differences in theology, but all of the earliest writers 
experience a sense of assurance and victory. 
2. Knowing. Knowledge and the possibility of understanding Truth is intimately 
linked with regeneration in early Quaker thought. Although the authors are occa­
sionally given concrete knowledge, often through the 'opening' 107 of Scripture, 
the central experience is the revelation of Godself, present immediately. Seconda­
rily, it is the revelation of who the writer is in relationship to God and creation, 
and ushers in the judgment that transforms and restores these relationships. Truth 
is a characteristic of Christ, shared with humanity through the relationship with 
the indwelling Seed or Light. This occurs only with a rejection of human wisdom 
and reliance on the inward teacher, which in turn confers authority and the call to 
witness. 
Puritans argued giving up the legalistic search was necessary to experience 
grace, and some seekers called for a standstill of liturgical forms; however, Quakers 
urged a complete surrender of all forms of seeking in a rejection of worldly wis­
dom and human constructions of God. They were part of a generation that 
sought authentic knowledge and drew on Protestant scholasticism, but found that 
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they must give up the search, wait and leam to be taught by Christ. The emphasis 
on submission of the human will as a step toward regeneration is not unique to 
Friends, but unusually, they cast this struggle in terms of the attempt to know God. 
The importance of giving up human constructions is evident in several narra­
tives. Although some first-generation Friends describe a general struggle to be 
obedient, 108 the struggle with pride, and particularly pretensions to human wis­
dom, is predominate. Many of the earliest writers had been religious leaders 
before encountering Friends, and intellectual pride might be expected to be a 
central issue. For them, though probably not for all Friends, 109 pride was rooted 
in human notions about God and a reputation for wisdom in the world's eyes. 
Thus, they dichotomize false worldly wisdom with the true wisdom that comes, 
immediately, from Christ, and appear to reject reason as a way to know God. 1 10 
This true wisdom only comes when one is willing to give up, wait and become a 
fool in the world's eyes. 1 1 1  
Underlying this theology is the understanding that authority, righteousness and 
knowledge belong only to Christ, but are shared with humanity through the 
Presence of Christ as indwelling Seed. 1 12 Any attempt to claim them for humanity 
is in vain outside of this relationship, and all knowledge must come from know­
ledge of Christ. Crook says, 'The true saving Christ of God, is indeed Life, Power 
and Virtue, whom to know as such is the Knowledge of the Truth' . 1 13 Penington, 
in a treatise written in the early 1670s, related knowledge of Christ and other 
knowledge, 'And doth not Christ, our High Priest and Apostle, keep all the 
people's knowledge? . . .  How is he the truth? How is he the life? Is he so by any 
literal or outward or knowledge of him; or by the inward, spiritual and living 
knowledge of him?'1 1 4  
Although the earliest writers do not often ask questions of discernment, know­
ledge is confirmed by a sense of comfort and peace within the relationship with 
God. This is particularly evident in later journals of some first-generation authors, 
particularly women, who initially resist a call to the ministry. 1 1 5  They describe a 
growing concern and weight as they resist, which is relieved as they are obedient. 
Although they occasionally report a vision or hearing a tangible voice, these direct 
experiences are not given particular weight. Thus, revelation confers the ability to 
recognize that Truth as that which is consistent with the life of God, rather than 
communicating information from God. 
Thus, rather than knowledge about God, Friends found a new relationship to 
Godself, present as a Seed. They found that new relationship opened up Scrip­
ture, knowledge of God and creation itself, but only within the relationship as 
they become conforn1ed to God's image. Nesti concurs, saying that early Friends 
did not argue for special revelation but found that 'The "content" of revelation 
consisted essentially in man's interior non-conceptual awareness of God'. 1 16 
Knowing required giving up human constructions about God, and recognizing 
that all knowledge is a gift of grace. Because knowing is relational, discernment 
was through a sense of Peace that reflected a consistency with the Life of God 
experienced in the relationship. Susannah Blanford, writing in 1698 of the early 
years of the movement, sumnurizes, 
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Christ Jesus the Rock, the Mystery hid from A,�es and Generations, is made known to us, 
of which knowledge I have learned . . .  which is the Key of David, which opens and 
shuts, and gives the true Understanding of the Mystery of the Kingdom of 
Heaven. 1
17 
From this foundation, early Friends were able to proclaim the truth with 
authority. 
3. Scripture, Reason and Tradition. The experience of regeneration also placed first­
generation Friends in a new relationship with other sources of knowledge. Rhe­
torically, early Friends often rejected reason and tradition outright, while Scrip­
ture was subordinated to immediate revelation. In reality, they drew on other 
sources in constructing their theology, including Puritan doctrine, but maintained 
the primacy of immediate revelation to authenticate and bring a new perspective 
on other sources. Thus, although Friends insisted that Scripture not be 'inter­
preted', which they saw as a purely human endeavour, they, in fact, appropriate 
Scripture boldly to describe their experience. 
Early Friends' use of Scripture is typically literal and direct in discursive writ­
ing, 1 1 8  but in relating the inward appearance of Christ they tum to typology, in 
which their experience is read into the unfolding and fulfilment of the scriptural 
story. Within the new relationship to Christ, they believed they were inheriting 
the blessings of Israel and the same spirit that inspired the prophets and apostles. 
Almost all report an 'opening' of Scripture after regeneration, in which they now 
understood texts through the Spirit, and often refer to those who try to interpret 
Scripture without this experience as 'thieves' . Although they rejected 'interpreta­
tion', they readily used Scripture to relate their experience. Rather than argue a 
point from the text, 119 they placed themselves within the scriptural tradition. 
Palmer argues that they were inm1ersed in the scriptural world to the point ofliv­
ing out the stories.120 One of the most striking examples is Dews bury's narrative 
account, outlined above, in which he is a witness to the sweep of salvation 
history. 
While there are descriptions of explicit revelatory experiences within early 
Quakerism, such as Fox's vision of a people to be gathered at the beginning of his 
ministry, 121 Friends drew even more extensively on Scripture as a source of 
doctrine. Dobbs argues that Fox had so absorbed the scrigtural tradition that his 
new revelations were really an illumination of Scripture. 22 While Scripture was 
the primary source, Christian tradition and reason also served as sources for early 
Quaker theology. 123 For instance, the practice of silent worship and Friends' 
language of new covenant were derived from other groups, 124 and, as has been 
shown, their understanding of justification and sanctification was an elaboration 
on Puritan doctrine. Yet they minimized these continuities, and the use of reason, 
in order to distinguish Friends from the apostasy and separation from God they 
saw in the churches around them. Regardless of the source of knowledge­
Scripture, tradition, reason or experience-Friends insisted that these sources 
were opened only through regeneration and the renewed relationship with God. 
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C. TRANSITIONS: THE EMERGENCE OF THE QUAKER jOURNAL 
William Caton's journal was probably the first published by Friends, appearing in 
1689 as 'both an example and a testimony of truth' to Friends.125 The memoirs of 
several other leaders followed, almost always posthumously, including Fox's jour­
nal published in 1694.126 The journals typically include a retrospective account of 
youth, seeking, convincement and calling to the ministry, prefacing a more con­
cise record of subsequent religious life. 127 Much of the theology implicit in the 
journals is consistent with the earlier tracts, but there are shifts which anticipate 
the second-generation narratives. 
Journals often have a less oratorical style than the earlier tracts, although they 
utilize e�hortative language to emphasize key experiences, particularly spiritual 
warfare. LS The structure reflects the stages found in the narrative tracts, but more 
consistently includes childhood experiences of grace and describes the call to 
ministry in depth. The remainder of each text typically describes travels in the 
ministry, disputations with non-Friends and sufferings. The portions of the jour­
nals describing the period after convincement vary in style and the degree of 
biographical detail, and may be less scriptural than the convincement account in 
the same text. 129 
The overall theology of most of these narratives is similar to the earlier tracts, 
and the journals of Burnyeat, Fox and Crook are quoted in the discussion above. 
There is some discussion of the role of elders among the journals, as well as the 
difficulties of conversion and the need for diligence in abiding in the Light. As 
was argued above, Penington's relatively late tract also has this emphasis, which 
reflects a growing concern among Friends with discernment and the possibility of 
erring. The journalists, like the writers of the tracts, experience an initial day of 
visitation that leads to spiritual warfare and regeneration, with an experience of 
assurance and certainty. Some, like Hubberthom, emphasize spiritual warfare, 
while others, like Penington, stress the new perception and relationship with 
God.130 
The call to ministry may present an additional spiritual test for some, as has 
been discussed, and a few, like Penington, see conversion as a cross. Most describe 
imprisonment and other sufferings alongside travels in the ministry, but few relate 
major spiritual struggles following convincement and the call to ministry. Watkins 
says of Fox, suggesting it was true of the era, 'His theology did not allow for 
growth in grace after convincement and so it is only in the opening section that 
any sort of spiritual progress is recorded'. 131 He says Fox emphasizes his timidity 
prior to convincement, and authority after he has met the inward Christ. There 
are exceptions. The journals of Caton and Thomas Ellwood are unusual among 
first-generation Friends, in that they do not describe a period of seeking. 132 Both 
men were relatively young when convinced, in 1652 and 1658, respectively, and 
were nurtured by influential Friends who served as patrons.133 They were at least 
twelve years younger than Fox and the other leaders, thus it is not surprising that 
they are in some ways more typical of second-generation Friends. 
Caton spends only a few pages on his life prior to convincement, which is 
often true of second-generation Friends, but was a devout youth who found 
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spiritual nourishment in the Fell household. His convincement narrative has 
neither an experience of seeking nor youthful estrangement from God, but other­
wise seems to follow a typical pattern.13 4 He says that he found the truth of Fox's 
message inwardly, but at first was envious of the experiences of others, saying, 'I  
desired very much to be one with them in it, that I might delight with them 
therein' .13 5 This suggests a yearning to be part of the communal experience that is 
probably at work among birthright Friends, and, perhaps, among some in the first 
generation. Caton does come to a state of regeneration, but his description 
unusually oscillates between the singular and plural, including the household, and 
the corporate experience was clearly an important aspect of his experience. 13 6 He 
initially resists a call to the ministry, but then goes forward in confidence, 
becoming the key figure in the forn1ation of Quaker conmmnities in Holland. 
Ellwood, like many second-generation Friends, indulged in fencing and other 
frivolities typical of wealthy young men of the period. His writing offers a great 
deal of detail, and is not as explicitly written for the spiritual edification of others. 
He describes his day of visitation as 'stirrings in my breast, tending to the work of 
the new creation in me', 13 7 and undergoes a spiritual puriPng, that results in the 
reception of 'an inward law superadded to the outward'.13 Yet he does not seem 
to describe a new relationship with God or empowerment, and goes through 
successive ethical crises after convincement as he is challenged to take up the cross 
of his new faith. Thus, he emphasizes conversion, the ethical component of 
Quakerism, rather than the experience of rebirth. 139 He did not become a 
minister, but was imprisoned for his faith and was respected as a writer and editor. 
The first journals published were by prominent, often male, ministers, but 
other journals survived in manuscript and were passed down in families. The 
latter give insight into the spiritual trajectory of more typical Friends. Examples 
include Edward Coxere's account of his life as a sailor, with a short account of his 
convincement and sufferings, and Maty Penington's reflections, written in stages 
beginning in 1668, which are addressed to her children.1 4° Coxere's description of 
convincement is short, and does not give a clear impression of his theology. He 
focuses on ethics, questioning his participation in outward war as a merchant 
seaman. He does not become a minister, but is imprisoned, during which he says 
God sustained him. 
Mary Penington describes her period of seeking in great detail, and says she 
was reached by the authority with which Friends preached. Like Ellwood, her 
description of convincement stresses judgment, but she does come to a new 
relationship with God. She says that God enabled her to 'give up my whole 
strength, yea to swim in the life which overcame me that day. Oh! Long had I 
desired to worship him with acceptation, and lift up my hands without 
doubting'.1 41 Her longing was fulfilled, and she found empowerment to withstand 
persecution, although she did not become a minister. Yet her account raises 
questions of discernment1 42 and she stresses the importance of remaining watchful. 
While many first-generation journals suggest a similar spiritual development 
and theology to the earlier tracts, there are shifts that anticipate changes in the 
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next generation. Many stress the need for diligence in maintaining the state of 
regeneration, and the importance of elders and ministers may be mentioned. A 
few journals are further departures, emphasizing judgment and ethical conversion 
with little sense of victory, and describing spiritual struggles after convincement. 
The writing style of the journals may also be prosaic and less scriptural, although 
the convincement accounts are written in the oratorical style of the first decade. 
D. SUMMARY 
The convincement experience of early Friends was initiated by a new awareness 
of God's Presence. Waiting in this Presence ushered in internal warfare and 
judgment, surrender and discovery of a new, inm1ediate relationship with God. 
They read this as the fulfilment of the promises of Scripture, and found them­
selves participating in the immanent completion of salvation history that was 
shaking the earth. It is this inward experience and relationship with God that gave 
Friends complete confidence in their understanding of truth, although they 
recognized it was contingent on abiding in the Presence they had come to know. 
The following are some of the key theological positions implicit in their 
narratives. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
First-generation Friends did not stress one aspect of regeneration, 
although individuals may place emphasis on the initial experience of the 
day of visitation, spiritual warfare or the final climatic experience of 
regeneration. 
There are a variety of metaphors used to describe regeneration, and first­
generation Friends relate the experience of convincement to both com­
pletion of salvation history, and to a new perception of the world. 
Through the experience the person was placed in a new relationship 
with God and creation, discovering the immediacy of God and being 
conformed to the image of God. 
Knowledge is essentially a new relational understanding of God, and 
discernment is a matter of resting in this relationship. Clarity, assurance 
and empowerment for ministry grew out of this relationship, with a sense 
of peace being one of the marks. 
Knowledge and righteousness are characteristics of Christ that are shared 
with humanity through the indwelling Seed such that there is a real 
change in the regenerated person. 
Despite their insistence that immediate revelation was more authoritative 
than Scripture, early Friends drew heavily on scriptural imagery. They 
speak from within Scripture, reading their experience as an unfolding and 
fulfilment of salvation history, and their own authority as continuous 
with that of the apostles. They largely reject both reason and tradition as 
sources of knowledge, though in reality may draw on both. 
The following section describes the experience of second-generation Friends, 
using a similar format, and stressing the difference between the two generations. 
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Ill. SECOND-GENERATION EXPERIENCE 
A. THE THRESHING FLOOR: LIFE STORIES OF SECOND-GENERATION FRIENDS 
The journals 143 of second-generation Friends typically describe childhood and 
early religious experience, followed by a period of indulgence in pastimes that 
create distance from God (youthful estrangement) . As with first-generation 
Friends, this is followed by an experience of God (day of visitation) that leads to 
an internal struggle (spiritual warfare) ,  and at least a partial victory in which sin is 
conquered (regeneration). Yet in contrast to earlier Friends, the last three stages 
are more often described as a single experience, with a focus on spiritual warfare 
and little elaboration on the more positive aspects of grace. This section will look 
in detail at the journals of James Dickinson, Thomas Story, Samuel Bownas and 
John Fothergill, and then develop the theology implicit in the narratives of 
second-generation Friends. 
James Dickinson (1659-1741) , 144 a birthright Friend from Cumberland, was a 
fellmonger by trade, but travelled extensively in the ministry after his convince­
ment c. 1678. His spiritual development is typical, with an emphasis on spiritual 
warfare, although the inward appropriation of Quaker doctrine is not explicit. 
Dickinson's journal is one of the earliest by birthright Friends, and appears less 
concerned with the problem of 'traditional' Quakerism. 145 
Dickinson begins by describing early experiences of grace, saying 'The Lord, 
by his Power, did reach unto me when very young, and often broke my Heart in 
true Tenderness, that many times I had a secret Delight to be inwardly retired to 
feel the Virtue of it' . 146 This pleased his parents, who taught their children 'to fear 
the Lord, and mind this Light and Grace that secretly reproved us' .  147 Both 
parents died before Dickinson was ten, after which he was drawn into 'vain Plays, 
Customs, Fashions, and Will-Worships of the W odd'. 148 Yet he says God 
repeatedly called him back to the measure of power that he had felt tendering his 
heart as a young child. 
He continued in rebellion until 'The Lord in his Mercy did visit my Soul by 
his Righteous Judgments, and thereby turned my Mirth into Mourning, and Joy 
into Heaviness, and deep Sorrow was my Portion' . 149 His day of visitation is an 
experience of judgment, with no initial peace. He says that the enemy was in his 
own house, 'and as I was careful to keep in the Light, I came to see the Kingdom 
rent from Saul, and given to David, tho' there was a long war between the House 
of Saul and the House of David, yet as I kept my eye on the Lord, I came to see 
the House of Saul grow weaker and weaker' . 1 50 Dickinson uses other metaphors 
from the Hebrew Scriptures, such as the struggle between Jacob and Esau. He 
yearned to find peace with God, who mixed mercy with judgment, and his faith 
increased. He says 
My soul began to delight to wait upon him in the way of his judgment . . .  and as I 
kept here, I felt the Love of God increase in my Soul . .  . and a Hunger increased in 
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my Heart after the enjoyment of the Lord's Power. . .  I found (as David had) his rod 
and his staff comforted me, and the Lord did often overshadow me with his Love. 1 5 1  
Dickinson then describes a vision of the good shepherd striving against a thief 
who threatened the sheep. The good shepherd wins, but this does not end 
Dickinson's trials. He continued to struggle with the 'Power of Darkness', and 
says that when he had almost lost hope 'the Lord appeared by his mighty Power 
and rebuked the Enemy . . . and brought my mind to true stillness' . 1 52 Regeneration 
did not confer a new sense of self or opening of the understanding, but he came 
to a place of peace in which he knew the shepherd was victorious. 
He soon felt a call into the ministry, although he recognized his weakness and 
the we�ght of acceptin? the call. He says, 'the Lord, in his great Love, filled my 
soul With the Emanations of his Power, which strengthened and encouraged 
me' . 153 He initially resists, but finds peace when he is obedient to the call. After 
his �rst public ministry, he says, 'I came awar, in great Peace of Mind, being 
sensible of the Over-Shadowing Love of God'. 1 4 
This is the beginning of his travels in the ministry, during which he is able to 
speak with authority and appears to have a supernatural power that few recognize. 
He says that when he interrupted a Baptist meeting by preaching, 'Great was the 
Confusion that soon appeared, many of them speaking all at once; some asking 
what Beast was that, which was come amongst them? Others answered, it was none, but 
a 
.
Man or a Boy: But the Lord was with me in my Testimony, and by Effusion of 
his Power gave me Dominion over Unclean Spirits; and the Witness of God in 
the Hearts of several was reached' . 1 55 Again, he has a feeling of clarity and peace 
when he is obedient, and several were convinced. It is this sense of peace that 
authenticates his ministry, and he does not struggle with discernment. 
Thon:as Story (c. 1663-1742/56 was a convert to Friends. He trained as a lawyer, 
first m a country practice and then in Carlisle in 1687. His family had the means 
for his education in fencing and other 'fashionable and manly accomplish­
m�nts' ,  15 7 al:hough he does not describe their circumstances. Mter a period of 
sohtary seekmg, Story was convinced in 1689, before he encountered Quakers 
and initially thought he was alone in his new faith.1 5 8  Like Penington, he stresse� 
his alienation from God and new knowledge, rather than justification for sin.1 59 
Story says he was inclined toward God and solitude from an early age. He felt 
reproof in childhood, but was drawn away from God in preparation for the 
'genteel profession' of the law. Yet he was preserved from 'gross evil' by being 
put to the study of law with a Presbyterian counsellor in a country practice, 
where there were few temptations. 160 
Story's journal contains two complementary convincement accounts, one of 
":hich may have been written much earlier. The first describes his gradual con­
vmcement of the doctrinal elements of Quakerism, while the second relates his 
strugg�e with sin. In the first, he recalls going to hear various preachers, once 
attendmg a Quaker meeting, although he remained in the Church of England. He 
emphasizes the intellectual integrity of the Quaker faith, although there is a divine 
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influence that adds to his discomfort with Anglican teaching. At a christening he 
found his 'mind agitated in an unusual manner, and a secret aversion to that 
161 h b . . 1 ceremony'. Over a period of about two years, e ecame mcreasmg y uncom-
fortable with the doctrine of the church, including use of creeds, formal prayers 
and sacraments, and withdrew to private worship. 
The second account focuses on Story's struggle with sin. Despite his seeking, 
he continued to enjoy fencing and other 'fashionable accomplishments', taking 
pride in his abilities until they 'became irksome, disagreeable, and exceedingly 
heavy and oppressive'.162 God reproved him, but his understanding was incom­
plete. He reaches a crisis after a riding accident, searching his soul and finding he 
is not ready for judgment. He says, 
Hitherto I had known the Grace of God in me, only as a manifester of evil and of 
sin; a word of reproof. . .  by which Divine Grace I was, in some good degree, 
enlightened, refom1ed, and enabled to shun and forbear all words and acts thus 
known to be evil. . .  And yet I did not know the Divine Grace in its own nature, as 
it is in Christ; not as a word of faith, sanctification, justification, consolation and 
redemption; being yet alive in my own nature; the Son of God not yet revealed me, 
'fi  d d 1 . 163 nor I by the power of his holy cross yet mort1 1e an s am. 
God does not leave him in this legalistic state, and Story goes on to describe a day 
of visitation, giving the exact date in which God broke in on him as an 'all­
powerful, all-knowing, and sin-condemning Judge'. 164 Unlike most Friends, he 
does not use a biblical metaphor to describe the experience, but stresses his utter 
alienation from God. He says that his mind was separated from his body, and he 
was plunged into darkness toward the North Star. As in many first-generation 
accounts, this required the confounding of worldly wisdom, despite the role of 
reason in his doctrinal convincement. 
And being in perfect despair of returning any more, eternal condemnation appeared 
to surround and inclose me on every side . .  .in the midst of this confusion and 
amazement, in which no thought could be forn1ed or any idea retained, save grim, 
eternal death possessing my whole man-a voice was forn1ed and uttered in me, as 
from the centre of boundless darkness: 'Thy will, Oh God! Be done' .1 65 
Through this act of submission his fears vanished and he found the One for 
whom his soul had longed. 
My mind became calm and still, and simple as a little child; the Day of the Lord 
dawned, and the Sun of righteousness arose in me . . .  and He became the centre of 
my mind . . .  I lost my old self, and came to the beginning of the knowledge of Him, 166 the Just and the Holy one. 
He says through this experience, he had a taste of the agony of Christ on the cross 
and knew his sins were forgiven. This brought an end to his intellectual under­
standing: 'all my carnal reasonings and conceivings about the knowledge of God, 
and the mysteries of religion were over; which had long exercised my mind'. The 
truth was now self-evident and he knew, as he had not before, that God is 
Love. 167 Yet his understanding continued to grow, and he reports being taught 
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through dreams, visions and prophecies, and through creation and humanity, 
although primary was 'the effusion of [God's] own goodness' which revealed the 
'Son of his Love'.168 Withdrawing in silence was essential, and he says that as 
the Divine essential Truth increased in my mind, it wrought in me a conforn1ity to 
itself . . .  reducing my mind to a solid quietude and silence, as a state more fit for 
attending to the speech of the Divine Word, and distinguishing it from all other 
powers, and its Divine influences from all imaginations and other motions. 169 
He says in silence he was 'daily fed with the fruit of the tree of life and desired no 
other knowledge'. 170 This suggests a return to the state of Adam before he ate 
from the tree of knowledge and that Story must learn to be content with 
revelation. 
Story continued in private devotion for two years, thinking he was alone in his 
new faith, until he found the same divine power he had experienced alone while 
attending a Quaker meeting with an acquaintance.171 This challenged him to con­
version, and he committed himself to 'lay aside every business or thing that might 
hinder or veil in me the enjoyment of the presence of the Lord, whether among 
his people or alone'. Story speaks with complete certainty, and describes both the 
truth of God's divine presence and the integrity of the meeting for worship as 
self-evident after his regeneration. He experiences continued spiritual develop­
ment after regeneration, as his mind was opened by degrees and Scripture became 
clear, but he does not recount spiritual struggles or the withdrawal of God's 
presence. 
Issues of discernment and authenticity do arise, but not for himself Attending a 
first meeting for church affairs, he found divisions among Friends over struc­
ture. 172 He left the meeting in silence, and God resolved the concern by showing 
him that the true church 'should be preserved by the love of uniformity and unity 
among themselves'. He says he was shown that some might come to the church 
in imitation, rather than through the real experience of God's presence.1 73 Thus, 
Story is shown inwardly that unity with the true church is a mark of authenticity, 
and those in disagreement are outside of the experience of regeneration. 
It is unclear at what point Story became a minister, but he began travelling as a 
companion to a friend. He argues that the Spirit gives the authority to preach, but 
his regeneration does not bring the urgency to evangelise described by early 
Friends, and he initially resisted preaching.174 The resistance retarded his growth, 
and when he yielded, the joy was unspeakable. He says the drawing of the meet­
ing under the canopy of God's presence was the authentication of the message.175 
Samuel Bownas (c. 1 676-1 749) 176 was a birthright Friend from Westmoreland, 
although his father, a shoemaker, died in prison immediately after Samuel's birth. 
Bownas was apprenticed to a Quaker blacksmith and had little schooling, but 
becan1e an important leader and writer among eighteenth-century Friends. His 
journal is somewhat atypical, with a minimal account of spiritual warfare and 
emphasis on incomplete understanding, rather than alienation from God or sin. 
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Bownas stresses the role of his mother and his father's memory in his early 
religious life, and does not describe early experiences of grace. His mother 
admonished him to fear the Lord and grow up worthy of his father's name. He 
says this 'frequently brought me into great tenderness, being afraid that she would 
die before I was capable to live in the world' . 1 77 He visited Friends in prison with 
his mother, and wondered at how they were 'tender and broken' in worship, but 
was not yet able to understand these expressions. 
He continued to attend meeting as an apprentice, but took no interest in 
religion and slept at worship, as he 'knew not how to employ [his] thoughts' . 1 7 8  
Although he was preserved from 'gross vice', he was known as a 'witty, sensible 
young man' and indulged in 'jesting and turns of wit to provoke mirth'. 1 79 
Bownas remained within the hedge of Quakerism, but had not experienced the 
faith for himself. There were moments of regret, in which he ruminated at night 
with a heavy heart, but fell back into jesting and frivolity afterwards. 
Bownas' convincement, at age 20, was triggered by the preaching of a young 
woman named Ann Wilson. 1 80 Wilson pointed to him, saying, 'A traditional 
Quaker, thou goes from the meeting as thou comes to it; and thou comes to it as 
thou went from it, having no profit by doing so; but what wilt thou do in the 
end thereof?' 1 81 Her words pierce him, and he, like Saul, asked God what he 
might do. He heard a voice 'as it were spoke in [hisJ heart, saying Look unto me, 
and I will help thee' . 1 82 Bownas was broken in tears, and now understood the 
tenderness and weeping he had witnessed among adult Quakers as a child. 
Unlike most Friends, Bownas does not describe an internal battle, although he 
says he was broken and left meeting with a heavy heart. He altered his conduct, 
and waited anxiously for the next meeting. He describes an experience of 
presence and opening the next week in worship, such that he could not fathom 
how others might not see the truth of the gospel. He says, 
my mind was soon fixed and staid upon God, and I found an uncommon enjoy­
ment that gave me great satisfaction, my understanding being opened, and all the 
faculties of my mind so quick, that I seemed another man; a divine and spiritual 
sweetness abiding within me night and day, for some time, and I began to see and 
understand the Scriptures and the nature of preaching the doctrine of the gospel in 
the power and spirit, plainly feeling a difference between a preacher of the letter and 
of the spirit, which till then I was wholly ignorant of. . . now I understood it 
clearly . . .  that all divine knowledge is from divine light which we cannot compre­
hend, until we are assisted to do so by a visitation from heaven. 1 83 
This suggests rebirth, but without the rich imagery of early Friends. He says he 
seemed another man, and although he is cautious about making an outright claim 
to rebirth, says now he saw the difference between unregenerate and regenerate 
humanity. 
Now I plainly saw a distinction between the children of light, and of this world; the 
spiritual, and the natural man; and that the natural man could not receive the things 
of the spirit of God, being foolishness to him; because they are known only by the 
S 
. .  1 t54 pmt. 
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He adds that although he was brought up with plainness of habit and speech, this 
did not make him a Christian, and it was made evident that the only way to true 
knowledge and the things of God was to be born from above. 1 85 
Bownas' call to the ministry followed immediately, and he was shown that he 
might be qualified to speak if he was 'faithful and obedient to the holy vision' . 1 86 
He says it was not long before he felt 'the power of the Spirit strong upon me, to 
speak a few sentences' .  He initially resisted, primarily because of the presence of 
his old companions in meeting. He says, 'but oh! the trouble and uneasiness 
which I afterwards went through, made me enter into covenant, that it ever the 
like offer was made me, I would give up to the heavenly vision'. 1 87 The weight 
initially left, but a double weight returned later in the week, making him weep 
with fear that his disobedience had offended God, and he would be 'cast off 
forever'. His master reassured him, and he spoke in the next meeting four weeks 
after his original day of visitation. He says, 'what sweetness and joy I felt afterward 
I 
, 1 8 8  cannot express . 
Despite the seeming clarity of his call, Bownas struggles during his subsequent 
ministry with dark periods in which he feels shut out by God, or poor and low. 
He does not describe his recovery from these periods or give any reason why they 
might occur. They are attributed to God, and he argues that the trials qualified 
him to speak to others in a similar condition. During the worst of these times, 
while travelling in the ministry, he heard the words 'thou runs, and God has not 
sent thee, thou speaks, but God doth not speak by thee; therefore thou shall not 
profit the people' .  He was tempted to turn and go where no one knew him, but 
says the meeting's decision to give him a certificate would have been put in ques­
tion. Bownas even considers committing suicide, making it look like an accident. 
Ultimately, he decides the voice is the spirit of Antichrist, and through prayer and 
tears is able to continue in his ministry. 
The Quaker community plays an important role both in Bownas' childhood 
and ministry. He describes being healed by deep worship in Meeting after his 
suicidal period, despite his uncertainty, and says that his vocal prayer brought 
many of those present to tenderness. He often speaks of relying on elders, at one 
point altering vocal ministry that was critical of older Friends, and stresses the 
importance of companions in the ministry. Scripture is less central, although he 
does describe preaching from texts and is given a new understanding of Scripture 
after he enters the ministry. 
John Fothergill (167 6-17 44) 1 89 was born to well-known Friends with land in 
Yorkshire, and Quaker visitors frequented their home. He describes his parents as 
faithful Friends who regularly attended meeting and trained their children in the 
faith. His mother was particularly influential, though she died when he was 12. 
The couple seem to have suffered little persecution, although his father was 
imprisoned for non-payment of tithes when John was 18, leaving John to manage 
the estate. He was convinced at 19, shortly after his father's death, and became an 
important writer and minister among second-generation Friends. 190 He emphasizes 
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the struggle with sin, and, as with most second-generation authors, victory is 
incomplete. 
Fothergill stresses the importance of older role models in childhood, which 
suggests a growing concern with transmission of the tradition.
191 Like Bownas, he 
does not recount experiences of grace, but witnessed it among adults. He says that 
his mother's reverent obedience in meeting, and her sacrifice of a broken heart to 
God, 'had, very early, a deeply affecting Impression in my Consideration: So that 
I was convinced fully, when very young' .
192 This led him to fear God, and he 
experienced reproof when he rebelled against the Quaker principles of refusing 
oaths and plain dress. 
Despite the example of his elders, Fothergill fell away as a youth. His father's 
servants incited him to 'airiness and loose conduct', and his desire for sports and 
play stifled his attentiveness to God.
193 This caused him sorrow, and he made, and 
broke, repeated covenants to be more sober. Release came slowly, over several 
years, and there is no single moment of visitation. He says he was 
kept low and watchful to this principle of Truth, which let me see my sin, and the 
Danger of it, I was favoured with the Springings of Hope for Mercy and Salvation; 
and then my Cry was frequent and strong to be purged thoroughly. . .  Thus I 
wrestled several Years, and durst not believe I had gained any effectual Victory; and 
as the Baptism of Christ by his Spirit had begun to operate in me . .  .I had some hope 
that the Fan in his Hand would thoroughly purge me'. 194 
Yet this hope is tenuous, and he says, 'the winnowing, refining work of 
Judgement, and of Burning, now kindled to take away my Dross, was so heavy 
upon me, that I was often tempted to conclude I was forsaken' .
195 God aided 
him, giving him the resolve to 'wait as at the Almighty's footstool. . .  and wait for 
h. A . . £'. Sal . 
, t96 IS nsing tor my vatwn . 
His regeneration also occurs gradually, and the victory remains partial. He says 
the Lord 'brought forth judgment into Victory by degrees, and caused the Sun of 
Righteousness at Times to arise upon me, with healing in his wings; yet he often 
saw fit to hide his face again' .  He says he sometimes lost hope of redemption, 'but 
the blessed Presence of the Saviour of the World, which at times filled and 
overshadowed my soul . . .is never to be forgotten by my soul' .
197 The knowledge 
of God, experienced in powerful moments, sustained him in periods of doubt. 
Despite the partial victory, Fothergill seems to have a new inward confimution 
of Quaker principles. While his father was in prison, a non-Quaker uncle urged 
John to pay the tithes to free his father. Fothergill was tempted, but then says, 'my 
Understanding was of a suddain fully satisfied, that it was the Mind and Cause of 
God that this Testimony against Tithes in this Dispensation be borne . . .  Truth 
itself . . .  both cleared my Judgement and brought a holy Boldness' .
19 8 He stood up 
to his uncle, yet also suffered an inward loss, because his father's absence 
permitted him to keep company with the 'loose and airily disposed' servants.
199 
The period leading up to his entry into the ministry suggests a similar tension. 
Fothergill continued to pray for purging, and attempted to 'sit down under [God's] 
chastising Hand and Power', which brought moments of an overwhelming sense 
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of Love and Presence. He says, 'sometimes the Brightness of the Salvation of 
God, and Enlargings of his Love were so abundant in my Soul, that I could scarce 
(nor did I always) keep from falling Down upon the Ground to adore and 
worship his glorious Presence'.200 This led him to think he might be called to the 
ministry. He resisted for over a year, concerned that self-will might lead him to 
the mere show of religion, until a time came when 'it was so indisputably clear, 
that 
_
I had no Scrupl� of its being certainly the holy Requiring'. 201 Fothergill 
contmued to have penods of doubt, though never suicidal, but also experienced 
grace and confidence in his ministry, which was contingent on submission to 
God's judgment. Gradually, the doubts faded, and in retrostect he points to them 
as a necessary test to ensure the authenticity of his ministry. -02 
B.  COMMON THREADS 
�s i� :he first �eneration, second-generation convincement accounts convey an 
Imp�Iot, narrauv� theology, despite the lack of explicit theological reflection. 
Their understandmg of convincement is similar, but not identical, to that of first­
generation Friends, but their experience often differs significantly. Not all Friends 
fit the ideal of the regenerated Christian, but their attempt to fit their experience 
�o a standard �orm is itself informative. The following section will discuss theology 
m mor� detai�, but this section will describe the common elements, making 
compansons with the work of the previous generation. 
1. Regeneration. Story, a convert to Friends, represents a transition between first­
and second-generation narratives, describing a spiritual journey similar to that of 
the firs� gen�r
.
ation, but with key differences. He was a devout youth seeking 
authentiC rehgwn, but also indulged in fashionable recreation that drew him away 
from God. He places more emphasis on the reasonableness of Quaker doctrine 
th�n earlier Friends, yet his regeneration still required the confounding of human 
Wisdom. He found that he must look for an experience of crucifixion and rebirth 
beyo�d t�e legalism t�at troubled his conscience, and is released only through 
expenencmg a day of judgment. Waiting in the face of judgment is crucial to the 
experience of regeneration, which, for Story, is a return to the garden and 
childlike simplicity. 
The convincement narratives of second-generation Friends follow the form of 
e
_
arly Fri�n?s, but emphasize struggle with sin rather than the victory of regenera­
tion. This IS �articularly 
_
true for birthright Friends, who may describe only judg­
ment, and, hke Fotherg�ll, find that purging is an ongoing process. Knowledge 
also develops gradually, and is contingent on obedience and waiting on God. Pike 
says t��t after the experience of judgment, 'I delighted to turn my mind inward, 
and diligently to wait upon him, by the help of his Holy Spirit, by which I 
gradually grew in experience and knowledge of the things of God' .203 
Whereas Story, and many earlier Friends, come to an exhausted standstill 
where human wisdom is confounded, most second-generation Friends describe a 
moment of surrender and a tenacious resolve to remain in the Light. This may 
reflect an emphasis on waiting and submission in the pastoral writing of older 
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Friends, and anticipates the Quietism that will dominate Quakerism in the next 
century. 204 Like early Friends, second-generation Quakers held that both an 
inward cross, or crucifixion of self-will, and an outward cross of a converted life 
were essential. For most, regeneration leads to unexpected openings of the under­
standing, but these are discreet events, not a new identity that confers a complete 
opening of creation and immediate certainty described by Story and the first 
generation. More common is the gradual growth to spiritual maturity described 
by Pike, quoted above, which is placed in contrast with the incomplete under­
standing of religious experience in childhood and youth. 205 Most second­
generation Friends also describe experiences of God's presence, but few reach the 
intimacy with God described by early Friends. 
As in the first generation, the metaphors utilized to describe regeneration by 
the second generation are instructive. Although they occasionally draw on the 
book of Revelation, images from Malachi are more common, emphasizing thresh­
ing and the refiner's fire. While these metaphors convey the experience of being 
cleansed from sin, there is no reference to a new identity and opening of creation. 
Moreover, this imagery fails to place the author in the midst of the completion of 
salvation history, instead focusing on individual spiritual change.206 Second-gen-
. eration Friends also compare their journey with the struggle of Israel to remain 
faithful to the covenant and with the suffering of her heroes. 207 Earlier Friends 
may use these analogies; however, the more common use in the later generation 
suggests an ongoing struggle for perfection, rather than an accomplished victory. 
Like Jacob, they are affiicted and wrestle with sin; like Israel, they experience 
seasons of favour and disfavour in God's sight, crying out in lamentation. Second­
generation Friends do argue that rebirth is necessary, and may describe their 
regeneration in these terms. For instance, Alice Hayes says that she became a new 
creature, yet she also continued to pray daily that she would be kept holy. 208 Only 
Story describes a new creation in which he feeds on the tree of life. 209 
The crucial discovery of first-generation Friends was an immediate sense of 
God's presence, and it has been argued that the primary revelation they expe­
rienced was a revelation of Godself. 210 Second-generation Friends continue to 
hold an ideal of immediate revelation, and sometimes use relational imagery to 
describe regeneration. Dickinson experienced an 'overshadowing of God's Love', 
while Bownas describes 'a divine and spiritual sweetness' ; yet these are fleeting 
experiences. Other second-generation accounts depict God as a stern judge, with 
little sense of intimacy. There are a variety of experiences in both generations, but 
even those early Friends who emphasize spiritual warfare, such as Hubberthorn, 
seem to come through regeneration to a more lasting experience of God's love 
and peace. These changes might reflect a difference in how the story is told, 
rather than an actual difference in experience, but in either case there is a shift in 
the underlying theology. 
As was argued in the previous section, some early Friends seem to have an 
immediate experience of justification and sanctification, which brings assurance 
and enables obedience, although there is the recognition that this requires ongoing 
abiding in the Light. 2 1 1  Rhetorically, second-generation Friends argue that 
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justification and sanctification are inseparable, as did the earlier generation,212 yet 
whether the experience of gradual growth that later Friends describe constitutes 
justification and sanctification is questionable. Superficially, second-generation 
experience is consistent with the theology of early Friends; however, the first 
generation's understanding of justification was integrated into a broader context 
of the inward experience of the fulfilment of salvation history. The shift to the 
language of purification may weaken the link between sanctification and justifi­
cation, such that some authors strive for perfection without experiencing the 
assurance of grace. This shift may also lessen the powerful metaphor of rebirth, 
which if taken from its first-generation context of restoration of creation, can be 
redefined in terms of ethical perfection. Some in the second generation do seem 
to find assurance, and Richardson describes himself as being cleansed by the blood 
of Christ, 213 but the powerful language of Fox and his contemporaries had faded. 
Of the twenty-one second-generation narratives studied, only six authors 
appear to claim a full victory over sin, and of these, only Dickinson was raised as a 
Quaker. Even more striking is the lack of explicit references to empowerment for 
the ministry within later narratives. While all Quaker authors attribute their 
ministry to God, only two of those corning into the ministry after 1685 have an 
experience of empowerment that Dickinson describes as 'emanations' of God's 
power. Fothergill finds a 'holy boldness' to confront his uncle but this is a unique 
2M ' occurrence. A sense of empowerment and urgency to spread the gospel is 
common among first-generation Friends and the earliest second-generation narra-
. b di b h ?15 uves, ut sappears y t e end of the century. - This probably reflects the 
turning inward of the Quaker conununity, and a concern to insure the integrity 
of the ministry. Later Friends, like Bownas and Fothergill, are more likely to 
protest their humility, and the calling to the ministry, rather than convincement, 
becomes the key spiritual struggle.216 
As in the first generation, second-generation authors struggle with sin, seeking 
assurance in the midst of a theological legalism. Even when indulging in 
recreation, they know their separation from God and have moments of regret. 
The seeking of first-generation Friends was driven by a concern for their election 
within the Puritan framework. In contrast, some second-generation Friends seem 
entrenched in ethical perfectionism. Both are potential sources of anxiety, and 
many second-generation Friends do not seem to find the complete assurance that 
released their predecessors.217 Thus, spiritual warfare becomes the primary focus 
of second-generation narratives, rather than the release that comes through grace. 
Fothergill may be typical in looking to the temporary moments of grace to pro­
vide enough assurance that God's presence is 'never forgotten' in the midst of 
ongoing struggle after regeneration. 
2. Knowing. For early Friends, the heart of the regeneration was giving up seeking 
and human constructs of faith to experience the revelation of Godself, which in 
turn illumined Scripture and other sources of knowledge. Only a few second­
generation Friends emphasize knowing, but they continue to insist that all know­
ledge must be confirmed inwardly, suggesting revelation is essentially relational 
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and subjective.Z18 Almost all describe openings of Scripture, and birthright Friends 
may receive an inward confirnution of traditional Quaker beliefS. Yet the more 
gradual regeneration and incomplete transformation experienced by many in the 
second generation strains their dependence on immediate revelation. They make 
greater use of other sources of knowledge than their predecessors, provided ulti­
mate authority rests in revelation. In addition, there is more explicit discussion of 
discernment and the nature of knowledge, although an expectation remains that 
truth is self-evident to those who are regenerated, and there may be an emerging 
emphasis on the unknowability of God among some more intellectual Friends. 
Birthright Friends are explicit that through regeneration they receive an inward 
knowledge of what they formerly knew only by education, and are no longer 
merely 'traditional' Quakers. Bownas is particularly articulate in describing his 
new insight, which is significant given his later depression in which he feared God 
might have cast him off. As with early Friends, knowing is contingent on the 
relationship with God, and Bownas makes a direct link between new understand­
ing and abiding in God's sweetness. This suggests that second-generation Friends 
continued to hold early Friends' formulation of immediate revelation as a rela­
tional knowledge of God, which is only secondarily objective. Some Friends do 
receive clear objective revelation, in the form of dreams, visions or voices,2 19 but, 
as with early Friends, these are not given disproportional weight. Rather, rela­
tional knowing and intimacy with God are primary, and illumination comes from 
knowing the inward teacher. Pike says that 'the more we keep inward to this 
school, the more we learn of Christ; and the less we keep inward, even when 
about lawful things, the less we learn of Christ' .220 Similarly, Chalkey describes an 
opening of the Scriptures and sense of peace following regeneration, 'And the 
Word of God was as a Seed in My Heart, growing and opening in me, speaking 
to me, and making my understanding fruitful in the Things of his Kingdom' .221 
Like their predecessors, second-generation Friends describe these openings using 
both Johannine imagery of illumination and sensory metaphors, particularly the 
P 1. h f " 1" 222 au me metap or o unve1 mg. 
There are second-generation Friends, notably Thomas Story and Richard 
Claridge, who emphasize the limits of human constructs of God. This is consis­
tent with early Friends' experience of the confounding of human wisdom, but 
goes further, to suggest that the divine is beyond speech. Claridge says that he was 
struck dumb by his experience of regeneration, 223 while Story was brought to a 
state in which thoughts were impossible, beyond the awareness of his sinful state. 
Coming through this experience, Story says that he reached a new awareness in 
which he was beyond doubt.224 Both are silenced by their experience of God's 
presence, which is supremely self-evident, yet beyond words. This emphasis on 
the inexpressibility of the encounter with God, rather than the confounding of 
intellectual pride and obedience to the inward teacher, may suggest the develop­
ment of a negative theology that stresses waiting and the unknowability of God, 
rather than the knowledge of God that is the gift of an inward teacher. 225 The 
inexpressibility of spiritual experience is not the dominant position of second­
generation Friends, who continue to articulate an experience of a God that is 
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knowable through obedience; however, the unknowability of God is an impor­
tant thread in later Quaker thought. 226 
Most of the second-generation authors acknowledge that knowledge is contin­
gent on obedience and dwelling in the relationship with God, although some 
authors emphasize obedience rather than relationship. In a letter to Quakers in 
Carolina and Virginia, Wilson urges Friends to 'walk worthy of their vocation 
where unto ye are called, in all fear and meekness; watching in the light, where 
you will discern the wiles of the enemy in all his cunning baits and transforma­
tions'. 227 Yet if revelation is essentially a disclosure of Godself, then the incomplete 
victory over sin experienced by second-generation Friends raises the question of 
discernment and the place of knowledge in an imperfect community. The 
development of corporate structures and other controls on ministry in the Quaker 
community has typically been attributed to concern for unity and the need to 
define Quakerism in the face of external persecution. Yet the individual expe­
rience of second-generation Friends, who sometimes struggled with doubt, is also 
likely to be significant. This may be particularly true of the tradition of pastoral 
epistles, which address Friends facing individual struggles, as well as communal 
issues. 
Discernment is only occasionally an explicit concern in the narratives; how­
ever, there are indications that authority and the role of other sources of 
knowledge are in question. Some authors describe 'openings' quite casually;228 
however, many indicate that their openings were confirmed by Scripture or other 
means. For instance, Dickinson notes that he came away from meeting after his 
first vocal ministry with a sense of peace and God's love, which implicitly 
h . h" h" 229 aut entlcates ts preac mg. In contrast, while first-generation Friends may use 
external sources as a confirmation of authority, they more often point to expe­
riences of power. The p1imary mark of authenticity for Friends in either genera­
tion is a sense of peace, life or clarity that comes from dwelling within the 
Presence of God. Damiano's work suggests that the initial act of discernment is 
self-examination, beginning with the purging of conviction but carried on as a 
spiritual practice. This awareness, and subsequent avoidance of sin undergirds 
other discernment. 23° Chalkey suggests this in a discussion about distinguishing 
between the voice of Christ and the whispering of satan. He argues that the 
forme: al;;;�ys spe�k� t? a �ood end, a�d ther� i� a 'Devine Life to the Soul in this Speakmg . ImphClt m h1s argument 1s that 1t ts the experience and discipline of 
waiting in God's presence that enables the regenerate person to distinguish the 
Life from death. 
Story argues that silence is a necessary state for discernment, suggesting that 
human attempts at knowledge may cloud the truth. He says silence is 'a state 
more fit for attending to the speech of the Divine Word, and distinguishing it 
from all other powers, and its Divine influences from all imaginations and other . ' 232 H dd h · motwns . e a s t at on occaswns when he engaged in argument beyond 
wh�t �e has been sh_own, 'I have not had that Eeace and satisfaction of mind whtch ts to be found m the virtue of Truth alone'. 33 
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Secondarily, discernment of leadings may be tested against other sources of 
knowledge, and the role of Scripture, reason and tradition are discussed below. 
Friends also use 'post hoc' discernment, looking to the results of an action to 
confirm that it was correct. This is particularly true of vocal ministry, whether 
public or inside the Quaker community. For instance, preaching that results in 
convincement or 'tenderness' among the hearers is validated. It is rare for Friends 
to seek external signs, but signs are used by some to conf1m1 leadings. For 
instance, John Croker was reluctant to become a vocal minister, and in prayer 
told God that if some stranger would encourage him or speak to his condition, 'I 
would not then consult with flesh and blood any longer'. Ironically, despite this 
implied rejection of human authority for God's, it is a human being who 
encourages him to speak in meeting. He says, 'it pleased God to answer my 
desire; for several spake to me and bid me be fuithful'.234 Arguably, seeking signs 
suggests a less mature faith, and Croker repeatedly makes, and breaks, deals with 
G d . . 235 o pnor to convmcement. 
Story's account of attending a meeting for church affairs, recounted above,236 
places these issues in perspective. God shows him that unity is a mark of the 
authentic church, and thus those not in unity have come into the church under 
false pretences. Yet, ultimately, it is God's inward revelation that is authoritative, 
and unity means nothing outside of the corporate relationship with God. Any 
other source of knowledge remains secondary, as in first-generation theology. Yet 
the increased emphasis on discernment in second-generation narratives suggests 
some Friends, particularly those raised within Quakerism, recognize the limits of 
this theology in periods of doubt or in a mixed community. That a few 
experience complete regeneration confimlS Story's argument that some come to 
the church in imitation rather than through a genuine knowledge of God. 
3. Scripture, Tradition and Reason. As has been discussed, second-generation Friends 
continue to emphasize immediate revelation of truth that is known only within 
an intimate relationship with God. Yet in practice, concerns about discernment 
arise because in the experience of many this relationship is tenuous. Thus, while 
maintaining the primacy of immediate revelation, second-generation Friends are 
more willing to draw on other sources of knowledge than their predecessors. 
Scripture was an important source of language and inspiration for both genera­
tions, and unlike tradition and reason, was not rejected as a source of knowledge 
by early Friends. Immediate revelation was primary, but Scripture was expected 
to be consistent. Both generations typically restrict textual arguments to disputa­
tional writing, while in narrative accounts they use Scripture as sources of images 
h h . . ? 3 7 s d . . h and metap ors that express t etr expenence.- econ -generatton narrattves ave 
fewer scriptural references than earlier tracts, but all of the authors use Scripture at 
key points. The primary shift is the way in which Scripture is appropriated. While 
the first generation writes typologically, as if the scriptural story is being fulfilled 
within them, second-generation Friends use analogy. The second-generation 
authors compare their experience to that of biblical heroes, but only a few write 
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as if they are caught up in an ongoing story in which their personal story echoes 
the fulfilment of salvation history. 
Despite this shift in the use of Scripture, there is an emphasis on experiential 
understanding that sets Friends apart from other Puritans. John Barcroft238 has a 
vision of the pouring out of the spirit 'at the beginnings', which might refer either 
to creation or Pentecost, which enables him to understand Scripture. This can be 
read as an oblique claim that interpreting Scripture requires a gift of the Spirit, 
which is also asserted by first-generation Friends. Most authors of either genera­
tion describe an opening of Scripture following convincement, and recognize that 
this new understanding is contingent on humility, but the second generation are 
more likely to point out this link. 239 Pike recounts that in seasons in which God 
seemed to withdraw, he could find no benefit or comfort in Scripture.Z40 
The role of tradition in second-generation Quaker thought has also shifted. 
Rhetorically, there is a rejection of ' traditional' Quakerism that is not grounded 
in experience. Yet at the same time, the role of elders is increasingly valued, and 
unity is viewed as a mark of authenticity. The narratives suggest that imitation is a 
valid concern, particularly as the crucial Quaker experience of God's presence is 
difficult to transmit. Without this experience, and without the assurance of 
justification, some second-generation Friends appear to have become caught in a 
new anxiety over sin and perfection. 
Although it has been argued that late seventeenth-century Friends were devel­
oping a communal authority, formal authority is only indirectly reflected in 
convincement narratives. The informal influence of elders and parents is often 
cited, and some rely on travelling companions for advice. 241 Yet relatively few 
authors describe testing their leadings formally, and travel minutes are mentioned 
only for longer trips abroad. 242 While approximately half of the authors report 
seeking the advice of parents, companions or other elders in a specific instance, 
these are exceptional cases. Many resort to ' solitary places' during their struggles, 
suggesting that the direct relationship with God remained primary. Several 
mention preaching by older Friends, but it is only Crisp, Davis and Claridge, all 
converts, who cite Quaker writings as crucial in their spiritual development. 243 
Other converts, including Richardson, Wilson and Story claim to have been 
convinced before encountering Friends. 244 
Despite their arguments to the contrary, even first-generation Friends were not 
independent of tradition. If theology is a language that develops within a commu­
nity, than even those who reject a tradition are formed by it. Early Friends 
experienced an inward confirmation of Puritan and Seeker teachings, and there 
are both continuities and discontinuities covered by the rhetoric and emerging 
Quaker discourse. Likewise, the second generation experienced discontinuity as 
":e� as continuity with their predecessors, but stress the continuities by adopting 
stmtlar language, even if the underlying experience may not fit. 
The temptation to stretch experience to fit the frame of Quaker teaching, and 
thus assert a prescribed personal experience, was probably particularly strong 
among those born into Quaker families. 245 The stories of persecution and the 
powerful preaching of their parents loomed over these first birthright Friends.246 
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By the end of the century, particularly after the Act of Toleration, 
_
there was 
explicit discussion of the problem of 'traditional' Quakers who ':ere Fnends only 
by education rather than thorough the crucial threshing expenence. Wh�� the 
young Samuel Bownas was accused by a visiting Friend
_ 
of ?eing � 'traditiOnal 
Quaker' it triggered a genuine convincement, but
_ 
some b�rthnght Fnends proba­
bly remained within the community Without this expenence.  John Barcroft, a 
particularly scrupulous young Friend, seems 
_
to have r�ached a sense �f peac: a�d 
right relationship with God without a threshmg expenence. Yet God shows �Im 
he must continue to seek an experience of new btrth, and he does not question 
whether this message may itself have been received by tradition. His �ccount �f 
the experience is unconvincing and formulaic, particularly in companson to his 
descriptions of his religious experience in his youth and childh�o�. Others, �uch 
as John Croker and Uriah Brook, never seem to expenence an mtlmate relation-
h. . h G d 24 7 S Ip Wit 0 . 
In either generation, there may be a false sense of coherence imposed by �he 
use of shared rhetoric and structural fom1s. The experience of first-generatiOn 
Friends probably varied greatly, and it is likely that some were � troubled by 
doubts as the next generation, just as some second-generation Fnends probably 
experienced a complete victory over sin and sense of assurance. Yet the early 
structural forms dictated assurance, and did not leave room for the expressiOn of 
doubt. Second-generation Friends inherited an idealistic view of assurance and 
perfection, which did not fit the experience of many, and g�adually changed the 
form to present a pastoral concern for those who were strugglmg. 
Where their predecessors had been caught in a Puritan quest 
_
for assura�ce of 
election, many in the second generation seem to be seeking an Ideal of spmt�al 
rebirth that will free them from sin. As was argued in Section II ,  first-generation 
Friends had to develop a new language to convey their regeneratio� experien�e, 
whereas the language of spiritual warfare was readily available in Pun tan rhetonc. 
As Jones understatedly says, 'Fox was supremely confident about the fact of 
' ?48 A bl . . regeneration but he defined the actual process rather loos�ly . - rgua y, It IS 
difficult to describe a liberating experience, and even more d1fficult to lead another 
person to it. Bownas says he was taught to fear the Lord, but when he wondered 
at the emotions expressed by adults in worship he was told he would understand 
when he was a man. This may explain the emphasis on sin in the second genera­
tion rather than the victory of regeneration and restored relationship to God. 
The most striking difference between the two generations is their view of 
reason, which is often rejected outright by first-generation Friends, at least rhetor­
ically. Second-generation Friends are less suspicious of reason, perhaps because t�e 
apologetic tradition had become well established, and it may play 
. 
a role m 
convincement. Story's narrative suggests that reason, as much as Scn�ture and 
tradition can be a source of understanding, as long as it is confirmed mwardly. , 
249 . . 1 While some second-generation Friends condenm reason, It plays a ma�or ro e 
in the convincement of other Friends. Like early Friends, Story recogmzes the 
potential problems of human constructs, and his r�generation b�ought hi�1 to a 
childlike innocence in which he was unable to thmk. He descnbes opemngs of 
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Scripture and his understanding after regeneration, but came to the essentials of 
the Quaker faith prior to convincement through intellectual arguments. The 
crucial difference is that he now knew God experientially, and that knowledge 
confinns his earlier doctrinal convincement. 
Story draws a clear distinction between the intellectual convincement of 
Quaker doctrine and the experience of regeneration, but Crisp merges the two. 
He says that Barclay, in his Apology, 
laid Things down so plainly, and proved them with such Ingenuity and Dexterity of 
Learning, and opened the Scriptures so clearly to me, that without standing to cavil, 
dispute, raise Argument or Objection, or consult with Flesh and l3lood, I presently 
resigned myself to God, and weeping for Joy that I had found so great a treasure, I 
often thanked him with Tears in my Eyes for so kindly a visitation of his love.250 
This suggests that reason is not necessarily contrary to regeneration, and can be 
redeemed. Yet like Scripture and tradition, it is useless without inward 
authentication. 
C. SUMMARY 
Second-generation Friends do not differ significantly in their explicit theology of 
salvation and revelation; however, their experience did not fit the optimism of the 
first decade of the movement. Thus, narratives leave a greater room for doubt and 
the possibility of error. Although immediate revelation remains authoritative, 
issues of discernment were raised and Friends began to draw on secondary sources 
of knowledge. 
The most crucial change is that regeneration was no longer placed in the con­
text of the fulfilment of salvation history. Early Friends experienced one, 
overarching grace that included justification, sanctification and the restoration of 
creation, and stressed the culminating experience of regeneration. Without the 
broad vision linking justification and sanctification, second-generation Friends 
were left with the expectation of victory over sin, but with no explicit teaching 
on justification and an experience that suggested the struggle with sin was 
ongoing. For some, regeneration was easily reduced to individualized ethical 
perfection and a lack of assurance of forgiveness. This problem was compounded 
by the difficulty of communicating the experience of assurance and grace, 
particularly in comparison with the readily available language of spiritual warfare. 
The following are key points that emerge from the narratives. 
• Second-generation Friends stress the experience of spiritual warfare over 
the more difficult to describe, and more positive, experiences of the day 
of visitation or regeneration. 
• Second-generation Friends continue to understand regeneration as an 
experience of judgment, but do not place it in the context of the com­
pletion of salvation history. Thus, the focus is individual, expressed 
through metaphors that suggest purification or spiritual struggle. Many 
portray a more distant God, despite adhering to the belief in God as an 
inward teacher. They may describe an opening of the understanding and 
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personal appropriation of Quaker belief, but they rarely describe a new 
perception of the world. 
• Although, ideally, knowing rests in an intimate relationship with an 
inward revelation of God, second-generation Friends are less sure of this 
experience. A sense of peace is the primary mark of authenticity and 
outward teaching must be confirmed inwardly, but in practice they are 
beginning to stress the importance of elders and the teaching of the 
community. Fommlations of the truth can be drawn from reason, Scrip­
ture or from within the gathered community, but must be confirmed 
through direct experience. 
• Rhetorically, most second-generation Friends would argue that know­
ledge and righteousness are characteristics of Christ that are shared with 
humanity, and that this sharing results in an outward conversion. Yet 
many seem to experience less intimacy with God and focus on perfection 
without a sense of assurance. This may mean that they fail to recognize 
sanctification as a gift, and in practice, try to earn justification. 
• Second-generation Friends are less suspicious of reason and tradition, but 
continue to hold that all sources of knowledge must be confirmed 
inwardly. Their appropriation of Scripture is through analogy, and they 
rarely speak as witnesses to the fulfilment of salvation history. 
The final section clarifies the changes between first-generation and second-gener­
ation Friends, and presents a general discussion of the soteriology and theology of 
revelation in the period. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS 
A. SUMMARY OF FIRST- AND SECOND-GENERATION EXPERIENCE 
Spiritual autobiography is a potentially rich source for exploring popular 
understanding of theology, particularly in a movement such as Quakerism that 
emphasizes personal experience. This study has drawn on the autobiographies of 
first- and second-generation Friends in order to show the change in understand­
ing of justification and sanctification, and the resulting epistemological shifts that 
necessarily follow. While the two generations have a similar explicit theology of 
revelation and knowing, the experience of second-generation Friends left more 
room for doubt and their narrative theology suggests greater reliance on other 
sources of knowledge. Table 1 presents the primary differences in the experience 
of the two generations. 
B. JUSTIFICATION AND SANCTIFICATION 
First-generation Friends believed that the Christ of history was immediately 
present, actively reconciling individuals and the world.251 By turning and dwelling 
in that presence, the Christian was justified and Christ's righteousness was imparted 
so that sin was conquered. Yet there has been little work on the second genera­
tion, or on the ways in which individuals lived out the theology. This study has 
sought to clarifY these issues as a basis for discussion of revelation and knowing. 
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Table 1 .  Regeneration in First- and Second-generation Experience 
First Generation Second Generation 
First-generation Friends did not stress one Second-generation Friends stress the 
aspect of regeneration, although individuals experience of spiritual warfare over the 
may place emphasis on the initial expe- more difficult to describe, and more 
rience of the day of visitation, spiritual positive, experiences of the day of visitation 
warfare, or the final climatic experience of or regeneration. 
regeneration. 
There are a variety of metaphors used to Second-generation Friends continue to 
describe regeneration, and first-generation understand regeneration as an experience of 
Friends relate the experience of judgment, but do not place it in the context 
convincement to both completion of of the completion of salvation history. Thus, 
salvation history, and to a new perception the focus is individual, expressed through 
of the world. Through the experience the metaphors that suggest purification or 
person was placed in a new relationship spiritual struggle. Many portray a more 
with God and creation, discovering the distant God, despite adhering to the belief in 
immediacy of God and being confom1ed to God as an inward teacher. They may 
the image of God. describe an opening of the understanding 
and personal appropriation of Quaker belief, 
but they rarely describe a new perception of 
the world. 
Knowledge is essentially a new relational Although, ideally, knowing rests in an 
understanding of God, and discernment is a intimate relationship with an inward 
matter of resting in this relationship. Clarity, revelation of God, second-generation 
assurance and empowerment for ministry Friends are less sure of this experience. A 
grew out of the relationship, with a sense of sense of peace is the primary mark of 
peace being one of the marks. authenticity and outward teaching must be 
confirmed inwardly, but in practice they are 
beginning to stress the importance of elders 
and the teaching of the community. 
Fommlations of the truth can be drawn 
from reason, Scripture or from within the 
gathered community, but must be 
confirmed through direct experience. 
Knowledge and righteousness are Rhetorically, most second-generation 
characteristics of Christ that are shared with Friends would argue that knowledge and 
humanity through the indwelling Seed such righteousness are characteristics of Christ 
that there is a real change in the regenerated that are shared with humanity, and that this 
person. sharing results in an outward conversion. 
Yet many seem to experience less intimacy 
with God and focus on perfection without a 
sense of assurance. This may mean that they 
fail to recognize sanctification as a gift, and 
in practice, try to earn justification. 
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Despite their insistence that immediate 
revelation was more authoritative than 
Scripture, early Friends drew heavily on 
scriptural imagery. They speak from within 
Scripture, reading their experience as an 
unfolding and fulfilment of salvation 
history, and their own authority as 
continuous with that of the apostles. They 
largely reject both reason and tradition as 
sources of knowledge, though in reality 
may draw on both. 
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Second-generation Friends are less 
suspicious of reason and tradition, but 
continue to hold that all sources of 
knowledge must be confirmed inwardly. 
Their appropriation of Scripture is through 
analogy, and they rarely speak as witnesses 
to the fulfilment of salvation history. 
Jones also points to the relationship between kno�ledge and regenerati�n, but 
does not discuss the implications for second-generation Fnends. He says, Fox . .  · 
made a claim to perfect knowledge, as a concomitant of the experience of perfect 
. d rfi h 1" 252 umty an pe ect o mess. 
. The Reformation teaching on justification had been a rehef to overly scrupul-
ous individuals, such as Luther, who were caught up in a legalistic struggle to 
overcome sin. yet for some young Puritans, doubts about election and the emph
?
�; 
sis on spiritual warfare seems to have brought anxiety,
_ 
rather than comfort .
. 
-
Many of the first generation of Friends had been Puntans, and some descnbe 
worrying over their election during their seeking stage. The Quaker message, and 
experience, of the possibility of complete victory through God's grace a�s':ered a 
spiritual need for these young seekers. This victory came through recogmzm� and 
submitting to the inward presence of God, because, as Cr�as�y says, , ;�ends 
believed that 'Christ's inward presence is saving in so far as Chnst iS loved . 
The children of early Friends became caught in a new struggle, again empha­
sizing sin and looking for the rebirth experience that would free them. Altho�gh 
they experience judgment, it is not placed within the 
_
co�text of 
_
the salvat
_
wn 
history. Once this connection is severed, the focus o�
. 
mdr:id�al Si?S and piety 
overshadows the wider vision of early Friends. In addition, JUStificatiOn becomes 
disconnected from the historic death of Christ, which leaves second-generation 
Friends with a concern to eliminate sin, rather than a sense of justification in the 
midst of sin. In addition, it is likely that the ftrst generation found a ready lan­
guage to communicate the experience of spiritual warfare in Puritan rhet�ric, 
whereas the liberation they found in Quakerism was more difficult to transrmt to 
their children. Both generations allowed for the possibility of growth and back­
sliding, even though some of the earliest narratives report instantan�ous 
perfection.255 Thus, the primary difference is the erosion of assu�ance ?f salvatwn, 
not the more gradual view of perfection held by second-generation Fnen�. 
The first generation of Friends typically recounts a twof�ld e�penence of 
grace, which superficially corresponds to justification and s�nctl�catwn. As Jo�n 
Burnyeat expresses in his narrative, Friends found the sausfa�tlon �or past
_ 
si�s 
promised by their Puritan contemporaries and the power to hve Without sm m 
the future, so long as they dwelt in Christ. 256 While this seems to fit the 
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theological categories of justification and sanctification, Jones and Creasey both 
argue that Friends were insistent that there is one, universal, though not necessarily 
instantaneous, grace that both justifies and sanctifies.257 By extension, one might 
also argue that this one grace includes the third experience of the Spirit claimed 
by some Christians, as Friends were empowered for ministry, 258 and was present 
in childhood before regeneration but only partially understood. This overarching 
experience of grace was held together by the bold claim that Friends were wit­
nesses to the completion of salvation history, and thus the unity of grace included 
not only justification and sanctification, but also creation and its restoration. Grace 
is one because it is the revelation of Godself, who is one, although Friends do not 
make this argument explicit. 
Although seventeenth-century Friends argued for one grace, they understood it 
to be experienced in different measures. Some write as if the day of visitation is 
limited, and God metes out grace, while others seem to suggest that grace is con­
tinually offered, but the individual can turn from God in disobedience. Although 
this point is unclear, the latter view is more consistent with an understanding of 
the unity of grace, and presents a greater challenge to the Calvinist understanding 
of election. The view that grace is limited to a moment of visitation may be a 
holdover, or reintroduction, of Puritan thought. 259 
This vision began to fade as the individual and corporate experience of the 
second generation contradicted the claim to complete regeneration. Cause and effect are difficult to untangle, because as experience affects theology, so theology 
helps form experience; however, it is likely that the changes in soteriology and 
experience were simultaneous. As a result, despite a stated theology that insisted 
sanctification and justification were one, the experience of many Friends does not 
reflect the assurance of the first generation. Without the eschatological vision 
holding together justification and sanctification, sanctification could be reduced to 
ethical perfectionism, though some Friends continued to experience sanctification 
as a gift of grace. This change was heightened by early Friends' minimization of 
the historic cross, which was included in their vision of salvation history, but 
could be assumed in the Puritan context. 260 
It is possible that second-generation Friends are simply more honest about their 
spiritual doubts, in part because of the more pastoral purpose of later narratives. 
Certainly, there must have been those in the first generation who continued to 
encounter spiritual struggles after regeneration. Yet there is a clear change in 
theology, even if the differences in experience are overstated. Furthermore, that 
Story and other second-generation converts also express greater certainty suggests 
that there were real shifts in the experience of birthright Friends, who do not 
have the same sense of certainty. 
Second-generation Friends were confronted with a pastoral concern that prob­
ably reflects the typical spiritual journey in any religious tradition. First-generation 
Friends were part of an unusual historical moment that generated idealism, but 
this faded with the restoration of the monarchy. 261 Some second-generation 
Friends did find peace, regardless of the changes, and it would be misleading to 
leave the impression that they all became entangled in sin without assurance. The 
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early Quaker experience of return to the garden where God is known intimately 
· is not dependent on an experience of instantaneous perfection, nor is the under­
standing of the unity of grace. Damiano presents a somewhat idealistic description 
of eighteenth-century Quakerism, in which the community becomes the location 
of the restoration of creation, nurturing its members toward perfection.262 Argua­
bly, she does not sufficiently address the issues of doubt raised by the narratives, 
but at its best Quakerism maintained the unity of grace, and the conmmnity was 
able to help those struggling under judgment to find an experience of assurance. 
There is evidence of this in the later narratives, particularly among Irish Friends, 
who warmly describe the support of older Friends and companions in the faith. 263 
C. KNOWING 
Gwyn has described early Quaker approaches to the truth using four ph
ilosophical 
models one of which is correspondence, an inductive approach analog
ous to the 
emergi�g sciences, in which belief must be verified by experience.
264 This strains 
the usual philosophical definition, as Quaker experience was an inw
ard, spiritual 
experience rather than material fact; however, it is consistent with 
both the sen: 
sory language of early Friends and their experience of a transfom1ed
 creation. 26� 
This should not be misread as a claim that these experiences are eviden
t outside of 
the redeemed relationship with God, as Friends were emphatic that th
ere was no 
natural knowledge of God except by the grace of inward revelation. 
266 
This appropriation of the concept of correspondence is useful in clarifyi
ng early 
Friends' epistemology. Although they drew formulations of the truth fro
m Scrip­
ture and, less explicitly, from reason and the context of the Puritan tradit
ion, they 
insisted on a correspondence between their inward experience of God a
nd these 
formulations. Thus, experience was not necessarily their primary episte
mological 
source of knowledge; however, correspondence between articulated truth
 and the 
restored relationship with God was essential for the authentication of any so
urce of 
knowledge, including experience. Jones makes a similar point, argui
ng that 
Friends held that 'The living presence of Christ does teach men what to
 believe 
in as well as whom to believe in, but faith is propositional only in a min
or and 
derivative sense' .
Z67 
Second-generation Friends were faced with the need to defend Quak
erism 
from persecution and clarify internal disagreements, and thus began to arti
culate 
the boundaries of a corporate understanding. They continued to ground au
thority 
in the correspondence between formulations of truth and the Life that th
ey had 
come to know in God's self-revelation. 
268 Yet second-generation experience 
raised issues of discernment, where the first generation had assumed certa
inty. 
Correspondence assumes an intimacy with God, against which other know
ledge 
is judged, and this relationship was often tenuous in their experience. As a
 result, 
they began to make greater use of other sources of knowledge, while main
taining 
a sense of peace and Life is the primary measure of truth. Some look for s
igns or 
other experiential knowledge, although this is rare. More often they lo
ok to 
Scripture, as had early Friends, or to the emerging tradition. The latter is ref
lected 
in the new organizational structures that provided oversight for the mi
nistry, 
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. d h d . . 269 l h marnage an ot er eclSlons, a t ough the narratives more often refer to the 
informal transmission of tradition by older role models. 
The role of reason was contested. As the modern worldview began to influ­
ence some Friends, others retained the early suspicion of reason. Story is clear that 
the primary activity of the Light or Seed is self-disclosure, and experiences a 
confounding of reason similar to that of early Friends, yet reason plays a role in his 
convincement. Leachman and Trowell argue that second-generation Friends 
believed that the Light acted primarily through the illumination of reason. 270 This 
may be true of intellectual authors like Penn and Whitehead, but is not reflected 
in most narratives. Only Crisp's account merges reason and direct revelation, as 
he experienced a 'visitation of God's Love' while reading Barclay's Apology. 271 
Many narratives, particularly those f�om Ireland and the north, suggest an ongoing 
distrust of reason, even if redeemed. _n 
There is an inherent conflict between the correspondence model of truth as 
understood by early Friends and the use of reason, particularly when coupled with 
the modem emphasis on objectivity. Barclay's Apology, the primary theological 
treatise of the second period, reflects this tension. As Graves point out, Barclay 
argues that the Spirit reveals not only subjective knowledge, but also 'objectively 
presents truth to our minds'.273 This foundational epistemology prioritizes objec­
tive knowledge over the subjective; and contrasts with early Friends' understand­
ing that the content of revelation is God's self-disclosure. In the latter perspective, 
it is the participation in the life of God that allows one to recognize the truth, 
whether the fommlation is derived from experience, reason, tradition or 
Scripture. In contrast, Barclay's modem definition of truth defines the Light onto­
lo�cally, and further disconnects it from the story of salvation. Although Barclay 
resists the complete objectivity of Locke's tabula rasa, he defines truth as objective 
knowledge perceived through experience, albeit supernatural, rather than the 
subjective revelation of God's self 
Most narratives provide examples of both objective and subjective revelation, 
but the crucial convincement account suggests that the subjective was more 
important. Some Friends may speculate about the interplay between revelation 
and reason, and there is a new emphasis on corporate structures, but the ideal 
continues to be a subjective knowledge of God. 274 Discernment is primarily 
through the subjective measure of Light, Life or a sense of peace, despite the 
subsidiary role played by reason, tradition and Scripture. 
It has been argued that well-educated, first-generation Friends tended to be 
more concerned about epistemology, and their convincement stories often focus 
on the confounding of reason and new knowledge found within the relationship 
of God. Other Friends are more likely to focus on sin, and the assurance and 
perfection that are imparted by Christ. These differences persist in the second 
generation. For example, Story's experience is similar to that of well-educated, 
first-generation Friends. Other intellectuals, like Barclay, may be looking for a 
more objective understanding, though this objectivity remains dependent on 
regeneration. This suggests an incipient division among Friends that may underlie 
later separations between evangelicals and liberals in the nineteenth century. 
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D . FUTURE WORK 
This brief study suggests several possible areas of future research. The claims are 
based on narrative writing, and should be tested against the more explicit theol­
ogy of doctrinal tracts and pastoral epistles. All three types of writing are crucial in 
developing an accurate picture of early Friends. While narratives provide insight 
into the narrative theology lived out within the community, this study has only 
indirectly looked at what Quakers say they believed. Inclusion of manuscripts 
would also be useful, particularly in discussing women's experience. A study of 
how the narratives are used by Friends in developing sectarian social control 
would be illuminating. For instance, many second-generation narratives were 
published in the 1740s, at a time when Quakerism, particularly in North America, 
d . c 275 was un ergomg rewrm. 
Quaker historiography suffers from isolation, and future work should involve 
both comparisons with other religious traditions and incorporation of anthropo­
logical approaches to religious studies. Autobiography from other movements 
with an emphasis on individual experience and enthusiasm would provide a useful 
counterpoint for the current study, as would incorporation of theological 
reflection from these traditions.276 Anthropologists have looked at the process of 
ritualization and the way in which language both forms and is formed by theol­
ogy. While Graves and Bauman have made some use of this work, it could 
provide greater insight, particularly into the process of standardization of autobio-
f 277 G · · 1 graphical forms and the use o language. raves exammes approx1mate y seventy 
Quaker sermons, looking at the dominant metaphors and rhetorical techniques, in 
order to study the interplay between preaching and narrative forms in Quakerism. 
h . b d c . 278 His identifKation of the dominant metap ors 1s too roa tor easy companson, 
and going back to the original sermons would be necessary to determine whether 
there is a relationship between sermons and narratives. Although there has been 
work comparing Quakerism with Catholicism and Puritan thought,279 little work 
has been done with recent theology. A superficial comparison of early Quaker 
thought and Barth's theology of revelation suggests parallels, particularly in his 
emphasis on Christ as the content of revelation and rejection of human constructs, 
and further work might help clarify Quaker thought. 
More generally, there is a need for historical and theological analysis of late 
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Friends, and particularly of the impact of the 
emerging modem worldview on Quaker thought. It has been noted that different 
authors emphasize either issues of epistemology or perfection and the struggle 
with sin in the narratives, which may reflect an incipient division between liberal 
and more evangelical worldviews. Analysis of these issues is crucial to understand­
ing the divisions that occurred within Quakerism in the nineteenth century. 
E. SUMMARY 
This dissertation has shown that the theology of revelation held by first- and 
second-generation Friends cannot be understood apart from their theology of 
justification and sanctification. Early Friends came out of a Puritan culture that left 
them unsure of their election. In Quakerism, they found a liberating experience 
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of God's presence, which brought together their own salvation and the restora­
tion of creation. Through the experience of Presence they were granted assur­
ance, an intimate knowledge of the divine and the possibility of victory over sin. 
Second-generation Friends held a similar understanding of revelation and salva­
tion, but their experience suggested that perfection and knowledge were less 
certain. They experienced doubt and temptations, and although some likely found 
assurance in intimacy with God, others feared for their salvation and were caught 
in ethical perfectionism. Their more individualistic view of convincement is 
reflected in language of threshing and refining, which replaces first-generation 
imagery that united the entirety of salvation history. As the relationship with God 
became less sure, issues of discernment arose, and Friends began to look to other 
models of knowledge. 
APPENDIX A 
SUMMARY OF NARRATIVES UTILIZED 
The following lists the individuals whose autobiographical narratives were used in 
this study, whether or not they are quoted. The following Appendix presents 
short biographies of quoted authors, with the exception of those discussed in 
depth in the main text. Full citations for each source are given in the Bibliography. 
FIRST GENERATION: EARLY TRACTS AND FREESTANDING NARRATIVES 
Burrough, Edward, True Declaration, 1661. 
Dewsbury, William, Discovery, 1665. 
Gotherson, Dorothea (Scott), To All Unregenerated, 1883. 
Howgill, Francis, Inheritance cf Jacob, 1656. 
Hubberthom, Richard, True Testimony, 1653. 
Lilbume, John, Resurrection, 1656. 
Naylor (Nayler), James, Living Faith, 1676. 
Penington, Isaac, Soul's Travel, 1761. 
Simmons (Simmonds), Martha, Lamentation, 1655. 
FIRST GENERATION: JOURNALS AND OTHER RETROSPECTIVE ACCOUNTS 
Blaugdone, Barbara, Account cf the Travels, 1691. 
B., S. (Blanford, Susannah), Account Given Forth, 1698. 
Bumyeat, John (Sr.), Journal, 1839. 
Caton, William, Journal, 1839. 
Coxere, Edward, Adventures, 1945. 
Crook (Crooke), John, Short History, undated. 
Ellwood, Thomas, History if Thomas Ellwood, 1885. 
Fell, Margaret, Relation, 1690. 
Fox, George, Journal, 1975. 
Penington, Mary, Experiences, 1911. 
V okins, Joan, God's Power Magnified, 1691. 
Whitehead, George, Memoirs, 1830. 
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SECOND GENERATION: TRACTS AND FREESTANDING NARRATIVES 
Claridge, Richard, Judgment Seat, 1757. 
Crisp, Samuel, Two Letters, undated. 
SECOND GENERATION: JOURNALS AND OTHER RETROSPECTIVE ACCOUNTS 
Barcroft, John, Life, 1730. 
Bewley, George, Christian Experiences, 1750. 
Bownas, Samuel, Life, 1 795. 
Brook, Uriah, Christian Experience, 1 868. 
Burnyeat, Jonathan, Gospel Labours, 1 857. 
Chalkley, Thomas,Journal, 175 1 .  
Croker, John, Memoir, 1 840. 
Davis, John, Operations of Divine Love, 1 842. 
Dickinson, James, Life, 1 745 . 
Fothergill, John, Life, 1753. 
Hall, David, Memoirs, 1758. 
Hayes, Alice, Widow's Mite, 1749. 
Holme, Benjamin, Works, 1753. 
Lampe, Henry, Autobiography, 1 895. 
Pike, Joseph, Life, 1 837. 
Richardson, John, Life, 1 843. 
Story, Thomas, Life, 1 832. 
Stout, William, Autobiography, 1851 .  
Wilson, Thomas, Journal, 1 847. 
APPENDIX B 
SHORT BIOGRAPHIES OF QUOTED AUTHORS 
This appendix provides additional infom1ation on the lives of authors quo�ed in 
the text but whose narratives are not discussed in depth. In some cases, bwgra­
phies h�ve been consulted for dates and othe� minor �etails n�t included in .the first-person accounts, particularly for tracts which giVe httle deta1l. These are c1ted 
at the end of the paragraph. Bibliographic details of the first-person accounts are 
in the Bibliography. 
FIRST GENERATION: EARLY TRACTS AND FREESTANDING NARRATIVES 
Edward Burrough (1634-1662), from Underbarrow in Westmoreland, was from a 
wealthy farming family. Burrough was part of a group of 
.
seekers in W estmore­
land, having abandoned the Anglican Church for Presbytenan and then !�depen­
dent churches in his early teens before joining the seekers. He was convmced by 
Fox whom Burroughs mentions without naming, in 1 652 when Fox first 
trav�lled in the area. Burrough became one of the most prolific writers of the first 
decade of the movement, and was one of the first to take the Quaker message to 
London. He died at 28 in Newgate gaol in 1662. 
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Elisabeth Brockbank, Edward Burrough: A Wrestler for Truth, London: 
Bannisdale, 1946. 
Dorothea Scott Gotherson (161 1-1680) was from the landed gentry, and inherited 
a family estate in Kent. She describes herself as seeking among the 'various profes­
sors' of religion in her youth, but gave up to become a royalist, indulging in the 
lifestyle of the wealthy. Here she says she beheld wickedness among them, 'but 
not with such fair colours and large covers as the professors had' (p. 7) . She was 
married to a major in Cromwell's army, and they resided at her estate. There is 
no record of when they joined Friends, though Scull notes that Fox reports 
converting some people in the area in 1655. She held a regular meeting in her 
home and was an active minister there, though she does not appear to have 
travelled in the ministry. 
Edward Scull, Dorothea Scott, otherwise Gotherson and Hogben of Egerton House, 
Kent, Oxford: Parker, 1 883. 
Francis Howgill (1618-1668), a tailor, was born to farmers near Grayrigg, 
Cumberland and raised in the Church of England. His account is one of the 
earliest, written in 1656. He describes himself as a serious youth, caught in 
worries about election. He came to a standstill, joining with other seekers, until 
he was convinced by George Fox in 1652 on Fox's first visit to the area. He was 
an early traveling minister, primarily to London, but later to Bristol and Ireland, 
and wrote several tracts. Like many, he was imprisoned several times, as was his 
second wife, and he died after becoming weakened in prison at the age of 50. 
Ernest Taylor, 'Francis Howgill' ,  Friends, Ancient and Modern 7, London: 
Friends Tract Association, 1908. 
John Lilburne (c. 1614-1657) was born in Greenwich but raised on a family estate 
in Durham, and became a prominent leader of the Leveller movement. He was 
imprisoned at Dover, suspected of plotting against Cromwell, when he encoun­
tered Quakers in 1 655. He seems to have been convinced largely through the 
writings of Dewsbury and other Friends, though he mentions a 'Priscilla' (this is 
likely a biblical reference, not the name of the woman) , who first introduced him 
to Quakerism. His convincement narrative is in the form of four letters, written 
to his wife and friends explaining his convincement, with no discussion of his 
earlier life or seeking. The letters are included within a tract defending his new 
conviction that outward war is fruitless, and, incidentally, he was no threat to 
Cromwell. There seems to have been skepticism about his conversion among the 
authorities, though Gibb reports that Hubberthorn visited Lilburne in prison and 
found him 'zealous and forward for the truth' (p. 341) .  He remained in prison 
until he was granted a leave shortly before his death in 1657. 
M.A. Gibb, John Lilburne the Leveller: A Christian Democrat, London: 
Drummond, 194 7. 
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James Nayler (Naylor) (1618-1660) was a controversial, but important leader 
among early Friends. He was a yeoman farmer from Wakefield, Yorkshire, where 
he had a wife and children. The account quoted in the study, written shortly 
before his death, is a general description of convincement with little personal 
detail, but stresses humility. Nayler was convinced in 1652 by Fox, and was an 
early Quaker minister in Bristol and London. He seems to have been a charismatic 
ftgure, writing many tracts, and Dobbs, Authority, suggests that he had conflicts 
with Fox. He is most remembered for a 1656 incident in which he, accompanied 
by followers, enacted the entry of Jesus into Jerusalem by riding on a donkey into 
Bristol. He was tried for blasphemy, imprisoned and tortured, and died a few 
years later. He did reconcile with Fox and other Friends, and the preface to the 
narrative, published by Friends in 1676, is appreciative of Nayler's writing and 
contributions as a faithful minister, while distancing Friends from his errors. 
William G. Bittle, James Nayler, 1618-1660: The Quaker Indicted by Parliament, 
York: Sessions, 1986. See also Gwyn, Covenant Crucified, pp. 162-88 for a discus­
sion ofNayler and the importance of his trial. 
Martha Simmons (Simmonds) (?) describes a seven-year period of seeking after an 
honest preacher, followed by seven years of living 'wantonly' after she despaired 
of finding authentic religion. She does not give dates, but if her seven-year 
intervals are not metaphorical, she was probably convinced in the mid-1650s. 
Simmons' brother Giles Calvert and husband Thomas were both London printers 
who published much of the early Quaker writing. She became a minister in 
London, and Gwyn (Seekers, p. 323) describes her as Nayler's closest ally and 
suggests there may have been sexual tension between the two. She became the 
centre of a dispute between the male leadership in London, who wanted Nayler 
to curb her long sermons, which may have been critical of other central figures. 
This led to a falling out between Nayler and Fox when the others asked Fox to 
arbitrate. Sinunons accompanied Nayler to Bristol during his re-enactment of 
Jesus' entry into Jerusalem, and published a tract giving her perspective. 
See Gwyn, Covenant Crucified, pp. 162-88 and Seekers, pp. 322-24 for further 
discussion ofSinm1ons' seeking, conflicts and relationship to Nayler. 
FIRST GENERATION: JOURNALS AND OTHER RETROSPECTIVE ACCOUNTS 
Susannah Blanford (c. 1640?-?) became a 'Christian Quaker' and follower of 
George Keith, who attempted to strengthen the orthodoxy of Friends. She does 
not describe her early life, except to say she came from good parents, though 
Anglican, and had a desire for God as a child. She describes her convincement a 
few years before she met Friends, in the late 1650s, emphasizing the experience of 
God's power and love. This was followed by a period of seeking for a church 
where others knew God, until she heard Edward Burrough preach and joined 
Friends. She was not a public minister, and argues against women speaking in the 
church. (Dates are estimated based on her title, which says she had been a 
Christian 'some forty years' ,  and her dating of convincement at age 18 .  The tract 
was published in 1698.) 
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Judith Applegate, Journals, Autobiographies, and Travel Narratives, Introduc­
tion', in Mary Garman, et al. (eds.), Hidden in Plain Sight: Quaker Women's 
Writings, 165D-1700, Wallingford, PA: Pendle Hill, 1996, pp. 1 51-70. 
Barbara Blaugdone (1606-?), a teacher from Bristol, was a travelling minister in 
Ireland, and the narrative focuses on her ministry. She says little of her early life, 
an� ne�e� mar?ed, but was convinced by John Audland and John Camm early in 
thetr rmmstry m 1654. She suffered both beating and imprisonment for her faith, 
and was ultimately banished from Ireland. 
Judith Applegate, Journals, Autobiographies, and Travel Narratives, Introduc­
tion' ,  in Mary Garman, et al. (eds.), Hidden in Plain Sight: Quaker Women's 
Writings, 165D-1700, Wallingford, PA: Pendle Hill, 1996, pp. 151-70. 
John Burnyeat (c. 1631-c. 1690) was from Cumberland, but became a minister 
�nd trave.lled t? Scotland and the New W odd. He settled in Ireland after marry­
mg an Insh Fnend, where he died in 1690 only two years after his wife's death. 
Burnyeat was convinced by Fox in 1653, and his account, written in the plural, 
des�rib�s the convincement of his generation. He says little about his early life, 
begmnmg the account with convincement, and while he mentions following a 
trade, he does not give details about his life. Burnyeat's son Jonathan was under 
the care of Pardshaw Friends after the death of his parents, and also became a 
minister (see below) . 
E?ward Cox.ere (c. 1633-1694) , from Dover, was a merchant seaman, although 
ht� parents tned to apprentice him to a cooper. His account is a seaman's journal, 
wtth no mention of faith until c. 1660 when he was convinced by Burrough and 
Samuel Fisher. He was married, but does not mention whether his wife became a 
Frie�d. He emphasizes his struggle to give up the violence of privateering, and 
lookmg for a Quaker ship where his conscience would not be compromised. The 
narrative was not published until the nineteenth century, and his adventures, 
incl�ding battles �t sea and capture by Turkish privateers, makes entertaining 
readmg. He also gtves a detailed account of his imprisomnent for the faith in later 
years. 
John Crook (Crooke) (c. 1618-1699) says he was born in the north of religious 
parents, but gives little other autobiographical detail. He was a scrupulous child, 
concerned about sin and God's reproof Crook appears to have come from a 
family with some means, and was sent to school in London at age 10. He was 
apprenticed at 17, although he does not say what trade, and settled at Hertford 
':here he married. While at school he boarded with a 'wicked family' but found 
tlme alone to pray, continuing to wrestle with sin and seeking among the various 
traditions. He found Friends through the preaching of Dewsbmy in 1654, 
although his convincement antedates his joining Friends, and he later played a 
role in Penington's convincement. He became a minister, and wrote several 
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epistles to Friends. His letter to Penington describing his convincement is 
appended to one ofPenington's works, and he also wrote a later journal. 
Frances Anne Budge, Annals if the Early Friends, Philadelphia: Longstreth, 1896. 
Margaret Fell (1614-1702) was one of the most important leaders of the first 
generation of Friends. Her home at Swarthmore Hall in Cumbria became a centre 
for travelling Friends. Her epistles and advice on organizational issues was crucial 
in the formation of new Quaker structures in the post-restoration period. Fell 
came from the landed gentry, and married judge Thomas Fell at seventeen, later 
marrying George Fox after her first husband's death. The Fells were Puritans, 
inviting radical ministers to their home, including George Fox who convinced 
Margaret in 1652 when he first visited the area. Thomas does not seem to have 
joined Friends, but his position provided some protection from persecution in the 
area. 
Judith Applegate, 'Journals, Autobiographies, and Travel Narratives, Introduc-
tion', in Mary Garman, et al. (eds.) , Hidden in Plain Sight: Quaker Women's 
Writings, 165Q-1700, Wallingford, PA: Pendle Hill, 1996, pp. 151-70. 
Mary Springett Penington (c. 1616?-1682) , from a wealthy family, was orphaned 
at three and raised by Anglicans she tern1S as 'loose Protestants' .  She was a devout 
child who began to follow Puritan practice, although she was discouraged by the 
family. In her late teens she began a period of seeking, marrying William 
Springett, who shared her desire for authentic religion. Widowed at a young age, 
she married Isaac Penington, with whom she continued seeking until the couple 
were convinced in 1658. They suffered the loss of Isaac's estate to persecution, 
and Mary supported the family by the prudent management of her estate. She 
never became a minister, and her account is written for her children rather than 
for a broad audience. 
Judith Applegate, 'Journals, Autobiographies, and Travel Narratives, Introduc-
tion', in Mary Garn1an, et al. (eds.) , Hidden in Plain Sight: Quaker Women's 
Writings, 165Q-1700, Wallingford, PA: Pendle Hill, 1996, pp. 151-70. 
Joan Vokins (?-1690) of Reading gives little biographical detail in her account, 
which focuses on her travel in the ministry in North America. She says that God 
showed her the vanity of the world's customs when she was young, and like many 
was an intelligent and devout youth who quickly learned Scripture and enjoyed 
discussions of religion. She became dissatisfied with Puritan doctrine, and says she 
could not take comfort in her marriage or material things because she longed for 
marriage with the Lamb. She was convinced by some of 'God's messengers' ,  but 
does not note the date, and says that self-righteousness was her primary failing. 
After her convincement, she began travelling in the ministry, leaving her family 
who only later were convinced. 
Judith Applegate, 'Journals, Autobiographies, and Travel Narratives, Introduc-
tion', in Mary Garnun, et al. (eds.), Hidden in Plain Sight: Quaker Women's 
Writings, 165Q-1700, Wallingford, PA: Pendle Hill, 1996, pp. 1 51-70. 
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George Whitehead, (c . 1636-1723), was from a Presbyterian family in Westmore­
land who had hoped he would become a minister, and sent him to school. 
Instead, he became a seeker, and describes an intellectual convincement in 1651 
before he �et Friends. He says he then indulged in vanity, and although he fel� 
repr�of, did not yet know how to follow the light of Christ. He was finally 
co�vmced �y Fox the next year, and began travelling in the ministry among 
Fnends at sixteen. He was imprisoned multiple times, as was his first wife, but 
outlived most of the other early leaders. 
SECOND GENERATION: TRACTS AND FREESTANDING NARRATIVES 
Richard Claridge (?) was trained for the priesthood in the Church of England, but 
bec
_
ame a Baptist preacher. He appears to have been well educated, and uses 
S�npture �xtens�v�ly. Hi
_
s account is a collection of four epistles to family and 
friends, with nummal biographical detail. His letters are dated from London 
alt��ugh he writes to another Baptist minister in W orcestershire and may hav� 
o�g�nally been �rom the midlands. He says that the Anglican teachings brought 
him no peace m the struggle against sin, and that the religious forn1s were 
miserable comforters. His convincement is gradual, leading him first to become a 
Baptist, then a Quaker, and while he came into the full truth among Friends, he 
does 
_
not denigrate Baptis
_
t doctrine. Claridge's account suggests that he was fully 
convmced before becommg a Quaker, but he does not stress this fact. He does 
not describe a calling to the ministry, but did write other tracts published by 
Friends in the early eighteenth century. 
Samuel Crisp (?) was trained as a priest in the Church of England, but his account 
�hich is 
_
in the form of two letters, does not give biographical detail. His spiritu� 
JOUrney IS framed as a search for greater holiness. Prior to his convincement he 
served briefly as a chaplain, probably to an aristocratic family. He stayed only ten 
days, because he was offended by their vanity and, as a priest, says he was expected 
to flatter rather than challenge the family. He seems to have been convinced 
around the year 1700, through reading Barclay's Apology, but this was more than 
an in:ellectual experience. Crisp attended meeting for the first time only after his 
�onvmcement. He became a school master after leaving the priesthood, probably 
m London, although he does not provide details. 
SECOND GENERATION: JOURNALS 
John Barcroft (c. 1 663-1723) was born to Quaker parents who farmed in Ireland, 
�!though t�ey were originally from Lancashire. He describes tenderness and piety 
I� early childhood, and never diverged into wildness, yet he yearned for an expe­
nence of new birth or spiritual baptism that he believed was essential. This is 
fulfilled, but not with any external change, and the account seems formulaic in 
comparison with his description of his childhood experience. He married and returned to farming, and was not called into the ministry until age 33, when he became concerned about the deaths of many of the influential weighty Friends. 
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George Bewley (1684--1749) was born in Cumberland to Quaker parents, but 
emigrated to Ireland as an apprentice. He was in school until aged 13 or 14, and 
was apprenticed in Dublin at age 14 to a linen draper. Later he became a clerk in 
another Friend's business. He seems to have experienced an early convincement, 
which is continuous with childhood tenderness. Yet as a young man he fell into 
company and jocularity, and began to rebel against plain disciplines, but then 
accepted it as a cross. It is not until his early twenties that he begins to be con­
cerned about inward sanctification, and describes a time of spiritual exercise, but 
does not give an experience of resolution. Given the detail of his earlier expe­
riences, he may be fitting his experience to the communal story. He seems more 
exercised over the need for a particular experience than over judgment of sin. 
Though he did travel in the ministry as a companion, he says his call was partic­
ipation in Meeting structures, including attending Yearly Meeting, and the role of 
the elder in visiting families. He is clear about the need for both ministers and 
elders, and argues that the same divine power qualifies both. 
Uriah Brook (1683-1758) sketches his spiritual life with little biographical detail. 
His parents were probably Quaker, as a testimony by his son-in-law prefacing the 
journal says he was 'educated in the ways of truth' .  He was not a minister, and his 
narrative presents a life-long spiritual struggle with only moments of resolution. 
He experienced visitations throughout his life, beginning in childhood, and went 
through times of fasting and scrupulosity, but still felt judgment and the weight of 
sin. He married late, after a long courtship in which he struggled with discern­
ment. Yet the warm testimony from his son-in-law suggests he was a faithful and 
well-loved father. 
Jonathan Burnyeat (1686-1709) is the youngest of the Quaker ministers discussed 
in the text. He was called to ministry at 12, and travelled as a companion ofJames 
Dickinson beginning in 1699 at age 13 .  His father had been a minister an1ong 
Irish Friends, having married an Irish woman. His mother was not a minister, but 
was an active Friend. His mother and father died in 1688 and 1690, respectively, 
and he was placed under the care of relatives at Pardshaw Meeting, Cumberland. 
He died young, at 23, and his narrative is a travel diary without a retrospective 
account of youth and convincement. 
Thomas Chalkley (1675-1741) was a sea captain who traveled extensively in the 
New World, particularly Nantucket, and combined work in the ministry with his 
economic interests. His parents were Quakers from outside London, although he 
does not talk about their ministry or suffering for faith. They may not have been 
particularly public Friends, but he does recall childhood teasing by non-Quaker 
children. He was apprenticed in his father's business, which provided him with an 
education. He emigrated to America, becoming a merchant with several vessels, 
and died on Tortola. He reports experiences of God as a child, but his convince­
ment account is fairly formulaic. There is no clear sense of transfornution and 
liberation from sin, although he does report openings of Scripture and an 
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experience of peace. Unusually for a second-generation Friend, he does not 
struggle with the call to ministry, accepting it as part ofhis spiritual growth. 
�ohn
. 
Croker (1673-1727) was born in Devon to Quaker parents, who were 
Impnsoned and suffered loss of goods during persecution. He says his father was 
'by birth one called a gentleman' and a tobacconist, and his mother's family were 
shopk�epers. At 13 he was apprenticed to a serge maker and surgeon with whom 
he enugrated to America, but his master died and he had to make his was back to 
England through a series of adventures, including capture by French Privateers. 
He e�entually ret�rne� 
.
hom�, working a little as a serge weaver and living on his 
father s estate. His spmtual JOurney is atypical, and although he uses common 
Quaker lan�age� there i� no �entral convincement experience. He says he 
rebelled a?amst his parents teachmg, and although he made promises to God at �Ifficult tlm�s, particularly on his journey home, he broke them when things 
Improved. Fmally, he says he kept his covenant, which was a daily cross, but does 
not �ppear to have a sense of liberation or power which allowed perfection. He �ontmu�s to report trials, including the death of his wife. Croker began speaking 
m
. 
meetmg almos
.
t casually, without a strong call, and only reports one brief 
episode of travellmg in the ministry. The journal was not published until the 
nineteenth century. 
Jo�n �avis (1667-1744) says he had a 'moderate education' by 'honest parents' in 
Wiltshire. He was apprenticed to a confectioner, but failed. He became a servant 
with a wealthy Duke, though returned to business after becoming a Friend. His 
ac�ount is atypical, as he abandoned his wife and indulged in drinking and gam­
blmg a�t�r repeated �usi
.
ness failures. He had been a scrupulous youth, exploring 
Cath�he1sm after rejectmg the 'loose' practice in the Church of England, but 
despaired and turned to a libertine lifestyle. He was convinced at 36 after a 
struggle with sin was triggered by the near death of a close friend. They both 
turned to a Quaker doctor for advice, though only Davis became a Friend. He 
says �e was i�pressed by th� doct�r' s
. 
assurance of salvation, and Barclay's Apology 
convmced him of the doctnnal pnne1ples. He returned to his wife who was also 
c�nvinc�d. Yet t
.
he proc�ss of conversion was ongoing as he contin�ed to struggle 
With pn�e, partlcu�a�ly m the vocal ministry, and with the cross of simplicity. 
Mter actlng as a numster for some time, he recognized that he had become self­
righteous and that his call to the ministry had not been genuine. 
David Hall (1683-1758) was the son of Quaker parents in Yorkshire, who lost 
�rope
.
rty due to persecution. He says that he was a good student at a free school 
m Skipton, fit for Cambridge or Oxford, and later became a master of his own 
Quaker school :here. He was frail, due to a bout of smallpox as a child, which 
�ay �ave led him to emphasize his studies. He seems to assume his membership 
m Fnends for most of the text, although there is a formulaic break in the narrative 
in which he talks about himself as a despicable worm, whom God saw fit to bless. 
This is not connected to the narrative, and there is no real sense of transfomution 
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except in general terms. His parents were strong influences, and he went for help 
with discemment in his call to ministry at age 28. 
Alice Hayes (1657-1720) , from Hertfordshire, was raised in the Church of 
England. Although she felt reproof for singing and dancing, she says her parents 
did not discourage her. Her mother died when she was young, and she went into 
service because of conflicts with her stepmother. She was a devout youth, and her 
mistress predicted that she would become a Quaker. Hayes says that she conti­
nually read Scripture and prayed in her spare time. She attended meeting at this 
time, but did not become a Friend until after her marriage several years later. She 
injured her ankle, and could not work, making a promise with God that she 
would be faithful if it was healed. At first she found herself distracted from her 
promise by the comfort of married life, but falling ill and afraid that she would 
die, she underwent a final convincement after which a voice tells her to attend 
Quaker meeting. She does not discuss her calling to the ministry, but clearly 
became active, which at first caused conflict with her husband. Eventually he also 
became a Friend, and she was freed to serve as a minister in Holland and 
Germany. 
Joseph Pike (1657-1729) was born in Cork, Ireland, to English parents. His father 
went to Ireland as a military officer, but gave up his commission to farm after 
converting to Quakerism shortly before Joseph was born. Pike's parents lost both 
position and property to persecution, and his father died when he was 1 1 ,  after 
falling ill in prison. Pike does not mention his education, but became a wool 
merchant, traveling on business to England and Holland. His account is typical, 
with tenderness in childhood followed by a period in which he fell into fashions 
and wild company. His convincement was gradual, with two separate days of 
visitations. He alternately experienced comfort and times in which God with­
drew, although slowly the comfort became more permanent. He says that his call 
was to church government and discipline, rather than vocal ministry, and he 
traveled to Yearly Meeting and other bodies. Not surprisingly, he talks at length 
about the importance of elders. Unlike most in the second generation, Pike 
describes an imprisonment for non-payment of tithes in 1681 .  
John Richardson (1666-1753) was from a farming family in Yorkshire, and 
although his father was a Quaker, he died when Richardson was young. His 
mother remarried a devout Anglican, who was well off, but John did not inherit 
since he refused to join his stepfather in business because of the stipulation that he 
leave Quakerism. Richardson does not describe his education, although he had 
some schooling, and mentions helping to pay for his brother's education before 
his mother remarried. He was sickly, and although apprenticed to a weaver, he 
learned to mend clocks in order to have less physically demanding work. He 
describes a short seeking stage, in which he 'sought after professors' but found 
them 'miserable comforters' , and then withdrew into private devotion. His con­
vincement is a gradual change, in which his inward state of seeking leads to the 
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dawning of a new light. He stresses new understanding and inward conviction of 
the truth, saying that he was convinced before he joined Friends. 
William Stout (1665-1752) , a grocer and ironmonger from Lancaster, came from 
a well-off farming family. He attended school until he was 14, before being 
apprenticed to a Quaker. His parents were Anglican, but he says that as a child he 
was concemed about the lack of true repentance in the tradition. His master held 
meetings in the house, although Stout did not attend, only occasionally listening 
at the door. His convincement experience, which focuses on obedience, was trig­
gered by a travelling minister who visited the house. He struggled with the cross 
of public profession of the faith, particularly in business, but records taking losses 
rather than compromise his faith. He was not a minister, but handled funds for 
th� relief ?f prisoners and other financial matters in his local Quaker community. 
H1s autobwgraphy was not published until the nineteenth century, and contains 
more on his business dealings than his spiritual life. 
Thomas Wilson (1654-1725) was one of a group of active Quaker ministers in 
Ireland, and travelled with John Dickinson, among others. He does not mention 
his education or social class, and his focus is almost entirely spiritual. He came 
from �umberland, and was born into an Anglican family. He says that he sought 
after nghteousness and disputed with priests during this seeking stage. He became 
�onvinced a�ter attending a Quaker meeting for the first time, where the preach­
mg shook hm1, and he entered the time of spiritual warfare. Unlike many in the 
second generation, he seems to come through to an experience of victory, and 
goes forward into the ministry with authority and confidence. He first travelled to 
Ireland in 1682, returning several times, as well as travelling in North America. 
NOTES 
1 .  Story, T., The Life c:if Thomas Story, abr. John Kendall and ed. William Alexander Y ark-
Alexander & Co., 1 832, p. 35. ' 
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. 
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to minimize public disunity in the face of internal controversy and persecution, as the powerful 
preaching of women brought criticism from non-Friends. Yet Tarter minimizes the role of 
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Moore, Faith of the First Quakers, may impose later Quaker theology on early Friends. For 
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Atonement in Early Quaker Experience, Wallingford, PA: Pendle Hill, 2000. 
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continuities between Quakers and their contemporaries. See Nuttall, G., T11e Holy Spirit in 
Puritan Faith and Experience, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1 946. 
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among early Friends, including descriptions of sufferings for the truth, or accounts of 
extraordinary travels in the ministry. These are not discussed unless the work includes an 
account of convincement. 
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evangelistic tract. Fox, G., forward to Journal of the Life of that Faitliful Servant and Minister of the 
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Tnumphm� Over Death and Darkness, London: Hinde, 1 757; and Crisp, S . ,  Two Letters Writ by 
Samuel Cnsp About the Year 1 702 To Some of His Acquaintance, Upon His Change From a Chaplain of the Church of England to Join with the People Called Quakers, 8th ed., London: Hinde, n.d. The Claridge letters were written in the mid-1690s, while Crisp's were written in 1702. No other 
freestanding convincement narratives of the third generation were identified in the early eighteenth century. Most journals were published posthumously. 
23. There was no formal system of eldership in the late seventeenth century, but second­generation Friends do describe the influence of parents and other older Friends. These role models have been referred to as elders here, although the tern1 is rare in the narratives . 
24 .
. Pike, ]. , 'Some Account of the Life of Joseph Pike', in A Select Series, Biographical, Narrative, Epistolary, and Miscellaneous, Vol. V, ed. Barclay, J. ,  London: Darton & Harvey, 1837, 1 .  Although the lives of a few Friends will be discussed in detail, Appendix B includes 
biographies of those quoted in brief. 
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26. Watkins, Puritan Experience, pp. 37-39. 
27. Watkins, Puritan Experience, pp. 1 1 -1 4. 
28. Previous discussions of Quaker autobiographical forms include Brinton, 
H. ,  Quaker 
Journals, Wallingford, PA: Pendle Hill, 1 972, pp. 6-47, and Watkins, Purit
an Experience, pp. 
1 60-20. Watkins focuses on early Friends, with some discussion of eighteenth-cen
tury journals, 
while Brinton presents an overview of journals throughout Quaker history
. These two 
perspectives generally support the assertions that will be made here. A third
 study of early 
Quaker understanding of convincement is Jones, Geo�(/e Fox on Redemption, who a
nalyses Fox's 
pastoral teaching on regeneration, although he does not draw on narrative sources. 
Watkins argues for three stages of spiritual growth: 'growing dissatisfaction with
 orthodox 
Puritan teaching, a period of fruitless seeking for true religion . . .  and finally submi
ssion to the 
inner light' (Puritan Experience, p. 1 62). This categorization emphasizes the seeki
ng of first­
generation Friends, but is only partially applicable to the second generation. 
In addition, 
Watkins does not include childhood experience, which is less commonly d
escribed in the 
earliest autobiographical tracts. Brinton points to four stages in Quaker autobi
ography: divine 
revelation in childhood, youthful playfulness, an inner conflict he describes as an
 experience of 
a 'divided self, and an attempt to follow 'the leadings of Light' (p. 5). This refle
cts the spiritual 
trajectory of the second and subsequent generations, who went through a perio
d of youthful 
frivolity rather than seeking and who more consistently give accounts of early exp
erience. 
Brinton's description of spiritual warfare as a division between a lower and hi
gher self is 
based in Jungian thought, but is not developed. This thesis will focus on th
e theological 
interpretations given by Friends of the time, rather than modem conceptions of th
e self which 
are tangential to the questions asked herein. The question of the self and spiritual 
development 
among early Friends bears further work, and is addressed to some extent by Gill, 
'Women in 
the Quaker Community'. 
Both authors obscure the complexity of the final stages of convincement. Brinton
 does not 
identify an initial experience of the divine (referred to here as a day of visitation) , o
r point to 
the experience of regeneration, both of which are de-emphasized in second-
generation 
journals, as will be shown. Watkin's fusion of these experiences into a single exp
erience of 
submission is perhaps more surprising, given his theoretical discussion of th
e Puritan 
experiences of law and gospel. This may reflect the diffiCulty of describing vis
itation or 
regeneration, which makes spiritual warfare (law) most conspicuous in the narratives. 
Watkins 
discussion of Puritan narratives also emphasizes spiritual warfare rather than th
e initial 
experience of the gospel, which might be expected to be prominent. 
Jones sketches five steps in the process of regeneration in Fox's thought, drawing on p
astoral 
sources including a sem1on recorded in Fox's Journal (Fox, G., Journal of Geo��te 
Fox, ed. 
Nickalls, J. ,  London: Religious Society of Friends, 1 975, p. 1 17) . These stages are (1) 
standing 
still in light, which (2) exposes sin and (3) shows Christ to be the saviour who has d
ied for 
humanity, (4) repentance or accepting responsibility for one's sins, and a (5) change in l
ife (pp. 
1 34-35). This is a summary of Fox's advice to those seeking the experience, not a disc
ussion of 
Fox's own spiritual journey. Jones' emphasis on repentance seems exaggerated (this, and
 Jones' 
insistence that regeneration required a confession of Christ, suggests an imposition
 of later 
evangelical fommlations) . Although some authors express repentance, the narratives 
suggest 
submission to God's will is more important. Standing in the light is a pastoral recomme
ndation 
for opening oneself to the Presence of God, and it reflects the standstill of early Frien
ds. The 
lack of reference to spiritual warfare in Jones's work is not surprising, given Fox's ac
count, 
which minimizes this stage. 
29. There are authors in both periods that seem to have a more Puritan view of chil
dhood, 
describing only reproof. The dichotomy between law and grace may be expressed in
 other 
ways when childhood is not discussed, and many of the early narratives describe a strugg
le with 
the Puritan legalism during the seeking stage. 
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30. The term 'tenderness' , which occurs frequently in Quaker writing, refers to a state of 
openness and vulnerablltty before God, often accompanied by tears. 
3 1 .  Gwyn, Seekers, pp. 52-57. 
32. A period of youthful excess is also found in most Puritan accounts and, as with 
Quakers, the s111s 
_
reported are minor. See Watkins, Puritan Experience, pp. 53-57. While the 
condemnation of Jest111g seems harsh to modern ears, some authors seem to be condemning 
wordplay and accomplishments that were part of the culture of flattery in the upper classes. This 
may have developed 111to a condemnation of all playfulness later in the period. 'Disciplines' 
refer to pubhc Witnesses such as pla111 dress and speech, and refusing hat honour. 
33. Because of t�is tension, labelling this stage is difficult. Conviction and day of visitation 
are both used by Pnends: but generally refer to the entire experience of awareness of God's 
presence and ensu111g spmtual warfare. These experiences are treated individually here in order 
to stress that there ts an 1111t1al experience of Presence that leads to the internal str g1 Th 
'd f . . . , ill b . 
ug e. e 
�erm 
. 
ay � VlSltatlon w e used, as tt best conveys this aspect of the experience. The tem1 
conviCtiOn wtll be used to descnbe only the revelation of sin. 
34. The corporate theolo� is unclear, probably because the underlying experiences differ. 
There seems to be the poSSibility of multiple experiences of Presence in first-generation narra­
tives, and grace may 1111t1ally
_ 
be refused. Rhetorically, the second generation place more 
emphasis on a s111gle d�y of VISitation, and on judgment rather than grace. Yet their experience 
suggests multtple expenences ofPresence. 
35. Watkins, Puritan Experience, p. 1 73, argues that for Puritans, remembering a verse of 
Scnpture was the tngger for the threshing experience, while Quakers generally heard a direct 
voiCe, because of thetr emphasis on expenence over Scripture. It is true that the Friends are 
more
. 
expenentlal, and some first-generation authors report a voice, but there are a variety of 
expenences. Only one of the second-generation authors studied here reported an external 
votce, aldtough some describe being 'pierced' by the preaching of other Friends G"ll' -k · 
'W · 
. 1 s wor , 111 
omen 111 the Quaker Community' ,  pp. 1 06-1 08, suggests that women are more likely to 
po111t 
_
to the 111fluence of others 111 conversion. External events, such as coming close to death 
from
_
tllness or 111JUry are more likely triggers, causing the youth to worry about their sinful 
c
h
ondt
h
tion. 
_
Most first-generation Friends had already been troubled about sin and election, and 
t us t ere ts more emphasis on grace. 
. 
36. First-generation Friends may describe the illumination of sin, but place less emphasis on 
It, perhaps because anxiety over s111 ts part of the seeking stage. In contrast, second-generation 
Fnends are com111g out of a stage 111 whiCh they have submerged reproof and indulged in sin 
however m111or. ' 
37. Narratives of second-generation Friends who are convinced from outside of Quakerism 
are more hke those of early Fnends . . Some claim to have been convinced of Friends principles, and to have come through the expenence of regeneration, before meeting Friends. 
38. Watk111s, Puritan Experience, pp. 1 1 - 13. 
39. Jones, George Fox on Redemption, p. 1 34, makes a distinction between the entire process 
of regeneration and the final stage of perfection, which is consistent with later writings, but not 
the early narratives of the 1650s. The earliest tracts seem to assume perfection, which will 
�enerally be referred to here as conversion following early Quaker usage, is immediate and 
mtegral to regeneration, rather than a process that occurs over time. 
40. Friends often refer to the practices of plain speech, plain dress, the refusal of tithes and 
hat honour and other disciplines as a cross. Although blatant persecution and arrests largely 
ended wtth the Act ofToleratwn 111 1689, social pressures and some legal restrictions continued. 
4 1 .  
_
Narratives were Identified using bibliographies compiled by Watkins, Puritan Experience, 
and Bnnton, Quaker Journals. In addttwn, the index to the Bevan-Naish Collection held b 
;: oodbrooke College, was invaluable, as it arranges biographical writing by birth dat� . This is 
. 
ot an exhaustive study, and many more first-generation wnt111gs were identified than are 
mcluded here. More than half of the second-generation writings identified have been included. 
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42. Intermediate generation accounts of those convinced between 1660 and 1675 are not 
included. This is, in part, to limit the number of narratives; however, 1 660 is consistent with 
Braithwaite's division of Quaker history, spanning roughly from 1649 to 1 661 and from 1662 
to the end of the century, respectively, Beginnings and Second Period. The definition of these 
periods is somewhat arbitrary, and Moore (Authority Among Early Friends, p. 1 5) argues that the 
significant break occurred in 1666 with the publication of an epistle by eleven influential 
Friends asserting the authority of communal discipline. The most influential of the first-genera­
tion leaders were convinced by 1 660, and thus this is a useful division for this project. The 
second-generation lower limit of 1 675 is also arbitrary, but was chosen as a time when signifi­
cant numbers of children would be coming of age whose parents were convinced in the 1 650s 
and early 1 660s. The upper limit of 1 700 for second-generation Friends reflects Braithwaite's 
division, Beginnings and Second Period. 
The wider time span (1650-1660 as opposed to 1675-1700) was necessary to obtain similar 
numbers of narratives in each period, as those convinced in the first generation published more 
than twice the number of accounts as those convinced between 1675 and 1700. (This estimate 
is based on both Watkins' bibliography in Puritan Experience and the materials found in the 
Bevan-Naish collection at Woodbrooke, which are readily searched as the autobiographical 
works are indexed by birth date). The earliest first-generation narratives were written in the 
first decade, while their journals were written in the late 1 600s. The second-generation journals 
were written in the early 1700s, and many were published at the beginning of the rdorrnation 
of the 1 7  40s and 50s. Thus, there are perspectives from three theological periods reflected in 
the narratives studied: the fmt decade, the late seventeenth century, and the early to mid­
eighteenth century. 
43. For example, 'conversion' or 'convincement' may refer to the entire process of becom-
ing a Friend. In addition, the experiences themselves may not be distinct, and different authors 
may describe differing degrees of divine agency using the same term. 
44. The tern1 'day of visitation' occurs among first-generation writers, but is more common 
in the second. 
45. Jones, Ge01ge Fox on Redemption, p. 1 34. 
46. Jones, George Fox on Redemption, p .  134, refers to this stage as 'perfection', but 'conver­
sion' is more consistent with the language of early Friends. 
47. See pp. 46-47, below. 
48. For instance, convincement accounts by Dewsbury, W., T11e Discovery if the Great 
Enmity if the Serpent against the Seed if Woman, London: Calvert, 1 665, and (Scott) Gotherson, 
D. ,  'To All That Are Unregenerated, A Call to Repentance', 1 661 ,  reprinted in Edward Scull, 
Dorothea Scott, otherwise Gotherson and Hogben of Egerton House, Kent, Oxford: Parker, 1 883, forn1 
part of the argument of tracts. Narratives by Lilburne, J . ,  T11e Resurrection if john Lilbume, now a 
prisoner in Dover Castle, London: Calvert, 1 656, and Crook (Crooke) ,  J . ,  [Untitled Letter,] in 
Penington, I . ,  To all Such as Complain 11wt They Want Power, London: Wilson, 1 66 1 ,  pp. 23-26 
are letters published for a wider audience, and were addressed to Lilburne's wife and friends, 
and to Isaac Penington, respectively. Crook later wrote a longer account of his life, A Short 
History if the Life of John Crook, Hereford: Jones, n.d., which covers his early life, convincement 
and calling to the ministry with significant personal detail, but ends in 1 656. Thus, it is inter­
mediate in form between the freestanding narratives of the 1 650s and later journals. James 
Naylor's (Nailor, Nayler) relatively late 1 659 account, What the Possession of the Living Faith Is 
(n.p., 1 676) is written in the ftrst person, but is a generalized description of rebirth with almost 
no personal detail. It is the opening example of a treatise on the nature of a living faith. 
Although written in 1 659 it was not published until 1 676, because of embarrassment over 
Nayler's 1 656 enactment ofthe entry into Jerusalem, and contains an explanatory preface. 
Names are spelled as on the title page of the tract used, and alternate spellings noted. Spelling 
of names was variable in the seventeenth century, even in the same tract; e.g.: Naylor, Nailor, 
Nayler; Hubberthorn, Hubberthorne. 
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49. Hubberthorn, R., 'A True Testimony of Obedience to the Heavenly Call' ,  in A 
Collection if the Several Books and Writit��ts of that Faithful Servant of God Richard Hubberthom 
(London: William Warwick, 1 663), pp. 1 -6. 
50. Brockbank, E., Richard Hubberthorne if Yea/and: Yeoman, Soldier, Quaker, London: 
Friends Book Centre, 1929, was consulted for biographical detail not found in the narrative. 
5 1 .  In the body of the text he indicates that he is held in Westchester gaol, but the tract is dated from Chester. 
52. Hubberthorn, True Testimony, pp. 4-6. 
53. Hubberthorn, True Testimony, p. 2 .  
54 .  Hubberthorn, True Testimony, pp.  1-2. 
55. Hubberthorn, True Testimony, p. 2. The imagery is from Jer. 23:29, which refers to the word as a fire and hammer, and is also used by Dewsbury to describe a period of internal struggle. 
56. Hubberthorn, True Testimony, p. 2. 
57. Hubberthorn, True Testimony, p. 4. 
58. Bauman, R., Let Your Words Be Few: Symbolism if Speaking and Silence Among 1 7th Century Quakers, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1 983, reprint London: Quaker Home Service, 1998, pp. 74-76. 
59. Dewsbury, Discovery. 
60. Dewsbury, Discovery, p. 1 .  See Smith, E., William Dewsbury: One if the Valiant Sixty Quakers, York: Sessions, 1997, for a biography which indicates periods spent in prison. 61 .  John Lilburne mentions the tract as influential in his convincement in 1 656. Lilburne, 
Resurrection, p. 5 .  
62. Gotherson opens with the same quotation. She argues, in response to those who accuse Friends of rejecting the idea of original sin, that a child's sin is not imputed from parent to child, and infants are heirs of heaven when born. To All Unregenerated, p. 1 13. 
63. Gen. 3:24 KJV. Note: Here and elsewhere in the dissertation, all scriptural quotes are from the KJV, as It IS most helpful in identifYing early Friends' use of the texts. 
64. Dewsbury, Discovery, p. 14 .  Gotherson, To All Unregenerated, p. 93, also equates the sword with the law. 
65. Dews bury, Discovery, p. 17 .  
66. Dewsbury, Discovery, p .  17 .  Dewsbury's language i s  figurative, and he seems to be relating stages of his life to Scripture, rather than experiencing visions. 
6 7. The allusion here is unclear, but is likely be a reference to Moses, the prophets and all of the faithful through time who have 'finished their testimony' (Dewsbury, Discovery, p. 18) although he may also intend to point to the persecution of Friends. He describes seeing the abonunauon set up m the holy place, probably in reference to the apostate church. 
68. Dewsbury, Discovery, p. 18. 
69. Dewsbury, Discovery, p .  18 .  References to groaning in labour for the new creation are common in Quaker narratives, and are a reference to Rom. 8:26. 
70. Dewsbury, Discovery, p. 19 .  
71 .  Penington, I . ,  'A Brief Account of My Soul's Travel Toward the Holy Land', in Works, VoL 2, 2d ed., London: Clark, 176 1 ,  pp. 49-53. Other biographical detail is gleaned from Mary Pemngton's longer autobiography, which will be mentioned in the following section. Pening­ton, M., Experiences in the Life if Mary Penington (Written by Herself), ed. Penney, N., Philadelphia: Biddle Press, 19 1 1 ,  reprint London: Friends Historical Society, 1 992. 
72. Isaac Penington, Soul's Travels, p. 49. 
73. Isaac Penington, Soul's Travels, p .  50. 
74. Isaac Penington, Soul's Travels, p .  50. 
75. Isaac Penington, Soul's Travels, p. 50. 
76. Isaac Penington, Soul's Travels, p. 5 1 .  
77. Isaac Penington, Soul's Travels, p. 5 1 .  
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78. Isaac Penington, Soul's Travels, p. 52. 
79. Isaac Penington, Soul's Travels, p. 52. 
80. Isaac Penington, Soul's Travels, p. 52. 
8 1 .  Isaac Penington, Soul's Travels, p. 52. 
82. Though the first generation prefers the language of revelation, only occasionally using 
the metaphors of threshing and refining that are popular among the second generation. 
83. See p. 19 ,  above. 
84. Gotherson, To All Unregenerated, p. 3. 
85. Crook, Sort History, 7. 
86. For instance, Friends often claim, with Paul, that they are fools in Christ (1 Cor. 1 : 18-
19). 
87. The metaphor of the garden is probably taken from Revelation as much as from 
Genesis. One of the promises to the faithful in Revelation is a return to the garden to feed on 
the tree of life (Rev. 2:7): 'To him that overcometh, will I give to eat of the tree of life, which 
is in the midst of the paradise of God'. John witnesses the fulftlment of this promise, coming to 
see the 'new heaven and new earth' (21 :  1) and reaching the tree of life at the centre of the 
New Jerusalem (22:2). The passive stance of Dewsbury, and to some extent Hubberthom, as 
they watch the unfolding of the internal apocalypse, is analogous to John's role as a witness in 
Revelation, and may be intentional. 
88. Lilburne's narrative, confessing the errors of his past and describing his conversion, is 
entitled The Resurrection of Jolm Lilbume. 
89. They may refer to having experienced death and a second birth, to having a new name, 
or to having being restored to the state of Adam (Christ as Seed) . They also refer to having 
received spiritual manna, which is linked to the new name in Rev. 2 :17 :  'To him that 
overcometh will I give to eat of the hidden manna, and will give him a white stone, and in the 
stone a new name written which no man knoweth saving he that receiveth it . . .  I will write 
upon him the name of my God, and the name of the new city of God, which is new Jerusalem' 
(l"l.. ev 2 : 17 ;  3 : 12  KJV) . Geoffrey Nuttall points to this scriptural reference to a new name, but 
does not connect it with references to manna and the tree of life. Nuttall, G., 'Reflections on 
William Penn's Preface to George Fox's Journal', Journal cif the Friends Historical Society 57 (1995), 
pp. 1 1 3- 17 .  
90. This probably reflects the audience, more than a shift in theology. The early tracts were 
intended to establish the authority of the writer and gain converts, and so emphasize the call to 
preaching. Journals of the first and second generation are more likely to emphasize suffering for 
the truth and being sustained by God, a message more meaningful inside the community. 
Preaching and outward disciplines were both public, in that they led to persecution, and speech 
. acts such as refusing oaths, going naked as a sign and even holding meetings for worship 
contrary to law blur the line between preaching and other ethics. See Bauman, Let Your Words 
be Few. Even those who were not called to the public ministry had to take up a public 
testimony. This was emphasized by the second generation, as will be shown. 
Note the term 'outward cross' can also be used to refer to the historic crucifixion, in contrast 
to the inward experience of crucifixion. 
9 1 .  Nayler, Living Faith, pp. 3-4. 
92. Burnyeat, J., Journal of the Life and Gospel Labours of John Burnyeat, A Select Series, 
Biographical, Narrative, Epistolary, and Miscellaneous, Vol. 6, ed. Barclay, J . ,  London: Darton, 
1 839, p. 1 5 1 .  See also Jones, Geo�f?e Fox's Teaching on Redemption, p. 1 17, for the role of the 
historic Christ in Fox's teaching. 
93. Jones, George Fox's Teaching on Redemption, pp. 82-83. 
94. The reference to groaning is from Rom. 8:19,  which describes the earth groaning in 
labour for a new creation. For women, submission to God and a new relationship to creation 
was liberating in a more tangible way. Tarter emphasizes the physicality of early Quaker 
language and worship. She argues that the body becomes a 'site of prophecy', giving women 
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control over their bodies even while acknowledging God's ultimate authority. Early Quaker worship mcluded audible groans and sighs, quaking and, occasionally, enactments of rebirth although these are not mentioned explicitly in the narratives. Tarter, 'Sites of Performance' pp: 12-13. , 
95. Fox,Joumal, p. 27. 
96. For instance, see the quote from Penington, p. 1 7, above. Similarly, Burnyeat, Journal, p. 1 54, says of the illummatwn of sm and the need to depend on Christ for salvation 'we thus had a sig�t and sense of the insufficiency of all we either had or could do to give eas�, help, or salvatiOn . 
97. He bases this, in part, on Friends use ofRom. 8: 1 8, which describes the groaning of the earth for a new creation. Gwyn, Apocalypse, pp. 69, 202. 
98. Crook's description of regeneration is unusual. He remains physically in London, but walks as 1fhe were m another place. This emphasizes both the new relationship to creation and the separatiOn from the world urged by early Friends. 'I walked as one taken from the earth . . .  as if l walked above the World, not taking notice of (as it seemed to me) of any Persons or things as I walked up and down London streets. I was gathered up in the marvellous light of the Lord and filled with a joyful dominion over all things in this world'. Crook, Short History, p .  16 .  
99.  Fox,Joumal, p .  27 .  
100.
. 
Nesti, D.S . ,  'Grace and Faith: The Means to Salvation', PhD diss. ,  Gregorian Umventy, Rome, 1975, reprint, Catholic and Quaker Studies 3, Manasquan, NJ, 1 975, p. 143, pomts to the covenant as the framework for the new relationship that results from regeneration but argues that this is an individual understanding of covenant. Friends do use the idea of covenant, among other metaphors, although it is not common in narrative writings. The concept of covenant expresses both an individual relationship and the gathering of a new people of God, although Nesti misses the importance of the latter in Quaker thought. 10 1 .  Watkms argues that the key experience was the discovery of the light, 'an inward power that convicted a man of sin, showed him the truth, and gave him power over evil ', Puntan Expenence, p. 160. H1s emphasis on light rather than the Seed is probably an imposition of later
, 
Quaker p�rspectives, and does not identifY. 
the light as Christ, not an unnamed power that .
Is discovered , or revealed. Although later Fnends typically emphasized Light to refer to the mward presence of the spirit, Dobbs argues that the early Fox more often used the rhetoric of life within the power of God. In this life and power, Friends were to be brought together in umty and truth, and given authority over false leaders who had usurped God's true power. Dobbs 'Authority', pp. 55-56. ' 
102. Simmons, M. (Simmonds), A Lamentation For the Lost Sheep of Israel, London: Calvert, 1 655. Th1s IS not a narrative tract, but includes a brief description of Simmons' convincement. Simmonds was active in the ministry in the south, and a supporter of James Nayler. The quotation is Song of Solomon 5 : 16 .  
103 .  Burrough, E . ,  'A True Declaration, and A Discovery to All the World of my Manner of Life', in his A Warning to the Inhabitants of U11derbarrow, London: Calvert, 1 654, p. 35. 104. 2 Cor. 4:7. See, for instance, Vokins, J . ,  God's Mighty Power Ma<«nified, London: Northcott, 1691 ,  reprinted in Hidden in Plain Sight: Quaker Women's Writings, 1 65{}-1 700, ed. Garn1an, M., et al., Wallingford, PA: Pendle Hill, 1 996, pp. 255-73 (264), who says 'he brought me to be as Clay in the hand cif the Potter. He filled my Vessel with his heavenly treasure, and fulfilled that Scnpture that testifies that he hath said, I honour them that honour me'. 105. Watkins, Puritan Experience, p. 1 83 concurs, saying 'Quaker thought left at first little room for w1de fluctuations in the spiritual life after the rigours of convincement'. Watkins refers primarily to those in public ministry, but even those not serving as ministers describe taking on the plain disciplines as a cross. The call to the ministry is not questioned in the early tracts, probably because of the need to establish the authority of the writer. The later journals often report a struggle in which the writer at first resists the call to minister, but feels a growing 
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weight until submitting to the call. This is more common in second-generation journals, and 
will be discussed in the next section. 
106. Fox also speaks extensively about the love of God. At one point he describes an 
experience in which he was 'taken up in the love of God, so that I could not but admire the 
greatness ofhis love'. Fox,Journal, p. 1 4  
107 .  Friends use the term 'opening', though without clear definition, to refer to a n  inward 
experience of illumination and new understanding. They often speak of Scripture being opened 
or describe a new clarity, and, less often, refer to the opening of creation. 
108. See, e.g., Howgill, F . ,  The Inheritance of Jacob Discovered, London: Calvert, 1 656. 
1 09. Gotherson, To All Unregenerated, describes a more general battle with sin. With the 
exception of Gotherson, the earliest narrative tracts studied here are by men. Most were central 
ftgures in the Quaker movement, or, like the Leveller John Lilburne, Resurrection, had been 
leaders in other movements. There are later retrospective accounts by women and non-leaders, 
which will be discussed below. 
1 10. The rejection of reason is implicit in the rhetorical rejection of wisdom, but is not 
explicit. 
1 1 1 .  1 Cor. 1 : 1 8-19. 
1 12. It is tempting to argue that Friends believed that knowledge was imputed, although 
they resisted this term in opposition to the Calvinist understanding of Christ's righteousness as 
imputed at justification. Their concern was that justification must involve a real change in 
behaviour. Thus, it is not surprising that they were accused of being secret Catholics, with a 
belief in inherent righteousness. Jones argues that Fox taught that righteousness is imparted, not 
imputed in a forensic sense, because the Christian becomes a new creature in Christ, George 
Fox's Teaching on Redemption, p. 35. 
It is probably most helpful to avoid these categories, and suggest that Friends held that both 
righteousness and knowledge are characteristics of Christ, who dwells inwardly. Humanity 
shares in these gifts by continually turning to the Light within, but it is unclear whether these 
become characteristics of the human person. Certainly, the human must be converted, or 
exhibit a change in lifestyle, but this must be maintained through abiding in Christ. This is 
probably closer to the Catholic understanding, but this can only be inferred, as Friends' 
theology was not typically developed explicitly. This lack of clarity means that some Friends, 
including Fox, were accused of claiming divine authority for themselves. See Dobbs, 
'Authority', pp. 2 12-35 for a discussion of the challenges to Fox's authority. 
1 13. Crook, Short History, p .  39. 
1 14. Penington, I . ,  'A Treatise Concerning God's Teachings, and Christ's Law', in Works, 
Vol. 2, 2d ed., London: Clark, 1 76 1 ,  pp. 503-31 .  Note: the quote is from p .  5 1 6, but page is 
incorrectly numbered 416 in this edition. 
1 15 .  Initial resistance to the call is quite conm1on in later journals, though not in the early 
tracts. As has been noted, many of the early tracts were written by men who had already served 
as religious leaders in other traditions and were probably less likely to resist a calling. Yet this 
shift probably also marks a growing concern for testing the call, particularly in the light of 
various controversies involving strong leaders who were in opposition to Fox and other central 
ftgures. 
1 1 6. Nesti, 'Grace and Faith', p. 1 16. He also says that this revelation is 'God's internal and 
illuminating call of grace', which invites humanity to salvation, convinces humanity of the need 
for salvation, and gives assurance of salvation' (p. 87) . 
1 17 .  S.B. (Blanford, S .) ,  An Account Given Forth by One That Hath Been A Traveller (n.p. ,  
1 698, reprinted in Garman (ed.), Hidden in Plain Sight: Quaker Women's Writings, 1 65G-1 700, 
pp. 285-306. 
1 1 8. Moore suggests this was a rejection of elaborate allegorical interpretations popular at 
the time and an attempt to follow apostolic doctrine. Moore, 'The Faith of the First Quakers', 
p .  64. 
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1 19. Friends did use Scripture in disputational writing and apologetics, but rarely make 
arguments from texts in the narrative writing. 
1 20. Palmer, V.T., Jr., 'Early Friends and the Bible: Some Observations' ,  Quaker Religious 
Thought 26 (March 1993), pp. 41-55 .  
12 1 .  Fox,Journal, p .  104. 
1 22 .  Dobbs, 'Auiliority', p .  92. 
123. Dobbs, 'Authority', pp. 336-37. 
124. Nutall, G., The Holy Spirit in Puritan Faith and Experience, Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1946, and Gwyn, Seekers, both discuss the relationship between Friends and 
other Puritan groups. See also Knox, R.A., Enthusiasm, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1950, 
reprint London: Collins, 1 987, pp. 146-47, who argues that Quaker ethics were grounded in 
Anabaptist and Puritan practices. 
125. George Fox's preface to Caton's journal, in Caton, W., Journal of the Lift of that 
Faithful Servant and Minister of the Gospel William Caton, A Select Series, Biographical, Narrative, 
Epistolary, and Miscellaneous, Vol. 6, ed. Barclay, )., London: Darton, 1 839, p .  xvii. 
1 26 .  Caton, Journal, 1 839. The journal had been entrusted to George Fox after Caton's 
death, c. 1 665, in Holland, where he had gone to spread the Quaker message and eventually 
mamed a Dutch Fnend, Anneken Dirrix. 
127. Most of the journals were probably written using notes and diary entries. Watkins, 
Puritan Experience, pp. 1 83, 1 86-87, argues that keeping a daily journal was a well-established 
habit in the period, and George Whitehead explicitly says that his memoir was written from 
'divers papers, notes, and memorials' ,  Memoirs of George Whitehead, ed. Tuke, S. ,  York: 
�exander & Son, 1830, p. 24. Some contain very little biographical detail, and may omit 
stgmficant 1ssues, such as marr1age or mention of the writer's 'outward work'. 
128. Some, such as Joan Vokins, use ilie style of early Friends throughout the text. Her 
narrative is an extended convincement narrative, though written retrospectively. Vokins, Cod's 
Mighty Power Magnified. Vokins, Barbara Blaugdone (An Account of the Travels, Sufferings and 
Persecutions of Barbara Blaugdone. Shoreditch: T.S., 1691 ,  reprinted in Garn1an [ed.], Hiddm in 
Plain Sight, pp. 285-306, and Blanford (Account Given Forth) , all women, published extended 
narrative tracts in the early 1 690s, focusing on ministry but including an account of convince­
meat. Blaugdone, Account of the Travels, and Blanford, Account Given Forth, also use the earlier 
rhetorical style throughout the text. These include brief accounts of convincement but 
emphasize the call to ministry and travails. These seem to be directed to the wider ;odd 
unlike most journals which are addressed to the Quaker community, and may be intended t� 
justifY women's ministry, though this is not explicit. 
129. Some journals' are little longer than the earlier tracts, but are included here because 
they are retrospective. 
130. This may reflect differences in education and social background. Narratives from the 
north and Ireland, and authors with less education, are more likely to emphasize obedience and 
a general sense of sin rather than an opening of creation and knowledge. This is not a clear 
division, as Hubberthorn was himself well educated. This is an area for future research. 
13 1 .  Watkins, Puritan Experience, p. 193. 
132. Ellwood's writing style is also unusual, with more texture and biographical detail. His 
purpose does not seem to be pastoral, and he was not a minister. He was an important 
background figure, however, as he was the editor of Fox's journal. Ellwood's journal was not 
published until the nineteenth century. Ellwood, T., The History of 11wmas Ellwood, Morley's 
Universal Library, London: Routledge, 1885. 
1 33 .  Caton, Journal, was in his mid-teens when convinced. He lived in the Fell household 
when Fox first visited in 1 652. Margaret Fell was an early convert to Friends, and became an 
Important elder and organizing force in the movement. Her home became a centre for Friends 
travelling in the ministry. Fell later married Fox, well after the death of her first husband. Caton 
went to the estate to live with a relative who was a tutor to the family, staying to serve as a 
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companion to Fell's son. Margaret Fell seems to have been fond of young Caton, and 
encouraged his spiritual development and paid for him to attend school along with her son. 
Ellwood's father, of a 'declining fanuly' , was a friend of the Peningtons, first of Mary 
Springett Penington and her daughter, and then of the couple after Mary remarried. Ellwood 
was convinced in his late teens, c. 1 658, and although this brought conflict with his father, was 
supported by the Peningtons, often staying with them. They helped him fmd a position as a 
reader (to John Milton, who lost his sight with age) , supported him while in prison and tried to 
bring a reconciliation with Ellwood's father. Ellwood later served as a tutor to the younger 
Penington children. Ellwood, History. 
1 34. The chronology is slightly confusing. Ellwood, History, seems to describe two cycles 
of judgment and reconciliation, but they are temporally close, and he seems to be describing an 
initial resistance. It was soon overcome, and he submitted to the threshing experience. 
135.  Caton,Journal, p. 7 .  
1 36. Nayler, Living Faith, and Burnyeat, Journal, also write in  the plural, giving a sense of 
corporate discovery and purpose. 
137. Ellwood, History, p. 29. 
1 38. Ellwood, History, p. 30. 
1 39 .  This may be merely a reflection of Ellwood's less evangelistic style, as  he may relate 
experiences that others omit. Regardless, the theology implicit differs significantly from that of 
his contemporaries. 
1 40. Coxere, E. , Adventures by Sea, ed. Myerstein, E.H.W., Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1 945; and Penington, Experiences. 
1 4 1 .  Penington, Experiences, p. 33. 
142. She mentions having 'let my mind run out in prejudice against some particular 
Friends' ,  probably an oblique reference to Mary and Isaac Penington's support ofPerrot against 
Fox (Experiences, pp. 34-35) . 
143. The narratives of second-generation Friends are almost entirely in journal fornut and 
published posthumously. There are only two tracts written near the time of convincement, 
both of which are collections of letters published for a wider audience, Claridge, Judgement Seat, 
and Crisp, Two Letters. Both authors are newly convinced, and no narrative tracts written by 
young, birthright Friends were identified. This probably reflects a new emphasis on the influ­
ence and authority of elders within the community. There is a short journal by Jonathan 
Burnyeat, son of John Burnyeat, published after his death at the age of 23. He began travelling 
in the ministry at age 1 2  with James Dickinson and other older Friends. The text is a travel 
diary beginning in his eighteenth year, and unfortunately, contains little reflection and no 
account of his convincement or other aspects of his life prior to age 17 .  Bumyeat, J., Some 
Account of the Gospel Labours cf Jonathan Burnyeat, London: William & Frederick Cash, 1857. 
144. Dickinson, J . ,  A Journal of the Life, Travels and Labour cf Love in the Ministry cf that 
Wortlzy Elder and Faitliful Servant of Jesus Christ, James Dickinson, London: Hinde, 1745. He 
travelled with both Thomas Wilson and the young Jonathan Burnyeat, and was an important 
f1gure among Irish Friends. 
145. Second-generation Friends used the tern1 'traditional Quaker' to refer to those who 
had grown up in Quakerism, but had not experienced convincement, and so had their faith 
only by education and imitation. See the account of Bownas' convincement on pp. 31-33, 
below. Vann, Social Development, pp. 1 58-96 discusses the implications of the Quaker emphasis 
on conversion for birthright Friends. 
146. Dickinson,Journal, p. 1 .  
147. Dickinson, Journal, p. 2 .  
148. Dickinson, Journal, p. 3 .  
149. Dickinson, Journal, p. 3. 
1 50. Dickinson,Journal, p. 4. 
1 5 1 .  Dickinson,Journal, pp. 4-5 .  
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1 52 .  Dickinson,Journal, p. 6. 
153. Dickinson,Journal, p .  7 .  
1 54. . This event occurred after he first interrupted a Presbyterian Meeting to speak, and he 
had previOusly spoken m the Fnends Meeting (Dickinson, Journal, p. 9) . Later Quaker journals 
rarely recount such d1srupt1ons. Ironically Wilson, in describing an incident in which a group 
tned to break up a Quaker meetmg at Kendal by dragging out Dickinson, argues that neither 
Chrtst nor the apostles disturbed religious assemblies (Journal, pp. 9-10) . 
1 55 .  Dickinson,Journa1, p. 10. 
1 56. Story, Life. 
1 57. Story, Life, p.  12. 
. 
1 58. This maybe something of an overstatement, as Story did attend the Quaker meeting 
m h1s seekmg stage, and probably knew something of Friends from the general culture. He says 
that he owned Quaker books, but had not read them until after his convincement. Other 
converted Fnends also make this claim, including Thomas Wilson, in A Journal of the Life, 
Travels, and Lobours of Love In The Work of the Ministry, of That Eminent and Faitliful Servant of 
Jesus Chnst, T7wmas Wilson, London: Sowle, 1 730, reprinted in Journals of the Life, Travels, and 
Gospel �bours of T7wmas Wilson and James Dickinson, London: Gilpin, 1 847, and Hall, D. ,  in 
Some Bnef Memozrs cf the Life cf Davzd Hall, London: Hinde, 1758. 
159 .  See p. 19 ,  above. 
160. He left law after he joined Friends in 1691 ,  supporting himself by writing legal 
documents and later working with Penn in Pennsylvania. 
16 1 .  Story, Life, p .  2 1 .  
1 62 .  Story, Life, p. 29. 
1 63. Story, Life, p. 3 1 .  
1 64. Story, Life, p. 32. 
1 65. Story, Life, p. 33. 
1 66 .  Story, Life, pp.  34-35. Note: The Sun of Righteousness i s  from Malachi a favourite 
of second-gener�tion Friends. References from Mal. 1 ,  3-4 are common-Jacob's s�ruggle with 
Esau, the refiner s fire that punfies gold and silver, the dawning of the Sun of R.ighteousness­
as are the Images of the threshmg floor and the axe laid to the root of the tree in Matt. 3 : 10-12.  
Several Paulme texts referring to the struggle between flesh and Spirit are also used. 
167. See opening quote, p .  6, above. 
1 68. Story, Life, pp. 37-38. 
1 69. Story, Life, pp. 41-42. 
170. . Story, Life, p. 42. Story's reference to the Tree of Life is unusual in the second generatiOn, suggesting a completion of salvation history more typical of first-generation Friends 
17 1 .  Story, Life, p. 70. 
. 
1 72 .  He i s  invited to attend only two weeks after his initial experience of worship, 
pomtmg out that th1s was unusuaL He d�es not go into detail on the divisions, but may refer to 
the Wilkmson-Story separation, m whtch some Friends challenged the new organizational 
structures 1mposed by Fox and others (Story, Life, p .  72) . See Dobbs, 'Authority', pp. 62-82 for 
a d1scuss10n of the separation. 
173. Story, Life, pp. 75-77. He says the dissenters are 'thieves and robbers, climbing up 
some other way; by education, traditiOn, imitation, or sinister interests and worldly views· who 
not being under the rule oflaw and grace, would act and say of themselves contrary to the wa; 
ofTruth and Church of the Living God'. 
1 74. He says this was because he treasured the silence and because preaching was counter 
to h1s natural d1sposlt!on as he was 'prone to weeping'. 
175 .  Story, Life, pp.  131-32. 
1 76 .  Bownas, S . ,  An Account cf the Life, Travels, and Christian Experiences In the Work cf the 
Mzmstry of Samuel Bownas, London: James Phillips, 1 795. 
177. Bownas, Life, p. 2. 
178. Bownas, Life, pp. 42-43. 
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1 79. Bownas, Life, p.  3. 
1 80. Bownas gives two accounts of his convincement in his journal, the second of which 
is part of an independent account of his travels in Scotland, which he inserts. This is undated, 
but seems to have been written somewhat earlier. The convincement account is part of a dispute 
about the Quaker ministry with a Scotch Presbyterian. The two accounts differ in some details, 
but describe a similar experience. The second emphasizes the transformation and authority to 
preach, as might be expected, rather than his experience of opening and tenderness, and gives 
greater detail on his initial call. 
1 8 1 .  Bownas, Life, p. 43. 
182 .  Bownas, Life, p. 3. The second account is similar, but not identical. He says he hears 
a voice in his breast, which says, 'Look unto me, and thou shalt find help'. 
1 83. Bownas, Life, p.  4. 
1 84. Bownas, Life, pp. 4-5, quoting 1 Cor. 2 :14 .  Unusually, Bownas includes citations. 
1 85 .  John 3:3-5. 
1 86. Bownas, Life, p.  5. 
1 87. Bownas, Life, p. 43. 
188. Bownas, Life, p. 7. 
1 89. Fothergill, J . ,  An Account of the Life and Travels In the Work of the Ministry of John 
Fothergill, London: Hinde, 1 753. 
1 90. He gave up the family home, and supported himself by a plot of family land and 
occasional hired work 
19 1 .  Both Fothergill, Life, and Bownas, Journal, repeatedly emphasize the importance of 
older Friends as role models for youth and young ministers. This may be an early eighteenth­
century concern, reflecting the period in which the account is written 
192. Fothergill, Life, p. 2 .  Although Fothergill uses the term 'convinced' here, he does not 
seem to mean that he had an mature experience of regeneration. He may mean that he was 
. convinced of Quaker doctrinal principles, even though he had not yet experienced them 
inwardly. 
1 93. Fothergill, Life, p.  4. 
194. Fothergill, Life, p. 5 .  
195. Fothergill, Life, p. 5 .  
1 96. Fothergill, Life, p. 6. 
1 97. Fothergill, Life, pp. 6-7. 
1 98. Fothergill, Life, p. 13 .  
1 99. Fothergill, Life, p. 1 5 .  
200. Fothergill, Life, p. 16 .  
201 .  Fothergill, Life, p .  17 .  
202. Fothergill, Life, p. 20. 
203. Pike, Life. 
204. Damiano, 'On Earth as in Heaven'. 
205. Leachman, 'Unruly Sect', pp. 20-23 also argues that second-generation Friends held a 
more gradual understanding of perfection, suggesting that Friends were distancing themselves 
from the accusation that they did not distinguish between humanity and the indwelling God. 
206. Jack D. Marietta argues that the primary concern in the reformation of Quakerism in 
the mid-eighteenth century was not the spiritual state of individual Friends, about which little is 
said in minutes, but the reputation of the Society, and of 'Truth' itself. Marietta, J.D., The 
Riformation of American Quakerism 1 7  48- 1 783, Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
1 984. This may be true of the formal practice, but the purpose of the narratives, many of which 
were published at the beginning of the reformation, is pastoral. It is likely that both concerns 
were present. 
207. Jacob, Joseph and Saul are favourite references, as are allusions to the covenant 
between God and Israel. See, for instance, Bewley, G., A Narrative of the Christian Experiences of 
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George Bewley, Dublin: Jackson, 181 5, p .  36, for a long aside comparing the Quaker movement 
to Israel. As an elder, Bewley is concerned that Friends, like Israel, have a special blessing, but 
risk losing it if they do not remain faithful. 
208. Hayes, A., A Legacy or Widow's Mite; Lift by Alice Hayes to Her Children and Others, 2d 
ed., London: Hinde, 1749. 
209. Even those first-generation Friends who emphasize spiritual warfare, such as Hubber­
thorn, draw more often on imagery from Revelation, suggesting the completion of salvation 
history, even if they do not describe coming into a new creation. 
210. See p .  34, above. 
2 1 1 .  See p .  30, above. 
212 .  For instance, see Claridge, R. ,  'An Answer to a Question' ,  in Mercy Covering the 
Judgment Seat and Life and Light Triumphing Over Death and Darkness, London: Hinde, 1 757, 
which is appended to his narrative epistles. 
213.  IUchardson, J., An Account of the Life of that Ancient Servant of Jesus Christ, John 
Richardson, 5th ed. ,  London: Edward March, 1843, p .  13 .  
214.  See p. 57 ,  above. 
215 .  IUchardson, an introverted convert to Friends, had his stuttering healed a s  part of his 
empowerment for ministry. He initially resisted the call, but this caused God to 'take away from 
me the comfort of his holy presence for several months altogether' (Life, p. 33). Of the fourteen 
Friends convinced after 1 685, only two, Hall, Life, and Burnyeat, Gospel Labours, describe an 
experience of empowern1ent, whereas of those seven convinced prior to 1 685, only Pike, Life, 
does not. 
2 16. Damiano, 'On Earth as in Heaven', pp. 1 58-60, points to the initial struggle with 
calling to the ministry as central in the experience of eighteenth-century ministers. 
217 .  Clearly, this may also have been true of some in the first generation as  well. 
2 18. Story, Life, and Claridge, Judgement Seat, both continue to stress new knowledge as a 
result of regeneration. 
219 .  Some examples include Chalkley, T., AJoumal or, Historical Account of the Life, Travels 
and Christian Experiences of that Ancient, Faithful Servant of Jesus Christ Tizomas Chalkley, 2d ed., 
London: Hinde, 1751 ;  Hayes, Widow's Mite; Richardson, Life; and Wilson, Joumal, all of whom 
receive clear communications in voices and visions. That visions are not given particular weight 
is supported by reading the journals of Dickinson and Wilson together, as they were travelling 
companions. Wilson reports an incident where Dickinson had a premonition of how they 
would be saved from French privateers by a fog, but Dickinson merely reports that God 
preserved them from harm despite the danger. Wilson, Journal, p. 17; Dickinson, Journal, p. 125. 
220. Pike, Life, p. 38. 
221 . Chalkey,Joumal, pp. 8, 9. 
222. Johannine imagery is probably more common in discursive writing, it can be found 
in the narratives, and is closely linked to sensory images. Several authors, such as Crook, Journal, 
pp. 16-17, talk of the illumination of sin, and after regeneration, the Light that shows the truth. 
Blanford, Account Given Forth, p. 287, provides an example of the veil metaphor: 'I felt a Power 
arise in my heart, and I said this is it I have waited for, and with great power it rent the Vail, 
chased away my dark thought, gave me some understanding of Scripture, and I could say, I have 
heard of thee, and have read of the Wonders thou didstfor the Children of Men' .  
Paul asserts that the covenant of law is a veil that obscures the full glory of God. When the 
veil is removed, 'we all, with open faces beholding as in a glass the glory of the Lord, are 
changed unto the same image from glory to glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord' (2 Cor. 
3 :18) .  The passage explicitly links regeneration, or transforn1ation, with both a new understand­
ing and the limitations of the law. As with early Friends, it is the glory of God that is perceived, 
which conforn1s the Christian to the image. In Paul, regeneration is a process, rather than an 
accomplished fact. Paul uses the metaphor to suggest the relationship between regeneration, or 
transformation, and new understanding beyond the limitations of the law. He says as the veil of 
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the law is removed, Christians behold the glo1y of God in a mirror, as they are transformed 
into 
the image of God (2 Cor. 3 : 18  KJV) . Paul sees regeneration as a process, and thus second­
generation Friends may be closer to his original meaning, although some seem to hav
e been re-
entangled in the law. 
A less common, but equally sensory, passage is used by Richardson, Life, p. 6, to describe
 the 
entire experience of regeneration: the story of the blind man healed by Jesus at Bethsaida
 (Mark 
8:22) . The blind man at first regains only partial vision, but is completely healed on
 the second 
application of mud. This also suggests the incomplete victory over sin experience
d by many 
second-generation Friends, but offers the possibility of full regeneration. He says that af
ter his 
convincement, he saw 'clearly things as they are, and not darkly, mistaking trees for me
n'. The 
term 'darkly' suggests the image of a dark glass in 1 Cor. 1 3 : 1 1 -12, with its reference to
 a new 
understanding that accompanies rebirth. 'When I was I child, I spoke as a child; when I be
came 
an adult I put an end to childish things. For now we see in a mirror, dimly, but then w
e will 
see face to face. Now I know only in part, then I will know fully, even as I have been
 fully 
known' .  Richardson's new sight includes opening of Scripture, but extends to all fo
rms of 
understanding. Thus, questions of discernment are only secondarily about knowledge-
what is 
crucial is an experience of new birth and a healed sight. Later Friends do not differ fr
om their 
parents in their understanding of truth, but that understanding is placed in tension with 
their 
experience of incomplete regeneration. 
223. Claridge, ]udgement Seat, p. 13 .  
224. See p. 1 ,  above. 
225. 'Negative theology' is used here to describe a theology that solves the problem of t
he 
limits of human knowledge about God by arguing that God is unknowable, and therefore, t
hat 
all that humanity can do is come to God in worship without articulating the faith. Plach
er, 
W.C., in The Domestication qf Transcendence: How Modern Thinking About God Went Wrong, 
Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 1996, argues that the modem emphasi
s on 
certainty and objective knowledge placed Christianity with a choice between negative theolo
gy 
and theology that distanced God and humanity. He suggests the use of narrative approaches 
to 
theology as an alternative, although he does not address issues of interpretation of Scriptur
e and 
other corporate stories. Arguably, the theology of early Friends was narrative, and expressed 
in 
the language of the scriptural story as it unfolded in the present. Second-generation Friends a
re 
less immediately caught up in the sweep of salvation history, and apologetic literature dre
w 
some into scholastic disputes about God and an attempt at precise articulation of a faith. Othe
rs, 
such as Stout, Autobiography, and Davis, J . ,  Some Account qf the Wondeiful Operations of Divine 
Love and Mercy as Exemplified in the Life and Experience of john Davis, Manchester: Harrison
, 
1 842, express doubts about the wisdom of becoming embroiled in disputes, and retain the
 
earlier view. 
Where early Friends were content with a relational, subjective knowledge, the modem 
worldview prioritized objective knowledge. Both Story and Claridge are well educated, as a 
lawyer and clergyman, respectively, and were likely aware of the emerging modern tension 
between subjective and objective knowledge. Their position may reflect an incipient division 
between liberal and evangelical Friends, and an increasingly distant view of God, despite the 
language of relationship. Gwyn, Seekers, argues that such tensions may have been present even
 
in the 1 640s between more intellectual, southern seekers and northern seekers. Marietta, in 
Riformation, p. 35, argues that deism was a concern in the refom1ation of American Friends that 
occurred in the mid-eighteenth century. Story was from the north, and education and othe
r 
exposure to literature may be more important than geography. The influence of modern
 
thought on the development of early Quakerism deserves further research. 
226. Damiano, 'On Earth as in Heaven', p. 1 25 ,  has argued that eighteenth-century 
Quaker spirituality balanced cataphatic and apophatic approaches to the faith, which emphasi
ze 
articulation ofknowledge of God and negative theology, respectively. This bears questioning in
 
the light of the second-generation narratives. While both approaches are present withi
n 
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Quakerism, more intellectual Friends like Story may have favoured the apophatic, while others, 
hke D1ckmson, held to the more cataphatic style of early Friends. 
227. Wilson, journal, p. 25. 
228.
. 
As an exan;ple, Joh� Davis, one of the more interesting characters, admits to falsely 
supposmg he had an opemng that he was called to the ministry. He says that 'I thought myself 
good enough to be a preacher, and many times when at Meetings, I have been under concern 
which see,med to spring from the Truth; such Scriptures opening to my mind as I thought I wa� 
to preach. " H� says that he could pray With zeal for a long time, and had large openings while alone which confirn1ed me I must be a preacher, thinking I had wit enough to do it better 
than many'. God preserved him and 'mercifully made manifest, by degrees, the deceitfulness of 
this spirit; and, deepening my experience, He at times led me to the place of the true prayer, 
and g�ve me to perceive the mystery of iniquity the working in my heart'. Not surprisingly, Davis s account was not published until the nineteenth century, probably both because of his 
mistaken JUdgment and because he is one of the few authors that was fully involved in a sinful 
hfe, mcluding dnnking, gambling and abandoning his wife. His conversion likely appealed 
more to the evangelicals of the 1800s than to his contemporaries. Davis, Operations qf Divilze 
Love, pp. 42-43. 
229. See pp. 28-29, above. 
230. Damiano, 'On Earth as in Heaven', pp. 142-43. 
231 . Chalkey,Joumal, p. 8. 
232. Story, Life, p. 4 1 .  
233. Story, Life, pp. 102-103. 
234. John Croker, Briif Memoir of the Life of Jolm Croker Select Series Bior:raphical Narrative 
Epistolary, and Miscellaneous, Vol. 6, ed. Barclay, J. ,  Londo�: Darton, u339, ,pp. 309-10. On!; 
two other cases were noted. Like Croker, Alice Hayes is reluctant to confront publicly her 
former pnest, although she feels called. In prayer, she promises that she will go if a certain 
Fnend returns the next day from a journey. He does, and after meeting he accompanies her to 
the church serviCe, where she speaks. She invites the congregation to meeting that night, many 
of whom are convmced. She 1mphes that this confirms her leading. Thus, she both looks for 
signs and uses 'post hoc' discernment. Hayes, Widow's Mite, p. 34. 
While courting, Pike says that he 'earnestly desired to know the Lord's mind' about his 
marriage, and waited to be guided. He did not receive any negative indication that it was the 
wrong choice and eventually 'found in the end great clearness and satisfaction of mind to 
proceed'. He also says they were several signs that provided evidence to confirm the choice but 
does not say what these signs were. Pike, Life, p. 8. ' 
235. Croker's conversion, Memoir, is probably the least convincing, see note, p. 73, below. 
See . Parker, S.E., Led by the Spirit: Toward a Practical Theolo,r:y qf Pentecostal Discernment and Demwn Makmg, Journal of Pentecostal Theology Supplement Series 7, Sheffield: Sheffield 
Acade�1ic Press, 1 996, on Pente�ostal decision-making. He argues that seeking signs, or 'laying fleeces (m reference to Gideon s laymg down a fleece promising God that he would go to 
battle If It w�re wet m the morning) may be a narcissistic absorption of God into the sel£ He 
pomts to rehance an inner feeling or 'the deep sense that this feels right' (p. 108), as a more 
mature form of discernment. There is great potential for a comparative study of Pentecostal and 
Quaker declSlon makmg, and it is significant that Parker also chose a narrative approach­
ethnography-as the appropriate methodology. 
236. See p. 5 1 ,  above. 
237. The authors rarely give scriptural citations in the narrative accounts which are 
directed inside the community, but do include them in descriptions of dispute� with non­
Fnends. It IS not unusual for Friends of either generation to report disputes with clergy and 
other non-Quakers. Yet a few second-generation Friends argue against disputing or are careful 
to pomt out that they never went beyond their leading in a dispute. This suggests an underlying 
concern about the pubhc Image of Friends, and that disputing might feed the pride. Story, for 
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instance, is willing to enter into disputes, but is careful to note that he w
aited for authority from 
God (Life, p. 91 ) .  . 
238. Barcroft, J., A Brief Narrative of the Life, Convincement, Conversion and Labours
 of Love m 
the Gospel-Ministry of that Worthy servant of Jesus Christ, John Barcroft, Dublin: Fuller, 1730. 
239. Some writers, suggesting that the Bible serves as a spiritual food, but 
cannot be 
hoarded or possessed, use manna as a metaphor in discussion of Scripture
. See Bownas, Life, p. 
15 ,  for an example. 
240. 'When the Lord's Spirit seem to be withdrawn from me, although I read
 them, and 
understood the words, yet my mind not being influenced and opened by th
e Lord's Spirit, I 
received not the same benefit or comfort; and from hence learned, by living 
experience, that it 
is by and through the openings of His Spirit that we receive the true 
comfort or profit in 
reading the Holy Scriptures' (Pike, Life, pp. 33-34). 
241 .  Pike says ofhis vocation as an elder, ' I  saw, in the Divine Light, that I must joi
n heart 
and hand with other faithful brethren, in the reformation of many things tha
t were creeping in 
amongst the Friends in Ireland' (Life, p. 55). This seems to be of particular concern
 amo�g 
northern and Irish Friends, such as Bewley, Christian Experiences, Bownas, Lif
e, Fothergill, Life, 
and Wilson, Journal, although they also point out the strong examples th
at they had in first­
generation Friends. Marietta notes that Irish Friends were particularly harsh wit
h disownments 
later in the century, which suggests a more fervent development of the faith 
(ReformatiOn, p. 
10) .  
242. Although the Yearly Meeting had indicated that Friends travelling in  the minist
ry 
should carry a letter from their Monthly Meeting, the narratives suggest that thi
s was not yet 
forn1alized, particularly for those travelling in a local area, even if they were preac
hing publicly. 
None of the writers describe the process, only mentioning that they carried letters o
f endorse-
ment for trips abroad. 
243. All three men cite Barclay's Apology, though Crisp also reports reading Penn's N
o 
Cross, No Crown. Robert Barclay's Apology for the True Christian Divinity, n.p., 1 678, repr
int 
Glenside, PA: Quaker Heritage Press, 2002, was the primary systematic defence of Quakerism
. 
Penn, W., No Cross, No Crown, A Discourse Shewing the Nature and Discipline of the Holy Cross of 
Christ, in Works, Vol. 2, London: Phillips, 1782. 
244. The lack of explicit reliance on tradition may be, in part, because narratives are 
necessarily individual in perspective. Yet it also reflects a continued emphasis on
 personal 
appropriation of the emerging communal tradition. Richardson, Life, Story, Life, and
 Wilson, 
Journal. Richardson is not strictly a convert, as his father was a Friend who died in pr
ison when 
Richardson was eleven. This undoubtedly had some influence, but he was raised afte
rwards by 
an Anglican stepfather and mother, and his account includes a seeking stage typica
l of non-
birthright Friends. 
245. Tarter argues that the standardization was to a particularly male model of the self, to 
which women conformed. This may be the case, although confirmation would re
quire a 
greater number of women's narratives be studied than are included here. It is true, as
 Tarter 
notes, that women seemed to have maintained the early rhetorical forms in their nar
ratives, 
with the exception of Penington, Experiences. Tarter, 'Sites of Performance', pp. 1 76-261 . Gill, 
in 'Women in the Quaker Conmmnity', p. 84, argues that, particularly for women, autobio­
graphical writing of early Friends involved creation of a Quaker identity, in addition to a
 new 
self-identity. She is less suspicious than Tarter of this collective identity being inherently 
male, 
but points to the difficulty of untangling the personal and the societal (p. 1 1 1) .  
246. Almost all birthright Friends describe taking up a Quaker lifestyle a s  a cross, whereas 
only some journalists of the first generation use this language. While many joining Friend
s from 
the outside continue to struggle with accepting the cross of Quaker discipline, this was pro
bably 
less difficult for those already inside the community. Some birthright Friends do initiall
y resist 
the discipline, and others left Quakerism, but for many the social pressure to conform 
to the 
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discipline of their own community probably outweighed the external pressures. See Vann, 
Social Development, for a discussion of these issues. 
24 7. Admittedly, it is difficult to assess the validity of experience from narratives, and 
differences in articulation and detail may be mistaken for sincerity or insincerity. For instance, 
John Croker, Memoir, never really describes an experience of purging, and his periods of piety 
are triggered by a series of predicaments in which he prays to God for help as he tries to make 
his way home from North America after being stranded when his master dies. The experience 
that most approximates the expected threshing experience comes later in life, well after he is 
already engaged in the ministry. Uriah Brook was a merchant who never became a minister 
and may represent a typical Friend. He describes an ongoing struggle with sin, and seems t� 
have died seeking peace. His testimonial contains the faint praise that in 30 years he never fell 
asleep in meeting. Brook, U., A Short Account of the Inward Exercises and Christian Experience of 
Uriah Brook, Gloucester: Bellows, 1 868. 
It should be noted that William Stout, another non-minister, seems to have experienced a 
more full convincement. Stout, W., Autobiography of William Stout of Lancaster, ed. J. Harland, 
London: Simpkin & Marshall, 1851 .  Davis, in Operations of Divine Love, has multiple threshing 
experiences prior to joining Quakers. He becomes a minister, but much later realizes this was 
out of pride, not a genuine call, and is not sufficiently humbled. 
248. Jones, Geotge Fox's Teaching on Redemption, p. 1 34. 
249. For example, see Burnyeat, Gospel Labours, pp. 23-24, who describes an incident in 
which an older Friend objects to the draft of a harsh letter he intends to send to a meeting 
condemning departures from discipline that he had witnessed. He relies on Dickinson, his 
travelling companion, who is also older and well known, to intercede. Burnyeat says, 'this 
conflict with fleshly reasoning, although sharp, lasted not long'. Although Burnyeat condemns 
reason, there is a suggestion that there might be redeemed reason that is not 'fleshly'. The 
interplay of the authority of the three men suggests an infornul network, in which some 
Friends wield considerable influence. Burnyeat shows the draft to Dickinson voluntarily, 
because he wants to be certain of his leading, and Dickinson shows it to the other, unnamed 
Friend who is from the local area. 
250. Crisp, Two Letters, p .  13 .  
251 .  Creasey, 'Early Quaker Christology'; Gwyn, Seekers; Jones, Geotge Fox's Teaching on 
Redemption; and Kuenning, L., 'Miserable Comforters: Their Effect on Early Quaker Thought 
and Experience', Quaker Rel(l,fious Thought 25 (October 1991) ,  pp. 45-60 present a clear under­
standing of early Quaker Christology and soteriology, which concurs with the conclusions of 
Section II. 
252. Jones, Geo�f?e Fox's Teaching on Redemption, p.  57. 
253. Kuenning, Miserable Comforters, p. 47, discusses the anxiety and lack of assurance that 
resulted from the Puritan emphasis on saving faith. Although one was not saved by works, an 
upright life was considered to be the evidence of election. He says, 'assurance that one had such 
(saving] faith was apt to depend heavily, if not on good works themselves, at least on the 
sincerity of one's effort to perform them. This could be agonizing to those who conceived 
perfect sincerity more radically than the Puritan preacher anticipated'. Kuenning concludes that 
the liberating aspect of the Quaker message was the teaching that Christ had died for all people. 
This was probably an element, but Kuenning misses the Quaker emphasis on the possibility of 
achieving victory over sin. 
254. Creasey, 'Early Quaker Christology', p. 1 12 .  
255 .  Drawing on Augustinian theology, Jones, Ge01ge Fox's Teaching on Redemption, pp. 
148-49, argues that early Friends held that sanctification restores to humanity the state of 
Adam-posse non peccare, but not to that of Christ-non posse peccare. The sanctified person has 
the possibility not to sin, whereas it was not possible for Christ to sin. Human perfection is not 
absolute in this perspective, and the individual can choose, as Adam did, to tum away from 
God. Perfection requires ongoing dwelling in the Presence of God, and it is significant that 
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while Barclay, Apology, pp. 206-207, Prop. 8:2, asserts a belief in perfection, he says that he 
must take it on faith because he has not reached that state. 
256. See p. 20, above. This clearly contradicts Moore's claim, Faith �f the First Quakers, p. 
226, that the atonement was unimportant to Friends. Friends describe both an mward and 
outward cross, but emphasize the fom1er as the inward authentication of the outward. The 
crucifixion of human will was understood to be this inward expression. 
257. Second-generation authors tend to describe regeneration as a single experience, 
perhaps because the unity of grace was more fim1ly established, though they recogmzed the 
ongoing process. See Creasey, 'Early Quaker Christology', p. 1 1 8, and Jones, George Fox's 
Teaching on Redemption, pp. 82-83, and pp. 38-39, above. 
. . 258. Punshon, J . ,  Reasons for Hope: TI1e Faith and Future of the Fnends Church, RIChmond, 
IN: Friends United Press, 2001 ,  pp. 265-69, argues that the convincement experience for first­
generation Friends was analogous to the 'second-blessing' experience of entire sanctification in 
Wesleyan thought, in which sanctifiCation is generally understood as an instantaneous work of 
grace following conversion. Some also equated this with Spirit Baptism, though Pentecostals 
later separated Spirit Baptism out as a third experience of empowem1ent. Punshon cla1ms that 
. because Friends already 'knew' Christ, their convincement experience was a second g�ft of 
sanctification and is not analogous to conversion as usually defmed in the evangelical tradition. 
As he ack�owledges, early Friends would likely protest that they were not truly Christian 
until convincement. The narratives suggest a twofold convincement experience, at least for 
early Friends, and the latter experience does appear to be analogous to second blessing. Yet 
Friends were clear that justification and sanctification are a single work of grace, and would 
probably disagree with Wesley's description of distinct experiences reflecting different works of 
grace. Regardless, second-generation Friends do appear to be seeking a second expenence, and 
there is a lack of clarity in which sanctification can be reduced to a human work. 
Punshon suggests a conflict in both Wesleyan and Quaker thought between a formulation of 
sanctification as an instantaneous gift, emphasizing God's grace, or as a more gradual process of 
growth. He suggests that the latter is more open to Pelagianism, or works-righteousness. This 
may be true in practice, but theologically there is no reason that gradual growth cannot also be 
understood as a gift of grace, as is held in Catholic sacramental theology. Punshon says that 
initially both traditions struggled with this issue, but Quakerism moved toward a more gradual 
view of sanctification, as is suggested in the second-generation narratives, while W esleyans 
continued to hold to a more instantaneous view. 
259. Jones, George Fox's Teaching on Redemption, pp. 140-47, points to two unresolved 
problems in Fox's soteriology-the role of human will and the temporal link between justifi­
cation and sanctification. Jones says that Fox is 'in that Pauline or Arminian position which 
insists that man's active obedience is required for his election and salvation and at the same time 
is certain that such obedience and faith is the gift of divine grace' (p. 140) . He concludes that 
while Fox maintains that unregenerate humanity cannot avoid sin, obedience is an act of free 
will for the regenerated. King argues the problem remains open, and says 'Fox does not really 
solve the problem of how perfection can exist in man, but he appears to solve it by always 
keeping a subject-object relationship between human and the divine within man' .  Thus, the 
distinction between the divine and human is not blurred, and the L1ght or Seed are d1stmct 
from the human nature, but perfection is the fruit of turning to the divine within. Hadley King, 
R., George Fox and the Light Within, Philadelphia: Friends Book Store, 1 940, pp. 43, 7 1 .  The 
narratives suggest that Friends did see themselves as having a choice to remain obedient, though 
popular understanding of free will may not be clear. This suggests that the assurance that early 
Friends received involved an inward sense that such a choice was possible, because they had 
received a vision of a restored earth. 
260. George Keith, who caused a schism among Friends in the 1 690s, was concerned about 
the lack of attention to the historic crucifixion, among other issues. He accused Penn of deism, 
believing Penn distanced God by insisting that immediate revelation was sufficient without 
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knowledge of Jesus. Keith eventually left Friends, but his concerns reflect the potential for shifts in Quaker theology, as revelation is no longer placed in the context of salvation history. See Trowell, George Keith. 
261.  Gwyn, Seekers, compares the seeking of the English reformation with the 1960s in US history. 
262. Although Damiano's soteriology is unclear in 'On Earth as in Heaven', pp. 13 1 -65, she gives a rich account of eighteenth-century Quaker spiritual formation and the understand­ing of sanctification as a process of growth. She defines sanctification as 'opening to grace' rather than the state of perfection that results from opening and conforming to grace (p. 131 ) .  This i s  inconsistent with orthodox definitions of sanctification, and i s  not supported by Bownas, Qualifications if the Gospel Minister, Philadelphia: Pendle Hill and Tract Association of Friends, 1989, on whom she bases her argument. She lists sanctification, conviction, watchfulness (attentiveness to conversion) , and preparation as separate 'qualifications' of a minister, whereas Bownas' structure suggests two, sanctification and divine inspiration. Bownas does describe conviction as part of sanctification, and recommends watchfulness and preparation in his advice to young ministers. He clearly understands sanctification to be the culminating experience of grace, in which one has been purged through conviction of sin, although it requires watchful­ness. Despite this confusing use of terms, Damiano's work on eighteenth-century Friends suggests continued growth, and that sanctification is one process requiring watchfulness. Damiano does not mention justification, and this may reflect her sources. Yet work by Job Scott, a late eighteenth-century New England Friend, whom she cites, suggests that justification was mcorporated into sanctification, as has been argued in this thesis. He says, in Salvation By Christ In TI1ree Essays, 2d ed., Manchester: Irwin, 1876, 'Christ is our complete justification . . .  We are complete in him, and in him alone, without addition . . .  But we are never really complete in him any otherwise than as we are really in him, as the branch is in, belongs to, and is of the vine . . .  He never repeals a jot or tittle of the moral law to any, further than it is fulfilled in them' (p. 9) . 
Damiano also describes the climax of conviction as making a 'commitment to sin no more' (p. 143), and although it is unclear if she intends to emphasize human agency rather than per­fection as a gift, there may be a similar lack of clarity among eighteenth-century Friends. Where the first generation often experienced a sudden, overwhelming gift of sanctification, the second and later generations may be likely to stress human responsibility. Yet many of Damiano's quoted sources write as if they have received a gift (pp. 1 41 -48), and there is probably a range of expenence, wlth some second-generation Quakers continuing to share that of early Friends. 263. Bewley, Christian Experiences, an elder among Friends in Dublin, is particularly eloquent. 
264. Gwyn, Seekers, pp. 335-72 and Gwyn, D., Four Models if Truth: A Developmental Model for Religious Community, unpublished manuscript. Gwyn argues that early Friends simulta­neously used correspondence and three other approaches to truth in a four-part hermeneutic. The other three approaches are coherence, in which truths are validated through their place in a holistic framework; operationalism, which emphasizes the proper method of discernment; and pragmatism, which stresses the desired result. In Seekers, p .  337, he suggests that as the Quaker movement matured, coherence of Quaker doctrine was emphasized, although all four operate m any generation. This model is not inconsistent with the conclusions of this thesis, although Gwyn presents a hermeneutic that describes how Friends actually arrived at truth, rather than asking where theological authority lies. Friends do use other approaches in articulating the truth, as has been argued, even in the first generation. They inherited a Puritan framework, wh1ch was developed into a particularly Quaker tradition through their reading of Scripture and other writings. This process included a concern for coherence, pragmatics and, particularly as the movement developed, the correct method of discernment, or operationalism. Yet, 1deally, correspondence remained the authority against which these were tested. 
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265. It may be that the early Friends' understanding included revelation of knowledge 
about the material world. Graves, Rhetoric, p. 309, argues that Fox, and perhaps most early 
Friends, saw revelation as the source of all authentic knowledge, whether spiritual or material. 
This is reflected in claims to an opening of creation and sensory language, but it is difficult to 
know whether this is what Friends mean when they describe the opening. It seems that 
theologically, the importance of this claim would be the rejection of all natural knowledge and 
dependence on God rather than human constructs. Graves says that later Friends, notably Penn 
and Barclay, began to emphasize the role of reason in knowledge of the 'non-spiritual realm'. 
Most Friends in the fmt decade of the movement rejected unredeemed reason. Jones says 
that Fox would not allow that reason was useful as a check, but that redeemed reason is of 
practical use in apologetics. Thus, although reason had less of a role than Scripture, Scripture 
and immediate revelation were expected to concur, and redeemed reason was held to have a 
place in apologetics. Jones, George Fox's Teaching on Redemption, p. 68. This may be an over­
statement, and Fox and others do regularly employ reason. The issue was rejection of the 
arrogance of human constructions, not reason in itself, but some Friends may not have under­
stood this distinction. Rhetorical condemnation aimed at a worldly use of reason may be taken 
by some as a condemnation of all reason. 
266. Creasey, 'Early Quaker Christology', p .  1 13 .  
267. Jones, George Fox's Teaching on Redemption, p. 58. Thus, knowledge was primarily 
subjective, not objective. While there are descriptions of explicit revelatory experiences within 
early Quakerism, including voices, dreams and visions, these are not usually given more weight 
than the more common discernment tool of feeling the Life or peace in a situation. 
Furthermore, the 'content' of visions is generally highly metaphorical. There are some who 
receive very specific instructions, such as Coxere, whom God instructs to cut away a sail to save 
his ship as it founders, but this is rare (Adventures, p. 95) . 
268. For instance, St01y, Life, argues that those who are regenerated will be in unity, but 
this unity is authenticated by correspondence with his own experience; see p. 3 1 ,  above. 
Damiano, 'On Earth as in Heaven', pp. 120-26, concurs. She argues that eighteenth-century 
Friends were wary of reason, and that knowing involved a dissolution of the differentiation 
between the human as subject and God as object. In this perspective, she argues that knowing 
about God is replaced by knowing and loving God, though she presents little evidence from 
Quaker sources. She says, 'practice is the key to interpretation and means of verification', 
suggesting that knowledge develops through the practice of waiting in the Light, and the truth 
is therefore known through correspondence between the experience of waiting and the Life , or 
light, that is sensed within a particular leading. Yet, significantly, her discussion emphasizes 
extraordinary messages from dreams and similar objective knowledge, though supernaturally 
known. She gives examples such as a Friend's 'knowledge' that a woman travelling in the 
ministry abroad was only ill, not dead, despite rep01ts to the contrary. 
269. The structures were not imposed without controversy, though this is only occasio­
nally reflected in the narratives. Some accounts do mention these tensions, but as published 
writers are typically on the 'winning' side, they do not question the imposition of structures. 
270. Leachman, 'Unruly Sect', pp. 1 9-22. Trowel, Geo��e Keith, says that Barclay and 
Keith clearly distinguished reason and the inward light, and argued that the Light is revealed to 
a 'new organ' ,  or Seed, which is implanted in humanity, rather than to natural reason. He sug­
gests that this was one issue in a separation among Friends led by Keith in the 1 690s. Trowell 
argues that, in contrast, Penn and Whitehead understood revelation to be the illumination of 
reason. Despite his rejection of reason as the organ that receives revelation, Barclay's 
methodology suggests a role for reason, while maintaining the distinction between natural 
knowledge and redeemed reason. 
It is likely that while some Friends understood the light to work through the illumination of 
reason, this was not the only, or even the primary, definition of the Light, which continued to 
be understood as an inward revelation of Christ. George Whitehead, despite the suggestion that 
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he concurred with Penn, gives a typical convincement account stressing the supporting Prese�ce of God. He summarizes, 'remembering the Lord our Gracious God in his ways, and merciful deal111gs �Ith me from my youth; how He found among his lost and strayed sheep, on the barren mounta111s of frmtless professiOns, and how He drew me to an inward experience of his Power and sanctifYing work in my heart, and to know his teaching and spiritual ministry; thereby to enable me by degrees, experimentally to minister to others, and oblige me to live accordingly' .  George Whitehead, Memoirs, p. 1 .  
271 .  See p. 43, above. 
272. Jones argues that Fox believed that natural reason not even useful as a check, but that redeemed reason is of practical use in apologetics. He says, 'Reason remains secondary to the light which reveals truth to it. Yet when man has been reborn through the Spirit, reason plays a maJor role both 111 his knowledge of truth and his obedience in it'. George Fox's Teaching on Redemption, p. 56. 
273. Barclay, Apology, p. 47 (Proposition 2 : 1 1) .  Graves, Robert Barclay, p .  21-22, notes the language of perception in Barclay's formulation of the nature of the seed, which suggests emerg111g scientific epistemology, although Barclay resists Locke's understanding of the mind as a tablua rasa, onto which objective perceptions are written. Rather, Barclay believed all ideas were divinely implanted, whether natural or supernatural, and the supernatural ideas were 'stirred up' by motions of the Spirit, just as natural ideas were 'stirred up' by observation of the natural world. 
274. . Leachman, 'Unruly Sect', pp. 43-45, argues that there was also an increased emphasis on Scnpture as an authority. The narratives suggest that both generations drew heavily on Scnpture, but m diffenng ways. Second-generation Friends were more likely to use Scripture in apologetiCs and formulate proofs using Scripture, but the first generation has an embodied, typologiCal understanding of Scripture unfolding inwardly in their experience. 
275. See Marietta, Reformation, for more on this period. For instance, superficial compari­son of Bownas' Life and his Qualifications suggest that the journal provides examples of expenences that support the argument of the discursive text. 
. 276. For example, in . 
Pentecostalism, Land's work on Pentecostal spirituality and the Importance of religious feeling and Parker's work on Pentecostal decision-making both suggest parallels With th1s study. Land, S.J., Pentecostal Spirituality: A Passion for the Kingdom, Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1 993, and Parker, Led by the Spirit. 
277. Bauman, Let Your Words be Few; and Graves, Rhetoric. 
278. For instance, Graves, Rhetoric, simply records whether sanctification is mentioned in a sermon,. and does not give detail on how it was understood. Sample size presents a problem With this approach, 111 that few sermons survived from the first two decades, and in the latter penod almost half are by one person, Stephen Crisp, and several more are by William Penn. 279. See, for instance, Creasey, 'Early Quaker Christology'; Nesti, 'Grace and Faith' ;  and Nuttall, Holy Spirit. 
280. Lengthy titles of many of the primary sources have been abbreviated. 
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ABSTRACT 
Elizabeth Bathurst (1655-1685) was one of few Quaker systematic theologians in the Restora­
tion. Her soteriology showed a pattern of traditional Quakerism common to earlier and 
contemporary Quakers like Fox and Barclay. However, her theology created a different 
theological atmosphere from them, in that she stoutly insisted on the sole authority of the Light 
and on the infallibility of human beings guided by the Holy Spirit against mainstream Quaker­
ism after the 1 660s. The first part of this paper briefly introduces the soteriology of Bathurst 
together with her understanding of human nature. In the second part, many citation errors 
from the Bible in Bathurst's works are examined and compiled as a list of corrections to call 
editors' and publishers' attention to rough handling of research materials in the field of Quaker 
studies and publishing. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is constituted of two parts. The first part briefly introduces the soteri­
ology of Elizabeth Bathurst together with her understanding of human nature. 
This has not been closely explored by previous scholarship, and it is hoped that 
this article will stimulate further discussion on her theology. Insofar as Christian 
soteriology deals with the relationships between God and human beings in the 
scheme of so-called die Heilsgeschichte (Salvation History) , which begins with the 
Creation and the Fall of Adam, and ends with the perfection of the Kingdom 
through the redemptive work of Christ, it can be said that the matter of salvation 
closely reflects on, and covers, humanity's self-understanding of its own nature. 
Looking at her theology from this angle provides new perspectives on the theo­
logical characteristics of second-generation Quakerism after the Restoration, 
